
Department of Pacific History,
Ist Janunyy, 1958.

Miss B. Davis,
Angus and itobertson Limited,
89 Castlereagh Street,
SYDMLY. N.S.'^.

Dear Miss Davis,

I am contrite at not having replied to your letter about
Naven. The reason Is that I have been working furiously at the
i/.ltchell Library and only got your letter on my return to the
University after Christmas.

I h.'.d no real Intention of working at the Mitchell this
month but alas it Is closing all January for the decennial
stock-taking - and all my plans are as a consequence awry. As
It Is I leave for Sydney by the first plane tommero5»wto get in
,1u3t a few hours more work before D-day (which Is the 6th). I
ara still working on Salt Pork - a fascinating sub.lect with
Infinite ramifications - but my pig is nearly pickled now, and
I shall turn with relish to some other theme.

But about Naven: I must confess that I have never read

the book, but that Is not surprising for anthropological studies
of New Guinea tribes are rather out of toy line. But I shall
do so; as soon as the University Library awakes after Its long
Christmas/New Year sleep.

And I shall ask others better qualified than myself about
It - and give you an honest opinion, for what it is worth. At
the moment, quite frankly, I cannot Imagine why the few hundred
(at the most) libraries and students in the British Commonwealth
who may feel the urge to possess this work cannot buy the
American edition. As for the general public, I may be pre-
ludging in ignorance but somehow T cannot see It flocking to
A. Hs for any book by Gregory Bateson: It hasnH even got a
sexy title, and the contents are probably highly unintelligible
except to the Tltalnatl. Now his ex-v/lfe ^^argaret Mead Is
something different.

P.T.O.
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Wlshlnf you a flood of acceptable manuscripts
throughout 1958,

ifours sincerely.
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Telephone : MW 0522.
DepartnEnt of Tutorial Classes,

®1|? ImuprHitg of
SYDNEY, N. S. W.

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

'J 'Vf

iZj-th January, 1959.

1^. H,E. Ifeude,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
GANBEJRRA. A.C.T.

Dear i'fr, 1-Iaude,

i'lany thanks for your note of 29th December which I
shouM have replied to earlier but for the holidays* I am very
Sorry that you cannot undertake the C.A.B, script we hoped from you
for the present, but I will leave it as you suggest in your last
paragraph and if you find the work going better than you anticipated
you will get in touch with me, should certainly like to have a
script from ycu as soon as it is possible.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

DIRECTOR OF TITTORTAT. CLASSES.
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DeportTnent of Pacific History,
29th December, 1957.

Dr J.L.J. V.'ilson,
i';ditor. Current Affairs Bulletin,
Deoartment of lYitorlal Classes,
University of Sydney,
SfPWEY. M.S."/.

Dear Dr Wilson,

I really am most contrite and ashamed at not having
replied before to your two letters, in which you so kindly
suggest that I might write something for the Current Affairs
bulletin on the South Pacific.

There is really no excuse possible for conduct so
unconsionable; but to be frank I have kept putting off the
day because I have not quite known what to say, and when that
is the case I find that I am only too apt to procrastinate In
the hope that something will occur in the meantime to solve
my dileitima.

My position is this: I should like very much to write
something for you, in fact I feel your invitation as an honour
which I had certainly never anticipated. Having read every
issue of C.A.D. for several years, and invariably with great
interest and appreclation, I have no doubt as to its value
and have often envied your contributors their opportunity of
speaking from such a foxnim.

But I am committed at the moment to the Australian
National University for three years, of which one has now passed.
Ihat being so, my only justification for existence (in a
non-teaching Institution) must be the carrying out of as much
original research as possible during this "all too brief period,
and its incorporation into papers and articles for specialist
periodicals. On those publications I am to be judged; and on
their quality (and, I suppose, to a certain extent on their
quantity) must rest my hopes for a reprieve for a further
period from an otherwise certain sentence of banishment from
the Llyslan fields of Canberra.
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Vif'hen I received your first letter I was in great hopes
that the powers-that-be would allow me to count a paper prepared
for tne Current affairs Bulletin as v/ork done (it see ns to me
that it must have a distinct research content if it is to be of
any use). but, alas, I was told that this could not, be; that
It would not count as work perfomed for the Univei'slty and, I
presume, would theoretically at least have to be completed in
my spare time.

At the moment, unfortunately, I have so many research
projects in hand that I feel rather like an Indialu juggler and,
after some heart-searching, I have come to the reluctant con
clusion that I aj-i in duty bound to finish some at least of these
before Indulging in what are apparently regarded as extra-
curriculum activities.

Were I on the permanent staff T would not hesitate for
an instant to comply with your kind suggestion; in fact, I
sunnlse that a certain amount of broadcasting, public speaking
and writing would be regarded as entirely compatible with a
Permanent status. As it is, however, I feel grateful beyond
words to an institution which affords me a three year interlude
away from the stresses of everyday life and feel that I must
use every minute of the time In activities falling within the
scope of ray work programme.

I know that you must be wondering by now why I cannot
do both my research work and the C.A.B. article. The answer,
I'm afraid, is that, possibly through my unfamlliarity with
academic techniques, I find historical research (of acceptable
standard) unbelievably time consuming and that it takes me
months of unremitting toil to produce a single paper. As a
result I can honestly say that I have no leisure at the present
time.

So may we leave it that if I find the work going better
than anticipated I shall get in touch with you again with a viev;
to our having a discussion on the subject and scope of a possible
paper (whether on the S.P.C. or some other topic connected with
the Pacific Islands)? If not, perhaps it may still be possible
when I am disconnected from this Institution?

With renewed apologies for not writing before,

Yours sincerely.

m-
H.Ji. iv'aude.
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Mr. H.E. Maude,
Dept. cxf Pacific Studies,
Australian Hational University,
CAITBSREA, A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,

December 3, 1957.

The Editorial Ccmniittee of Current Affairs Bulletin
has long cherished the hope that it might be able to publish a script
of yours dealing with some aspect of the South Pacific. Until your
appointment at Canberra, we had always felt this to be pretty much
out of the question.

At a meeting of -the Comittee last week it was agreed,
on the suggestion of Dr. John Andrews, that we write to you putting
the proposal in general terms and suggest that the next time you are
in Sydney you might care to conbaot us and discuss the matter.
Could you let us have your views on this?

I ''py

• :WLt..

• r .
•

y.

1 i" 'I j

I * ^ j ' ^

Yours sincerely.
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Telephone : MW 0522.

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

Muitiprattg nf
SYDNEY, N. S. W.

Department of Tutorial Classes

-'̂ i^gust 22, 1957,

Mr. A.E. Maud,
c/- Ausiaralian National University,
CAl'IBjijBRA • A • G • X' *

Dear Mr. Maud,

Recently, a suggestion was made to -thg o,i-4.
committee of Current Affairs Bulletin that it PubisgL ^
the South Pacific Commission. This was merely the late^^^f"^
occasions on which we have discussed this mattoi, many
attempts to commission a suitable author have ccsng to

It was pointed out to us that, in
activities, you might be prepared to write such g,
Is this possible? If so, the committee would b© s-Toj^?
views on the material the article should cover. -^Yq , ° have your
only one issue on the South Pacific (enclosed HerewithT^ P^tilished
references to the Commission's work are scanty (vide
fact that you might want to make the script a coutrover * i
would not necessarily worry us# ^sial

Yours sincerely.
N

Wilson

Edi^r.

•'L'..r i-'
I
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Department of Pacific History,
?lst Janucry, 1958.

Miss B. Davis, ' :
Angus and Robertson Limited, ; , *
89 Castlereagh Street, ' - ' ^
SYDHHY,' N.S.W.

.

Dear Miss Davis,

I have at last got down to reading the book Naven -
believe It or not from the beginning to the end; though I duly
noted that the author (on p.2) suggests that It might be i
preferable to begin either In the middle or at the end (probably
he's right).

I'm sorry if I said anything In my last letter which
might be construed as disparagement of Dr Bateson, for he has
made a fine contribution to anthropological theory, though
little to the st\idy of the latmul people and their culture.
And like so many anthropologists he writes In an esoteric jargon

\ : •' which makes it difficult for the uninitiated to follow - what
with his schlsmogenesls and transvestlclsm. Keesing and

' Beaglehoie and Stanner are all apt to write jargon, in my
\ submission unnecessarily; and the result is'that anthropology

is becoming lost In a maze of technical terminology where the
ordinary man cannot follow.

This probably doesn't matter so much In an exposition of
method such as Haven, but It does when the book is on an applied
subject and should be read by the busy administrator; and would
be If he had time to fathom out the meaning.

I have a right to speak on this matter, for after all I
am an anthropologist; even though I have deserted the fold for
the fairer fields of history and my erstwhile colleagues, smelling
a renegade, pass with averted eyes in the corridors.

However, to return to Naven; it is a good book, and.
quite a minor landmark in anthropological theory and method -
the brethren all speak highly of it. And though a bit dated
no doubt the "fine new chapter" will bring his ideas up-to-date
and relate them to current developments in the science.
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is definitely a book for other anthropoloc:!sta
«nd not for the layman; not even for those interested in the'
peoples of Mew Guinea or concerned in the administration of the
urea wnere the latmul live (these last could read it with,
advantap-e, but ISm. sure they won't).

being so, who in the British Commonwealth would be
likely to buy the nev. edition; I suggest TTniversities with a
Department of Anthropology, a few libraries (mainly specialist)
and anthropologists interested either in theory or the region.
And all of these potential purchasers can just' as well obtain'
the American edition; many of them, outside Australia itself no
doubt would. * 'w

So as a commercial proposition I cannot advise you to
publish Maven. If you do and sell more than 400 copies I shall
be a surprised raan - if you sell more than 500 I should like to
trea.t you to a nice lunch and a bottle of wine.

. ,v

Yours slncerelv,
V 9

H.E. Maude.

I

♦ v-V

, d •

\
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McGraw-Hill Publishing Company Ltd
MCGRAW-HILL HOUSE

95 FARRINGDON ST.

LONDON • E • C • 4

TELEPHONE • CENTRAL 0911

TELEGRAMS * McGRAW-HILL • CENT • LONDON

Our ref: MS/JK Date as •Postmcu'k.

Dear Sir/Madam

Commencing in 1958 "MODERN SECRETARY" will be published
during each school term; i.e. 1st February- 1st May and 1st
October.

The number of shorthand pages will be increased to 18 and
a key to 'the shorthand platesj counted for dictation purposes,
will be included. Other features will includej noteg and news,-
articles of socretarial and office procedure, etc.-

To meet the cost of extra shorthand plates and the other
increased production costs, the price of "MODERN SECRETARY"
will be increased to l/- per copy plus postage. The subscription
rates affective from January 1958 will be;-

One Year. .. .. .. 3/6 (post free)
Two Years. .. .. ,, ... 6/6 ( " " )
Three Years. .... 9/6 ( " " )

Your current subscription has not yet expired and leaves a
balance of .. ... to your credit. Unless we hear to the
contrary wo propose to allocate this against your '.958 subscrip
tion to "MODERN SECRETARY".

Yours sincere

,A. Fi

CIRCULATION MAllJ^ER.
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Schools

Hospitals

Loprosaria

Hurseries

Hostels

Clinics

parishes

Social Work

MISSIONARY SISTERS

of the SOCIETY of MARY

JW 5064.

Pacific Training Centre,
34 Billyard Avenue,

Wahroonga.
N.S.W.

January 23,1958.

Dear Mr. Maude,Mission Centres 11 Soon after Christmas I rang the number
I

! of your flat in V/ahroonga ,I found that you had let it ,

and were not yet in Sydney. I think you will remember

that youaskedt me last year about some one who could do

some work for you which involved a knowledge of German.

I gave you the name of a friend ,Mrs Lower, I now under-

-stand that Mrs Lower is probably very busy as she is Pre-

-sident of some New Australian Society. I have not heard

definitely from her as tov^ether she would still be avai-

-lable should yourequire her help ,but another lady who

lives in Wahroonga , Mrs Basto, 114,Coonabarra Road ,Wah-

-roonga would be ,I think ,possible.
Mrs Basto is a Swiss ,of the German Canton,

She is a member of the Newman Association, She has I think

several European Degrees, She would like to do translation

work or work in some language. If ever you wanted this kind

of work done I am sure she would be glad to do it,if shehas

the time. She may behaving a period at home soon ,and then
she would be available . But I do not know if youstill want

the work done ,
Are you coming up to Sydney?

With New Year Greetings, _
Yours sincerely /h .

PACIFIC: Hawaii - Samoa - Tonga - Fiji - Wallis - Futuna - North &South Solomons - New Hebrides - New Caledonia -Chatham Is. - New Zealand -Australia
ATLANTIC: Jamaica, British West Indies - United States ot America.
MEDITERRANEAN: France - Italy - Algeria. MOTHER HOUSE - Rome.
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I ; Cable Address "Museology New York"

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79th STREET

NEW YORK 24, N, Y.

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY

H. L. SHAPIRO, Ph.D., Chairman, Curator of Physical Anthropology
JUNIUS B. BIRD, Curator of South American Ardiaeology
GORDON F, EKHOLM, Ph.D., Curotor of Mexican Archaeology
MARGARET MEAD, Ph.D., D.Sc., Associate Curator of Ethnology
JAMES A. FORD, Ph.D., Associate Curator of North American Archaeology
ROBERT L CARNEIRO, Ph.D., Assistant Curator of SouthAmerican Ethnology
JANE R. ORTTUNG, B.A., Scientific Assistant
PHILIP C. GIFFORD, JR., M.A., Scientific Assistant

BELLA W5TZNER, Associate Curator Emeritus of Ethnology and Consultant
N. C. NELSON, M.L, Curator Emeritus of Prehistoric Archoeology
CLARENCE L HAY, A.M., Research Associate
ROBERT VON HBNE-GELDERN, PluD., Research Associate
WILLIAM DUNCAN STRONG, Ph.D., Research Associate
FREDERICK H. OSBORN, Litt.D., ScD., LLD., Honorary Associote
ANTOINETTE K. GORDON, Associate
EDGAR M. QUEENY, A.B., Field Assodate

Air Mall

Mr. H. E. Maude
The Australian National University
Department of Pacific History
Research School of Pacific Studies

Box k, G.P.O.
Canberra, Australia

Dear Mr. Maude:

November 7, 1957

I have been looking through my notes and thus far
have been unable to locate the item on which the footnote you
cite was based. Not wishing to delay an answer to your letter
any longer I am writing how to report this "and to assure you I
will continue to search through the accummulation of many years
in the hope of finally discovering the item.

I have a very clear recollection of the report, but I
cannot recall whether I heard of it through a correspondent in
England or saw it in the Times myself. In any event, I would not,
of course, be able to evaluate how much significance to attach to
items of this kind.

I am sorry that I cannot be any more helpful at the
moment, but I shall continue to search and if I find anything of
value, I shall send it on to you immediately.

I was much interested in your paper and X hope when you
get it published that you will send me a copy, or at least let me
know where I can obtain one.

Sincerely,

HLS:k
VT-O

•5^
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Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,

7th October, 1957.

Dr H.L. Shapiro,
American Museiim of Natural History,
WASHINGTON, D.C. "

Dear Dr Shapiro,

"K..

I hope you will not mind my writing to seek your advice
on a matter connected with Pitcalrn history. I knov/ that
you are one of the busier of mortals and have purposely
refrained from bothering you liintil I had exhausted my other
possible sources of information.

In a footnote on page 71 of your "Kei^itage of the Bounty"
(English edition) you state that:-

"A recent letter in the London Times reports the
existence of Edward Young's journal in England".

We have searched through the Annual "Index to the Times"
in the National Library here, butf^ias to no effect.

I then wrote to my cousin Alan ivlaude, who until recently
was Literary Sub-Editor of the Times, who got their Research
Department looking for this letter, but again unsuccessfully.

Now the Times people themselves have suggested that I
should write to you direct to clear up the mystery. If it
also enables lis to trace Young's Journal
hideout we shall, of course, be for ever

in its present
indebted to you.

1

I have just completed a paper which I have called "In
of a Home",. ti'acing the history of the mutineers from

the date of the mutiny to the day 9 months, later when they
landed on Pitcairn. It falls into two parts: the abortive
settlement on Tubuai and the epic journey of the Bounty to
the Cook, Tonga, and Fiji Islands and then on to Pitcalrn
(8,700 miles). It is based on several sources not before
used, notably tne two narratives of Teehuteatuaonoa (or Jenny),
wife of Isaac martin. Now to find some journal to publish it.

With kind regards, and hoping that you can solve the
mystery of Edward Young's Journal,

Yours tincerely.
n jp
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Department of Pacific History,
5th February# 1958.

Dr O.B. Mllner,
Lecturer In Ocey.nlc Languages,
School of Oriental and African Stddlos,
University of London,
LONDON, W.C.I. England.

Dear Dr yilner.

W':' •

I must apologize for not having replied before to your
kind letter of the 29th October. Unfortunately I have been
away at the Mitchell Library and, of deliberate intent, did not
have my letters sent on to me. As a result I am now faced with
a monumental pile and many apologies to make to Irate corres
pondents.

I really feel most contrite at having bought into an
argument on the subject of Klleneberger'a Bibliography. It
scarcely behoves mej an amateur dabbler In the field of Pacific
Studies, to criticise a specialist working In his own territory,
and my face Is otlll slightly tinged with red at the thought
that I could have been so brash.

It all arose through a personal friend, Frank Eyre,
sending me a proof of the Bibliography (minus the Preface) as
a present. In my letter of thanks I mentioned having found a
number of omiaslons (not then knowing the rules governing
Inclusion which you had adopted)~i|id expressed regret that some
of us bad here had not been afforded an opportunity of suggesting
additional material.

To my regret Frank sent these remarks home and an issue
was Joined; and, being asked to defend m^jylf, I naturally had
to make out a case and seek opinion from^m'ore knowledgeable
than myself, such as Dr Vurm.

And really the whole matter, as your letter shows, la
quite simple. You made certain rules governing the Inclusion
of material In your bibliography, as you obviously had to if the
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result was not to be chaos. I fully appreciate your rules» and
particularly the necessity of confining your entries to works on,
rather that in. a language. My only regret was that one of them
confined your bibliography to printed works^i end this requirement,
in my opinion, limited its usefulness to a material degree.

A large number of works on Pacific languages passed through
my hands when I was working on the Commission and I soon became
conscious of the fact that the number of printed items was
steadily diminishing; more and more being reproduced by some
photograpiaic or- other process. To this number I made a modest
contribution myself by having some 50 manuscripts and typescripts
of linguistic material photographically copied and made available
through the Commission. I should judge that within a few years
very little printed material on Pacific languages will be issued,
since for the small run-offa usually required, printing is an
uneconomic method of reproduction.

Hence my expressions: (a) of regret that circumstances
should have made such a self-denying ordinance necessary; and
(b) of hope that in a second edition It may be possible to make
availability rather than method of reproduction the criterion
for inclusion.

Pleas© forgive this exegesis. But since you have so
kindly written explaining your position I felt it only fair to
sqt out the sole reason for my demur. In brief, T welcome the
bibliography but wiari it could have been bigger and more
inclusive.

I do hope thai; we shall see you out here again in the not
too distant future. Tliei'e seems to be so much money for field
work in the Pacific floating about these days that I imagine it
is not finance but youx* work at the University that keens you in
London.

/txxjv&j when you do come tr*y and pass through Canberra and
we shall be glad^ to put you up. In the meantime if there is
anything that I can do in the way of searching for end copying
documentation in the mitchell (whore I mostly work) or elsewhere
please do not hoaitate to let me know. I'm off in April to
Suva and Honolulu for a few months work in the local archives,
but expect otherwise to keep commuting between Canberra and
Sydney.

With beet wishes.

Yours very sincerely,

H.E. Maude.
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Dear Mr Maude,

( •+>. oJ 0^1? Ibeen sho\vn'̂ a copy of your letter of 31 Joly^with an enclosure by Dr S.A.Warm) and of our librarian s reply,
inoagh I amnot principally concerned in the matter of thaBiblio-
nei? to my field of interests and if
littTe extiL rean desirable standard then I am, i-o"; trS; Pears?°'f?^?: ^ tlierefore like to add a fewa uettei

"S

, 3.'-' ^r.

+-ir,^o f ^^1 to thank yo\z for having taken the troubleand ti^ this to set out detail vour opinion of this work. The
flatter,it seems to me lies in the first two sentences

"bibliography lists all printed books,periodical
able^to dealing v/ith Oceanic..lan£uages that I have been
nthor linrn?tM '̂̂ clades dictionaries,vocabularies,gra^rs,andl-n?uaipp JK'̂ °^^^^ '̂̂ "'̂ ions,but excludes -ritings in the ino.ivi-ci.^.8x -1littles tinGnis0]_yg^ II

nr^visin^ the small committee formed for the purpose of
O? twf-oS? °f the t?SSogrr.9hy, 1 --as present at tM Mrth ,
o^ the saSliet well the diseassion '.hat -:.ook plaf pen?f deciding vhether or not materials in (as distin-
^ on) the lan-ir ges should be in"cTaded. uo have
-Si - in the languages would have prolonged the search

To'-r>'-^ho nsiderable period when it is borne in mind that a
thi T^te?iSl very item he lists and that a great deal of
a very lonJ of translations of the Bible brought out over

Ti nn-hofnfl "^^nd therefore often out of print) and of^®n insmall_ unbound oditioug from hnna-nnerated presses, '.uch of this
material has already disap-ie-"ed almost completely and is only known to
have existed from the British and Foreign Bible
Society or from the records of Visionary societies. Often,as you
know, the same C3ospel or portiL' of the Scriptures has gone through
several editions In one lanvaa^e!

The same objection would have applied,though to a lesser degree
to the incl.'.sion of texts in the l9n< '̂ 'ges themselves,as published
by ethnographers and others. The total list of printed Maori (Hew
Zealand) alone already forms a not inconsiderable(aad already published
bibliography. J-t also seened d'esirable to draw a line between printed
material and all other forms of-'reproduction,in order,again, to keep
this work within the bounda imposed by the labour and resources
available to us in London,as veil as by considerations of a biblio
graphical order (such for Example as the desirability of a personal
check "by the bibliographer), i^arurally there were one or two hard
cases where an arbitrary decision had to be made (to include or not
to include) ^but Item }\.^)^ -hich you mention as an example of a micro-
.film(inconsistently)inclhded was I feel almost certainly mentioned
only because the review by Dr Warm wwe^priraLte^i>--^,„, -

I am also writing to Dr Warm on the seme subject and so I shallnot go into any more details hoping that in the main I have satisfied



i-most of your olDjections. . I would like ho , ever to end on a more
*V personal note. It is now seven years I think since we last met nn

Sydney in the offices of the Soith Pacific Commission and four ^
years since I last heard from you. In that period I have often v
felt your presence in books ,articles and in cojiyersations '^;ith .
mutual friends. All this does not dispense me from the obliga
tion to ask you to accept my apologies for not having written to
ji-ou for so long and particularly for not having let you Icnow of
our plans for this bibliography.

r ' *'
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V arel Lecturer ;i,n Oceai^ic ^anguagjes,
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Department of Pacific History,
3rd February, 1958.

Mr J.D. Pearson,
Librarian, School of Oriental and

African Studies,
University of London,
LONDON. W.C.I. England.

Dear Mr Pearson,

Please forgive my for not having replied before to your
courteous letter JDP/JMB/57,73 of the 5th October, explaining
the criteria which governed the acceptance of entries for
Klleneberger'a Bibliography of Oceanic Linguistics. I was
unfortunately absent from Canberra for some time after Its
receipt, but this Is no excuse really as I should have at least
acknowledged It while I was away.

At the time I made my demurs I was not aware that there
was a Preface explaining the limitations In the scope of the
work, as the proof sent to me by Mr Eyre did not Include one.
It Is now clear that most of the Items noted as absent did not.
In fact, qualify for inclusion.

I am still sorry, however, that your rule governing
Inclusion was based on the method of reproducing the works
rather than their availability to students and the general
public* By so doing It seems to me that one Is apt to Include
some printed Items which can be consulted only with difficulty
while omitting much that can be freely obtained through any
bookseller. Furthermore, printing Is an uneconomical method
of reproducing runs of less than say 1,500 copies (at least out
here) so that the amount of material the bibliography omits
will tend to Increase.

Hence my hope that It may be possible to relax the rule
in future editions and that Institutions In constant touch with
the Islands may be afforded an opportunity of assisting In the
revision and bringing up-to-date of this valuable work.

Yours very sincerely.



SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL AND AFRICAN STUDIES

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, W.C.I

THE LIBRARY

Librarian : J. D. PEARSON

Deputy Librarian : R. J. HOY

Telephone: Telegrams:
MUSEUM 2023/4 SOASUL, PHONE, LONDON

JDP/JMB/57,73. 5th October, 1957,

Klleneberp-er; Bibliography of Oceanic Linguistics

Dear Mr, Maude,

The Oxford University Press has sent me a copy of your
letter of 31st July 1957 to Mr, Prank Eyre of the Melbourne
Branch, As Librarian of this school, a member of its
Publications Committee and general editor of the London
Oriental Bibliographies, I have been intimately concerned with

' Klieneberger's work which was compiled while he was a member
of my staff and was done to some extent under my supervision.
Let me say right from the outset how very grateful I am for
all the trouble you have taken in this matter and that all the
valuable suggestions you have made will be considered if , ,there should be manifested at any tim^a second edition, '>va«-4 ^j

The main purpose of this letter is to answer certain of
your criticisms,

1, Sabatier's dictionary should obviously have been iieluded,
but the fact that it was published in 1954 may well mean
that it had not reached this country or been noticed in
published bibliographies or reviews before Klieneberger
completed his work, (you will have noticed that his
Preface is dated January 1955.)

2, The items by Gill and Te Ariki-tara-are are excluded, I
presume, because they do not contain any linguistic material
in the rather narrow sense in which this terra is used by
Klieneberger, In his Preface he states that the work
"excludes writings in the individual languages themselves",

3, We are very well aware of the important material represented
by the microfilms offered by the South Pacific Commission of

, manuscript grammars and dictionaries and similar works and
these are regularly acquired for this Library as soon as we
learn of their existence. They are omitted from Klieneberger's
bibliography, however, because all manuscript material and
by implication microfilms or photographs of manuscript material

excluded. The first words of his Preface state that Or-A^*^254 printed material is to be found in the bibliography*.
Item no,434 which you mention has been allowed in solely for
the sake of the printed review which appeared,

I ^ very grateful to Dr. Wunu for hie list of omissions,
perhaps you will be good enough to pass on this recognition of

^ Sratitude to him, I must, however, point out that practically
. items in the list were published too late to go in to the

bibliography. They will be noted for a possible future supplement.

Readers and primers and biblical translations and biblical
readers are excluded for the reason given above that they are not
linguistic" by Klieneberger's definition.

Let me say once more how very grateful I am to you and to
Dr, Wurm for the kind interest you have shown in this matter and
to assure you that we shall indeed welcome all criticisms and lists
of additions that institutions or scholars may care to send us.
This is also stated in the Preface where there is also made an
offer to supply supplementary information. It would obviously

P.T.O,
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have been of considerable value if preliminary lists of
material could have been sent to all institutions and scholars
interested in the field, and this was in fact considered, but
the proposal had to be turned down for reasons of the great
expense in man-power and materials that such a procedure would
have involved. We had to confine ourselves to requesting
other libraries to verify information which could not be checked
at this end.

Yours very sincerely.

H,E, Maude, Esq,,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Australia,

. .|St

Lfbrarian,

'hi
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Department of Pacific History,
9th. September, 1957,

Mr Prank Eyre,
Oxford University Press,
.:*46-8 Little Collins Street,
MELBOUME, Victoria.

Dear Eyre,

Blblloj/raphy of Oceanic Lln/mtatlcs

I-i •# ' • - •,...•»•

, * t u«v'

Thank you very much for your two reassuring letters, and
no loss for the copy of Klienbei'ger*3 bibliography; sending
you ray corarftontary was well worth any effort expended as I
should have had to buy the work, despite the px^lco, to compleise
my shelf of Pacific bibliographies*

And now that I know that you did not regard my remarks as
in bad taste I am quite happy about It all.

I can predict here and now what the answer of the London
School will be (If Indeed they reply at all): that the
bibliography lists printed books only, whereas most of the
omissions cited by Wurm and myself were processed works.

Apart from the fact, however, that the editor has not
been consistent In adhering to this rule himself, I feel
that it la an archaic and pedantic one anyway for adoption
in this year of grace.

If a bibliography Is Intended to be of the maximum
usefulness - and what is the use of compiling It If it
Is not .. then the criterion governing Inclusion should be
availability and not the mode of publication.

I am coming down to Melbourne In a month or two. In search
of certain documents relating to the history of Maiden Island?
and will ring you up In the hope that you are not too busy
for mo to come and have a few minutes talk. I have never
seen you in your sanctum; awc-lnsplrlng, I have no doubt.

i-our^^oroly.



OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

manager: frank eyre

Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

Telephone: MU1426 FE:PH

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Department of Pacific Historj',
School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
CANEEPFAi. A.C.T.

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

MELBOURNE

4-• 9 •57 G.P.O. Box Mo. 2784Y

Dear Maude,
Bibliography of Oceanic Linguistics

Our main editorial department has nov witten to tell ug
how much they admire your letter about this. They feel that the
editor of the Bibliography should be most grateful and hope that
he will have the decency to write and tell you so.

I hope that you have by now received the bound copy of tpg
book that we sent to you some time ago.

Yours sincerely.

"Aastii
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Mr. H.E. Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

ME LB O URN E

13.8.57 G.P.O. Box No.2784Y

Dear Maude,
Klieneberger; Bibliography of

Oceanic Linguistics

Thank you for your letter of 31 July "with its most comprehensive
summary of the position -with this book together with the even more
detailed report from Dr. ¥urm.

All this makes a most worthwhile contribution and I think that the
Institute should be most grateful to you and to Dr. Wurm for these
very helpful comments.

I don't feel that there is any need at all for an apology on your
part for hairing raised the matter in the first instance though,
naturally, I was pleased by your nice remarks ,which I know will
soften the blow slightly to the Institute. Nevertheless, my o"wn
view is that standards are things that you have to fight hard to
maintain and I therefore personally very much welcome criticism of
this kind as, indeed, we all do at Oxford. So far as this book is
concerned I, of cotirse, can accept your criticisms without any personal
feelings at all. When an Australian book is concerned then, of course,
it comes a little harder, but I still feel equally strongly about
those, that a publisher of our kind should be ready to receive any
and all criticisms and, indeed, to welcome than in the interests of
making future editions better.

So we and the Institute are grateful to you both for the thought
and for the labour of typing you have put into this job and I shall
see that a copy of the finished book is sent to you as some return
for this.

All good "wishes.
Yours sincetrely.



Department of Pacific If!story,
Australian !rational TJnivcrslty,

31st July, 1957,

idr Frank Eyre,
Oxford University Press,
346-7 Little Collins Street,
i.'LLBJURML. Victoria.

Lear Lyre,

Klieneberrer; 'jiblloprvphy of
Oceanic Linpuistics

As requested in youi' letter of the 3rd June, I am forv-ard-
ing herev;lth some samples of omissions from, and errors noticed
in, the proof of the Bibliography of Oceanic Linyuistd cs wich
you kindly sent me.

In transmitting this material I should emphasize tr.at T
am not a linguistic expert. '.Vhen the bibliography arrived T
hapoened to be translating some Oilbertese anthropological notes,
so out of curiosity I turned to look up the entry on the dict
ionary I was using:-

Sabatler, liev. Pere. Dlctionnalre Gilbertin-Francats.
Tabulroa, ..lission of the Sacred Heart, 1954.

There was no entry.

This seemed strange, so T turned over to see if T could
find two other works which I was then using (in connection with
the alleged discovery of Rarotonga by the 'Bounty')* These
were:-

Gill, W. Vi'yatt. Rarotonra ii:ecords, being extracts from the
papers of the late Rev. V»» 'Vyatt Gill. Ll.l). ' ellington,
Polynesian Society, 1916; and

Te Ariki-tara-are. History and Traditions of Rarotonga.
velllngton, Polynesian Society, 1899 and 1918-21.

T o.'.oeeted to find thiese items since they are presumably of value
to language specialists, the Laorl text being orinted in full

the Rhgliah, but I could discover neither.

My curiosity stimulated, I thought of a work which T had
helped to bring out -when on tlie staff of the South Pacific
Commission:-
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James, nev. FI. Bond. A Bl bllograohy of Fubllcatlons In
C'oo>c Islands -.:aorl. S.P.C., 19b3j

and one which I hud assisted the Iltchell Library in pr>duclnp':-

Publlc Library of N.S.iV. Tentuttve List of Books written In
or v/i'lttcn about the Lanpaaf-es of Gilbcx-t Tsl-:.^nd3, Llllce
Islands and 'aaru. 1954;

to see If there were other omissions In the Gllbertese and Cook

Islands haorl sections. It seemed to *ne that there were.

I tnen thought of a project which, as you know, has been
near to my heart for some years: the maklmp: avaliable of ling
uistic material to scholars, institutions and libraries t.ix'oaph-
out the world at cost price. Full texts of this material
(with the price of each item) are reyulurly published In t-.e
Commission Quarterly Bulletin.

In many cases the material contained in this series of
microfilms represents the most important soxarce of informfit'on
on a lan.puage (in some instances, I believe, the only source):
yet I could not discover that a single item had been included.

I thought that perhaps this omission was due to the
dictionaries, grammars and other linguistic material (a list of
which is attached) being on microfilm prepared from typescript
or manuscript copies, but I note that other microfilms of
typescripts are included (e.g. Item 434). It could hardly be
because they are not generally available, since anyone can
procure copies for the cost of a Money Order, which is certainly
not the case with the bulk of the items listed in the Biblio
graphy.

'Alien I received your request for ampllfleation I felt
that I should consult a colleague better qualified than myself
to evaluate the Bibliography. This I duly did, and I now give
the gist of !)r 3.A. "'Uiga's observations at (a) to (f) of my
enclos ure.

Or Wurra is Senior Research Fellow in Linguistics at this
rmiversity and needs no introduction to anyone engaged in ling
uistic studies (his name figures five times in the Bibliography);
fcri, as would expect, hi a contribution is of much greater
value than mine.

5^ou will appreciate that the lists of omissions quoted
are nscesaarily samples only, being taken by me from two
Languages and three sources only, and by Dr 'Vurm from the areas
in which he is specially interested. To make a complete survey
covering the whole of Oceania would take a great deal of time.
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I understand that the S.O.A.^. Publications Com-Tilttee
arc anxious to learn what T consider might have been done to
ensure, as far as possible, that this important work was
exhaustive. As I have indicated, T am an area and not a
subject specialist, but I should have thought that processed
pre-propf copies of the draft mglght have been sent to the main
institutions engaged in Pacific linguistic studies (a list was
published in the Commission Bulletin about a year ago); to the
Conmission itself (which has gathered quite a lot of Information
on the subject); to the few libraries with impoz'tant holdings
of linguistic material; to such organizations as Tripp'̂ (which
recently conducted a linguistic survey); and to one or two
authorities in the field, such as Father Luzbetak. In some
instances reference to a particular i.iission headquarters might
have been desirable.

Having said all this I do want to add my apologies for
having raised the matter in the first Instance. It is easy to
criticise the few who do anything worthvjhile; and rather
churlish, I now feel, to have criticized in any way what was,
after all, a kind and appreciated gift froa you.

I hope anyway that my remarks wllil not be taken as an
attempt to belitte what I feel is a fine pioneering effort, but
rether as a plea that in the second edition, which one trusts
will be soon required, other institutions and individuals
engaged in Oceanic research may ^e permitted to particioste by
suggesting additions and amendments.

Feeling snail and contrite, I have tried to expiate my
transgression by spending a day of purgatory typing out all this
material: and I have been taught a lesson - to keep off matters
in future which don't really concern me.

Yours sincerely.

H.K. 'aude.



"BlblioFrauhy of Oceanic Liiifu? ;3tics"

•Alsslnf Items (random samples),

(а) Printed publications ofi Oceanic Lanpu: ccs

(1) S.H. i-iay, So:r:c -ytha of Origin from the i-'ly •v^vcr-. ;ew iJuinea
(rviwai texts with ti'anslatlons and notes on f i-a-'riar), in:
.iitteilungen der -Viener Anthropologischen Oesellschaft. Vol.
LaI, 1931 (Vestern Papua).

(2) A.P. Jennings, 'edau-.Vnrllsh Dictionary, Dogura, Papua, 1956
(Eastern Papua).

(?) C.E. Fox, 'Jggela Dictionary, Aucicland, N.Z., 1955 (Solomon
Islands).

(4) John F- :.ager, Gedaged-Fngllsh Dictionary, Columbus, Ohio,
1952 (Grayed, Territory of Tew Guinea).

(5) S. vi'urm, .Pie drinrendsten linpulstischen Aufpaoen In ieu-
gulnea. In: Actes du IVe Gonprcs International des Sciences
Anthropolopiques et Kthnolopiques, Vienn 1-8 Septembre
1952, Vienna 1956 (flew Guinea, Gen.).

(б) Galis, K.'V. Bibliography of Vest O'cw Guinea. Tale FTniversity,
South-east Asia Stu iies, Bibliopraphy Sei'ies, 1956 (IJutch
New Guinea, Gen.).

(7) u.F. Salisbury, Vocabulary of the Slane Language of tne 1ast-
cvn iiighlands of hw Guinea, ..Icro-bibliotheca Anthropos,
vol. 24, 1956. reviewed by H. Aufenager in Anthropos, vol.
5l, parts 5-6, 1956 (Terr, of New Guinea).

(d) K.F. Salisbury, The f iane i^anpuage of the [.astern tiighlands
of Tew Guinea, Anthropos, vol.51, parts P-4, 1956 (Terr, of
New Guinea)•

(9) J.il.L. Vaterhouse, A Aoviana and Ihglish Pi cti onary. revised
and enlarged by L. .. Jones, Sydney, 1949. ('I'hls is a
new and revised edition: only the 192' edition and the 1928
reprint of It are mentioned) (Solomons).

(b) Publications in iP)taprint (or roneoed).

(10) L.J. Luzbetak:, . Iddle Sahgl Pxhonology, Oceania Linguistic
lAonograph, no.2, Sydney, 1956.
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(11) L.J. Luzbetak, The ..iiddle '"ahpi Dialects, vol.^^, iia.nz
Gra.-unar, Catholic ...isslori, Vestern iltghlanas, 'J.G.
(19o5) (Terr, of Hew Guinea). ,

(12) P.A. ..icVinney and L.J. Luzbetak, Tabare Dialect, vol.1,
Gran.nar (Sinasina). N.D. (196b) (Terr.\ of Hew Guinea).

(C) iteaders (printed), and Priraefa.

\

.

s

A few orinted readers in Oceanic Langiaapes arr HeXitloncd, e.g.
Items 610 (Hamau) and 627A (Toaripi), and 782 (tqro); but t.iere
are aaay more missing, e.g. the reader 5n --"Iwai (dgtley, 1929,
London miss. Soc.), as well as the <Iwai iri-ier, :^ebt. of l.duc-
ation, 1953, Gogodala Primer and deader, .'eot. of -V.ucation,
1963, 1954, Fu.juge beadf rs 1 and 2, Oeot. of r. ',ucatIprl, 1948,
Toaripi Primer. London .-iss. Soc., 1944, '.uanua 1, 2
and 5, Dept. of Education, 1950, 1955, !ioro :\ea-]er 1, •^eot. of
iducation, 1950. These are random examples only.

(d) biblical Translations and Biblical Headers.

There are hardly any references to the numerous translations of
portions of Scripture in dozens of the languages of Oceania, nor
are the numerous Biblical Readers mentioned, «uch as qapuc miti
(in Kate), Finschhafen, 1946. These translations and bibfical
headers provide important material to students of Oceanic lang
uages, even thougti their linguistic value may sometimes be
second to that of authentic native material. Their inclusion,
in any Bibliography is considered to be important.

The same remarks apply in the case of newspapers and periodicals
in native languages, such as those published by the Luthfran
mission of Hew Guinea in Kate, Jabem, and Gadaged (graged).

(a) I<lanu3cript Oranmars and Dictionaries.

It is unfortunate that no Inclusion has been made of grammars
and dictionaries existing in I'S form In the hands of Missions,
Individual Missionaries and scholars working in the field of
Oceanic languisticsf the more particularly since copies of these
manuscripts can often be made available, by arrange.ment, to bona
fide students. They may well provide the only existing Infor
mation on individual languages, e.g. see the following examples
taken from Dr Turm's Report 4.23.7.; 4.24.5.; 4.24.6.;
4.2B.1.4.; and, from other areasi B. Butcher, Kerewa Grammar
('/.estcrn Papua), -in the possession of Dr Capell and r nirm.
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(f) lAistakes and Errors.

It is considered that a number of tiic errors noted could have
been avoided if further expert advice had been soufrht on the
various linguistic areas of Oceania. The follo'ffing arc quoted
as examples of v.hat is meant:-

(1) 623 - The Tegua language is correctly stated to be sooken
in the Torres Islands, but the entry is Included in
the section dealing with IVestern Papua. It would
appear that the compiler was under the impression
that the Torres Islands arc in the Torres Straits;
but you will sese from the map that they are north
of the i«ew Hebrides.

(2) 628 - The Toga language is said to be spoken in the Torres
Straits. In fact, it is a language spoken in the
Torres Islands (see above). In the entry It is
stated to be helanesian. Any expert on the area
would have been able to advise that there are no
Velaneslan languages spoken in Torres Straits, and
that no language called Toga is spoken there at all.

(3) 827 - The language referred to in this item as ''Sprache
von Zentral-Heugulnea" is spoken in the Central
Ranges of Netherlands New Guinea. The item is
included, however. In the section dealing with the
Australian .--andated Territory of ik w Guinea, though
It seems rather evident from the title of the pub
lication that it is concerned with a language
spoken over the lAitch border.

(4) 894 - The Medlpa language is referred to as "Papuan, ^elen-
esian Influenced". In fact the language is as
non-.Velanesian, i.e. Papuan, as any in the area,
hxpert advice on New Guinea should have prevented
this error.

(5) 424 and others (4:^3, 822, etc.) - "Anthropos" was published
in Vienna (-vien) until 1939 (Inclusive); all later
numbers have been published in Kribourg, Switzerland.
In the Bibliography, however, numbers published after
1939 are also stated to have been published In 'Vlen.
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ifjL/x'j :ies) •

(7) ...ylllnr-d, A. A i'I'fcnch-Oilbcrtese Dlct'loniiry* 1917.
- 4 -

(B) Chfciuvel, P. i.exiuue ;ig Im lanpue le P. . itay (. ^It.
Ney< Hebrides)*

f§i Additional Omissions.Anon. cxKufi oe Iw Ia:iruft de foutn est Bay (•.alllcolo)
Hew ;;f bx-icies ) •

A check through the material on Oceanic Linguistics mad available
•showed the

, following oifiissions:-
(liy Chauvel, P. i.exlque. Francais-r.eslvl*

(1
(12

) Peton, '.'.p. Dictionary and (Irammar of the Lunfrnxape of Dip
) hCai^-^- f -bbPlaes'ir

N ''.ay ( fileli ^
e^'st 'ay

\

(3) Boch, A. A short Alu Grammar.
. Vx ,

X (4) Anon. A itoviana Grarraar.
———• HI I I i>

: • \

\^5) Godefroy, H.P. AGrammar of the Olal Lanpuajge
6tj) Loubierc, I-.. A Dictionary and Gra i-.iar of the flsis!- xmaran

Lanpuape (Hew ilebi^lfies). \

(7) kaillard, A. A French-Gilbertese Dictionary. 1917.

(B) Chauvel, P. Lexigue de la lanpue de S.nay ( ale^ula.
NewHebrides).

(9) Anon. Lexigue de la lanpue de South V^eat Bay (Hallicolo)
Hew Hebrides)~ "

(10) Nlcl, P. Graa-t-maire de i-iclsisi (New Hebrides).

(11) Chauvel, P. Lexigue. Francaia-Seslvt.

(12) Bancarel, C. Dictionnaire Francais^Sealvl (Hew Hebrides).

(13) a. South -..at r.y
-psrj—(•• a It'It!—*

(14) Lexigue. Langue indlpene South "est Bay. Maletcula (Hew
Hebrides). 2 vols.

(15) Salomon, P. Lexigue Vao-Francala (New Tlebrides).

(16) Bancarel, P. and others. Lexigue pyancals - .'ort Sandwich.

(17) Tattevln, P. Grarm.iaire et vocabulaire Oba.

(18) Salomon, P. Grammaire de la lanpue de 'Vala (kallicolo).

(19) Tattevln. P. Vocabulaire Loltonpi-Prancais det P'rancals^
Loltong.

iiiniC^i'



(20) Tuttcvin, P. Dlctlonnairo rr&ncaia-ilelslsl* 1909.

(21) bancarel, ?. Dlctlonninlre Seslvl-lTancals.

(22) Tattevin, P. Dictlonnalre rrancals-.tclalsi.

- 5 -

(2') Durand, ?. Dictionnalre rranca.l3~C8naque« Lanprues du Sud
du Pentecote. 1906-1912.

(24) Courtals, P. Idctionnalre Francalg-lanpue de Port-Qlry
et lanfflie de Port-Olry-irancals.

(25) '^•upplerirnt au dlctlo'-nalre Seatvi-Prancals du H.P. Bancarel.

(26) Paton, J.O. A. vocabulary of v.orda In the lonp-uafre of Anlyya,
New Hebrides.

(27) An rnplish-Mauru dictionary.

(28) Anon. Hlements de Grammaire '-Yalllslenne«

(29) Poolc, A.J. An hpyllsh - iiew crltaln dictionary. Vunalraaa,
New Guinea, ..iC-thodist tiission, 19b3.

(30) Anon. A Wallis Island (Mew Caledonia) - French dictionary.

(i?l) Guiart, Ll.J. ''A French-Olal (hew Hebrides) 'Vord i-.iat.

(32) Gulart, m,J. A Fiench-ral (Loyalty Islands) iVord List.

(.•3) Ouiart, M.J. A rrtmch-Dubea (New Caledonia) 'Vord List.

(34) Guiart, .v .J. i'. P'rench-V^nan (New Hebrides) 'Vord List.

(;55) GuJ'i rt, M.J. A French-Craip Cove (New Hebrides) Word List.

(36!) Pox, G.' . A Lau (]3rltiah Solomon Islands) Knylish Dictionary.
1960.

(37) .'apTs relating' to ^'are. Hew Caledonia, Incluiing vgca^bulariea
in tbe Jenpone Lanpaiape and an ethnology of ''sre by «J,
Oubols.

(38() Cape11, A. A orcll.ainary are (Nenrone) nd Knplish dictionary
comoiled from a Concordance to the are New Testament.

(39) Paton, P'.H.L. "Knrliah and Lenakel dictionary.

(40) Gapell, A. An firomanpran coiraparative dictionary.

(41) .•iux:ay;» and hn^Ha^ dictionary (with addition of Gapapaiwa)
""an i a fra ".-riar and dictionary of the lukawa language, fflOT
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Gapap&lv/a equivalents* Revised from t e ms. of the
hev. Rric GibUnc

(42) Fox, C.E. A Hp-ella-Enplish Dictionary. 1955.

(43) Guiart, J. A vocabulai^y of the Kilene dialect as spoken
at Sofr-Sap-, I'ic-vj iirltain.

(44) Holzknecht, K. A Ger.!ian-Azira (ilew Guinea) dictionary.

(45) Hoiznecht, K. An Azlra (New Guinea), German and Rnrlish
dictionary.

(46) Bartlett, Rev. H.K. Vocabulary of the Aisima-Panaeati
languape, Papua.

(47) Larson, Gordon F. and t.iildred 0. yonl PhoneTics.

(48) Larson, Gordon F. and .'ildred 0. A tentative statement on
•Monl •.'orpholopy.

(49) Larson, Goi-don F. and iVildrod 0. Voni-i"alay-:\farllsh dict
ionary. 1956.

(50) Patoh, Rev. 'J?.P. The lanp:u8fre and life of Arabrym, an island
•in the dew Hebrides. 1956.

... • 4 .

'V."
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(11) L.J. Luzbetttk, The .''tddle 'Vahp-l Dialects. vol.T, I-aaz •
Granynar, Catholic '133100, ' cstern Highlands, TlGbb^
(Tf;rr. of Guinea).

P.A. .'eVinnej and L.J. Luzbetak, Tabara Dialect, vol

• \ '
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

manager: frank eyre

Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

Telephone: MU1426 FE:PH

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
The Australian National University,
G.P.O. Box A,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

MELBOURNE

16,7.57 G.P.O. Bo* No.2784Y

Dear Maude,
Klieneberger; Bibliography of

Oceanic Linguistics

Many thanks for your letter of 9 July. I am glad to know that
you are able to help the Institute in this way. They were hoping
to get the information as soon as possible but I know that they
will be grateful for it whenever they receive it.

Yours sincerely.



I^e5§_5i§2ing_f5om_;bhe_BibliographY_{random_selection}

Printed Publications on the laxiguages

b",H.Ray, borne Myths aa of Origin from the Fly River, Hev/ Siainea (Kiwai
texts with trnnal P).ti nns and nntps nn ^n-^arnmar J, f
in: Kitteilncigen der 7,'iener Anthropologisciien Gesellschaft, vol. LXI,
1931 (v/estern Papua)
'A.P.Jennings, Y/edau-English dictionary, Dogura, Papua, 1956 (Eastern

Papua)

C'.E.Pox, Nggela Eictionary, Auckland, N.Z., 1955 (bolomon Islands)

John E.Mager, Gedaged-English Dictionary, Columbus, Ohio, 1952 (Oraged,
Territory of Hew . G-uinea)

b.Wurm, Hotes on structural Affinities of non-Melanesian (Papuan)
languages, in: Die Y/iener bchule der Volkerkunde, FestschrifJ zum
25 jahrigen Bestand 1929-1954, Vienna 1955 (Ueneral-X-a
3.V/urm, Die dringendsten linguistiachen Aufgaben in Heuguinea, in:
Actes du IVe Congres International des dciences Anthropologiq_ues et
Ethnologiques, Vienn 1-8 bpptembre 1952, Vienna 1956 (Hew &uinea,Gen.)

GaliSjlC.W., Bibliography of V/est New Guinea, Yale University, bouth-
east Asia btudies. Bibliography beries, 1956 (Dutch New Guinea,general)

R.P.balisbury. The Siane Language of the Easterxi Highlands of Hew
Guinea , Anthropos, vol. 51, part 3-4, 1956 (Territory of New Guinea^

R'.P.balisbinry. Vocabulary of the ^iane Language of the Eastern High
lands of New Gimnea, Micro-bibliotheca Anthropos, vol 24, 1956. Re
viewed by H.Aufenager in Anthropos, vol. 51, parts 5-6, 1956 (T.N.G.)

A new and revised edition not mentioned: J.H.L.Y/aterh]/ouse, A Roviana
and English Dictionary, revised and enlarged by L.H",Jones, bydney 1949
(only Itshe 1923 edition and the 1928 reprint of it are mentioned) (bolom)

Publications in Rotaprintor roneoed

Louis J.Luzbetak, Liiddle Y/aligi Phonology, Oceania Linguistic Monograph,
No.2, bydney 1956

Loxiis J.Luzbetak, The Middle Y/ahg-j. Dialects, Vol.1, Banz Gra.mmar,
Catholic Mission, V/estern Highlands, H.D. (1955) (Terr. N.G.)

Paul A.McVinney and L.J'.Luzbetak, Tabare Dialect, Vol.l, Grammar
(binasina), N.D., -(1955) (Terr.N.GT)

Readers (printed) (and Primers) 7^3

A few of the exis
tioned, e.g. items
mentioning of the

tine: -nrinted readers in Oceanic (languages are
s 610 (Namaii) and 627a (Toaripi)l, but there ireaders in Kiwai (Riley, I929, London

Miss", boc". ) ,

ment
is no
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also Kiwai Primer, Dept. of Education 1953j Gogodala Primer and Reader,
Dept. of Ed., 1953, 1954, Fujuge Readers 1 and 2, Dept. of Ed., 1948,
Toaripi Primer, London Ivliss. doc, 1944, Kuanua Readers 1,2,3> Dept.of Ed.
1950, 1955, SsuasgK. Roro Reader 1, Dept .of Ed. 1950 etc*.

Biblical Translations and Biblical Readers

There is hardly an;z^y reference to the numerous translations of portions
of Scripture in dozans of languages of Ocaania, nor are the biblical
reaaers mentioned, such as qapuc miti (in Kate), Finschhafei^fn 1946, and
others, -^'hese translations and biblical readers provide very important
materi^ to students of Ocaanic languages, even though their ligguistio
value may sometimes be second to that of authentic native material. Their
-i inclusion igitth a bibliography on Oceanic languages is jvery important.

The same goea for newspapers and periodicals in ±ks. native l^guages, like-
those published by the Lutheran Mission of New Guinea s in Kate, Jabem,
and Gedaged (Graged).

Manuscript Grammars and Dictionaries

and dictionaries

It is most deplorable that no inclusion has been made of grammars/existing
in SIS form in the hands of Missions, individual Missionaries and scholars
iHiEKSsx working in the field of Oceanic linguistics, dome of these Mo,
copies of which are often made available to bona fide scholars, provide,
the only existing information and material on individual languages. As
examoles I guote a few items from my report; 4.23.7.;
4'.24".5.* 4".24",6.- 4".28'.r.4r'Si-®"*» areas: B.Butcher, Kerewa
Grammar (Tfestern Papua), in of Dr.Capell and Dr.v/urm, eic-.e-t-er"

(jk

Mistakes and Errors

ThPre are a mamber of mistakes and errors which could have been avoidedif Sorfexperradvice Sad been sought on the vas^ioue parts of ®oeania.
Typical instances are:

itpr 6?^ The Tevua language/ is correctly stated to be spoken in theItem 623 ihe legua la gu o ^ entry is in the section dealing with
Torres ^giitly the compiler believed the Torres Island;
Western gtraits, thfliugh they are north of the New
to be in the xaa.v of the Pacific woiild have shown.
Hebrides, as a look ao

•Q i3 said to be spoken in the Torres otraits.
item 628 The Toga spoken in the Torres Islands (see

In fact, it is a j_3 stated to be Melanesian. Any expert
above). In ,ji^es would have been in a position to advise
on New Guinea 1®-^° languages spoken in Torres otraits,
that there are no language named Toga spoken there,
and that there is no

g to in this item as "dprache von Zentral-
item 827 The language ^ Central Ranges of Dutch New G-uinea.

Sh^^rt^rL'ho^evb? Ih the section dealing with the Australi an
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Mandate Territory of New Gizinea, thougii it aeems rather evident from the
title of the publication that if is dealing with Dutch New Guinea.
item 894 The Medlpa language is referred to as "Papuan, Ivlelanesian in

fluenced". \7hat —Lo make—this ^completely
-m»^ujtified rjemarh?-The langxiage is as non-Melanesian, i.e.

w: Here again expert adviee on dew Guinea might
/ have helped avoid thie erro

Lh 822 etc.) "Anthropos" was published in Viennaitem 424 and others^433>° later numbers have been published in
until 1939 xn the Bibliography, however, wft also numbers

Pribourg, dwitzierlanh. ^ said to have appeared in Y/ien. This is a
published after 1939 %y,at could very easily have been avoided,
bibliographical errof

j .. U

r '

3> / -jI

f- So y ^ /e^

ru ' ' A y

C>'Caa>a.<a-, ^ fZ
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Department of Pacific History,
9th July, 1957.

•hF Frank Eyre,
Oxford University Press,
r>46-7 Little Collins Street,
MKLBOUhNE. Victoria.

fear Eyre,

Klleneberyer; Bibliography of
Qceftnlc Linguistics

Sorry not to have replied before to your letter of
the -rd June on the subject of the above bibliography.

The position is that T have collected the sample
lists you require but have not yot been able to find the
time to type them out.

As you may know, the University does not provide
one with secretarial assiatonce, and as a consequence I
apend half of my week at a typewriter.

To type out what you want (the citations are rather
tricky) will take several hours, and I have been rather
flat out lately. But T do hope to get down to It before
very long now, and In the meantime I am assuming that there
Is no immediate hurry.

V .u

j-'f • 'A,'
' 'i ' ; •

Youre sincerely.

H*E> {^aude..
. Iff* •, T

PV'•>



OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

manager: frank eyre

Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

Telephone: MU1426 FE:PH

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

MELB O URNE

3.6.57 G.P.O. Box No.2784Y

Dear Maude,
Klienebergen Bibliography of

Oceanic Linguistics

You will remember that you made some critisms of this book,
a proof of which I sent to you some time ago. I told you then that
I was passing these on to London.

They now tell me that the Publications Committee of the School
of Oriental and African Studies, which was responsible for the
book, are much concerned about your comments and would be very
grateful indeed if you could let them have as much information as
possible about what you think should have been done, "if possible
by forwarding a detailed statement or a sample list of titles
omitted by Klieneberger".

Could you help us ly letting us have something on these lines?

Yours sincerely.
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Department of Pacific T'istory,
School of Pacific Studies,

9th PehmiaiTr, 1958.

Mr Harold J. Coolld^e,
Pacific Science Board,
National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
WASHINGTON 25, D.C., U.S.A.

Dear Mr Coolldge,

The receipt yesterday of the latest Issues of the Atoll
Research Bulletin reminds mo that for some time T have boon
meaning to proffer my conpratulatlons on the consistent hlyh
standard of this nubllcstlon and to express the hone that, since
it fills such a unique and valuable place In Pacific scientific
literature, nothing will be allowed to provont its contlnuod
appearance.

As you probably ^now, I have spent most of my working
life dealing with Pacific atoll problems, during the course of
which I have lived for varying periods on over ^5 of them. At
an early date I realized the great need that existed for some
journal where one could record the advances which even then were
being made in our knowledge of the low islands and use then as
bases for further progress not only in fundamental sclonco but
also in the application of scientific H^stiiwdgAes and methods
to the welfare and development of the atoll peoples.

I made an attempt to have such a journal established
before the war, as a joint governTiant-munouTn nroject, but failed
to gain sufficient official support, and am naturally hanoy that
it has now been possible to meot the need with such success.
That it is being met I can vouch for from personal knowledge, for
both on the South Pacific Cortmaission and at the School of Pacific
Studies my colleagues and I have received nany requests for
information which could only be met by reference to the Bulletin,
which has now established itself, at any rate in this part of the
world, as the standard authority on atoll studies.

To quote a recent example, when the World Health
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Or^snizfltion Rslcod ns for tsclmlc&l ftcivfc© on oort^&jLn wQt/Cr
oroblenis on coraX islands 3.t was possi-blo not only to oroAfid.®
all the information by reference to various papers in the
Bulletin but also to state where tease coui-i be consulted in
the Philipplnos.

T am hoplnpr that tho number of articles on anthropolofrical
topics and tho wolcone pubHcation of Dr Catalans report on the
Gilbert Islands may be an Indication that the Bulletin is now
willing to accept papers by research workers not directly conn
ected with tho Soral Atoll Program of the Pacific Science Board
and on subjects not necessarily related to the natural sciences.

Tt would, I suggest assist the develonment of atoll studies
In general and therefore further the work of the Pacific Science
Board if contributions could be approved from persons engaaed in
research in, for examplo, the fields of demogranhy, history or
linguistics, provided their papers deal with the atolls and are
of a standard acceptable to the editorial staff,

JVhatevQr label a oartlcular par;pr :m some atoll study uav
bear the probloms it deals with are likely to be inter-rcl.Ld
wltn others which have appeared la the Bulletin and it would seem
a gain In orficicnoy if all worthwhile research v.'ork could be
publishod in the sane journal, especially as 30 much of it would
surely be of Interest to the same class of i^euders.

If the Bullotln is not vtllllng to accept such contributions
one must perforce discourage future workers from investigating
atoll problems since, except in anthropology, there Is no other
area Journal at all likely to nublish the results of their work.
Two students I havo recently put off focently for this reason.

oust one further points would it be posolble to have a
Bibliography of new ltoi.13 relating to the atolls each year In
evci-T" I'ield, so that one could be sure of keeping up-to-date w'th
the literature?

Wishing the Atoll Research, a long and successful
future, and wuth my personal regai'ds.

Yours aincorely.

H*£, Maude.
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Intujeratly nf

luoiint Pleasant,
BATHURST, ZVJ, N.S.W.
10th Ivlaroh, 1958.

Bear Ivir. llaude:

luany th^ks for your letter of Inarch 7.
Iv;^ room in the University is in the Nicholson
Luseum which is in one corner of the
guaarmgle Uy the Post Office. The Siuseum
has got a label on the outside of the dnnr
and all you need to do is to p^sh the door
and come in.

Yours sincerely
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Department of Pacific History,
loth February, 1958#

Captain E.W. Harness^
C/o H.k'. Custoraa,
spy A. i'-lji.

Dear Teddy,

Thank you so much for kindly letting:

me have your opinions on the Identification

of Buen Vlaje and the Isle of Jesus*

As a matter of fact X got on to another

project after writing to you so have done

nothing aiore to my paper on the !L>lscovi2ry of

the Central Pacific Islands* I was thinking

the other day that I nad better got cracking

again when your letter arrived providentially.

How wise you are to retire. I have

certainly never regretted it for en Instant.

There Is so much of Interest to do once one

gets free of the blooming bureaucrats, and
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if one wants to make more money there are»

plenty of better paid jobs floating around^

I get paid more now for writing about the

Gm k E. than I ever did for trying to run

it; and with a lot less worry attached, as

you car. imagine.

With best wishes for a happy and

successful retirement.

Yours sincerely.

/

H.E. Maude
r'i:'

• '/i, j
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ANTGIIS 5c ROBERTS OIV TTD.

BD. JF

H. E. Maude, Esq.,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O. ,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

89 CASTLEREAGH ST. SYDNEY.
PHONE: MA 6511. BOX 1516.G.P.O.

11th February, 1958

Dear Mr Maide,

It was extremely kind of you to take so much trouble

over the book Naven. I see exactly what you mean, and shall be

able to reply with confidence to Mr Seltzer of Stanford University

Press saying it is not a book for us.

May we send you a couple of books in lieu of a fee? I

hesitate to send you something that you may already have, or may
not want at all.

Yours sincerely,

. I.

Lr

Beatrice Davis

I -4, '
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February, 19b8.

Dear Mr Earnshaw,

I have been meaning to write for some time? partly to return

the copy of your translation of the Pacific portion of Peron's

narrative.
•"i

I should have returned It to you ages ago but to be truthful

I found it too useful; firstly In the identification of a beach.,

comber whom Bass found in Samoa on his return in the 'Venus' from

Tahiti, and secondly in connexion with the discovery of Fukapuka.

I had intended to spend all January and February working at the

Mitchell Library (these being the University vacations) but

January proved a washout as- the Library decided to indulge in a

stocktaking and February also as my wife decided to spend it In

hospital (or rather the doctor did), and there she still is thou^

she should be out In a few days.

My intention was to ring you up and sea if you could have lunch

with me and discuss various hlBtorlcal problems of mutual interest.

There is so much I should like to ask, now thut T know a llttl©

bit more about what has to be found out.

T hajjift you are still actively enprp-ed in Pacific history: Jfour
work on the 'Daedalus' has been noat useful in connexion with a

paper I've Just finished on the "Tahltlan Salt Pork Trade 1800 30"
and I have duly referred to it when dealing with the shlpio^^j



•

hogs which she carried. Jfou say in your introduction that she

took on 70 odd hogs at Tahiti but you don't say where you got

this information from - I can't find it?

House's Journal I found a mine of information on the way the

trade was conducted. But ERA 111:332 says that a copy of Lieut.

Scott's Journal on the Ist 'Porpoise' trip was given to House.

T havn't found it, but perhaps there's a record in the Col. Sec.

In-letters.

I must ask you some day about the economics of publishing

through Stone's Talkarra Press, for I think he produced your

book very well, I should imagine ho aaaJly sold his 250 copies,

for I notice thst both A. fit R. and Sewards are pushing

At the moment I am working on the question of the discovery

of Rarotonga. CJosset got a long way in an article in \,he

Australian Geographer for 1940 but he missed the main point, which

is why did Goodenough go to Rarotonga in 1014? The answer, I'm

now sure, is because Theodore '\'alkcr passed the island in

Septeraber or October, 1813, and said th^t it was full of s&ndal-
fwood. What I'm now after is Walker's log - Darcy Wentworth had

it In connexion with some Judicial proceedings against Walter for

hanging a laocar at Tahiti - but where is It now?

As you will see, I am as mad as ever (a nonomaulao, my wife

says). Again many thanks for the loan of Peron, and with
'•V

kindest regards, :

Yours sincerely,
:.X



19th February, 1958«

R.A. Derrick Esq., P.R.G.S.,
Curator, Fiji Museum,
SUVA. Fiji.

Dear Derrick,

I have been meaning for acme time to write and thank you for
your letter re Christian and the Lau Islands#

I admit the force of your contention that Christian would have
found It hard to beat against the SE trades from the Lau Croup to
Pitcalrn. Nevertheless I believe that he did it, though it
apparently took him two months and the trip was not relished by
the others on board#

Anyway I will send yo*a a copy of my paper on the subject when
it is published - I believe that it is to come out in tho J;ine
issue of the Journal of the Polynesian Society# fciaybe you will
still not feel that I am right, but I think that there is at least
a prlma facie case#

I found the reference that I must have been after quite by
accident one day in Im Thurn and Wharton's introduction to Locker-
by*8 Journal; its on pages XVIII-XIX, but all on its own and
without the rest of the evidence, showing how thoy discovered
harotonga and visited Tongatabu it is, I admit, not very convincing.

Just one point while I think of it - have you by any chance
ever come across the place name VIVIHI in the Lau Group, or indeed
anywhei'o in Fiji? Don't bother to reply if you havn'tj I'll know
that your silence means a negative#

I expect to be in Fiji about June, all going well# My wife
talks of coming too, but that will depend on finance, I expect#

Yours sincerely.

M
H#E. Maude.
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19th February, 1958*

Dear Ida,

I have been meaning to write to you for some time but have
kept putting it off because I expected to be in Sydney on January
the 28th and of course intended to look you up.

One thing and another has intervened and it seems that I shall
never get away. First of all I encountered difficulties in the
Salt Pork paper and it Just wouldn't end off though I worked flat
out on it.

Its done now, mercy be, and the typing should be finished in a
day or two. But It comes out at about 14,000 words, with several
appendices. Jacques Barreau, who was here the other day, thinks
that Father O'Reilly might like it for the special Tahitian nvunber
of the Journal of the Boiieto des Oceanistes.

But the real thing that has upset things is that Honor suddenly
started a lump and the doctor said she must be operated on immed
iately and she's still in hospital thou^ the stitches should be
out soon.

You know better than anybody how worrying these things can be,
especially as the doctors never by any chance tell one the truth
but merely make soothing noises.

I do hope that you are feeling better these dkys and working
away at the A. & R. Job. Curiously enough (no one knows anything
about me) but I have been through troublous times myself which I
had to face out - hence I know what it is like and can sympathize
in a way I do not always feel for the transitoiT" domestic troubles
of some of my yoxmg friends - which are usually, in any case,
brought on by themselves.

There have been, as always, several things I have wanted so to
ask you but did not really feel it right to be my usual nuisance
and that I should leave you alone for a while (but only for a
while). In the end I wrote in desperation to Miss Amot « over
the whereabouts of the Judicial records regarding the examination
of one Theodore Walker in December, 1813 - but I don't know whether
she will be able to help. I hear from Fitzhardlng (shades of
Tench) that Miss Mander Jones has not yet made up her mind whether
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to come back to the Mitchell or not#

Helen Shells was up here for the New Guinea Conference but I
did not go. Thank goodness I no longer have to attend those
talk feasts and, if possible, I shall never go to another as long
as I live. There is so much to get do^vn in writing and I don't
want to do what Camilla did and leave everything too late.

Isn't it amazing to think that Nancy is still on the high seas
steadily churning away towards Europe (she arrives at Marseilles
toomorrow, I believe). It seems simply ages since she left.
I do wonder how hor manuscript fared with A. A last thing
I hoard it had pot through Mrs Moore's reading and was to be put
out to another (but this all came in confidenc® from you, I think)

However, I have little hope of it being published, for it was
too unusual. I have an even more unusual ms. ^y hands at
present called Ironwood. It is simply marvellous - to anyone
who loves the islands. Frank Eyre kindly read it (thou^ as it
is a novel he could not publish it) and he too enthralled -
and he put it out to a reader whose report was the best I have
ever read.

So I have high hopes of it, but somehow I fear that A. & R.
would not publish it - being about the Marquesua Islands « and
am thinking of Allen end Unwin or Gollancz. They turned down
McKay's effort, but really I am not altogether surprised thou^i
I thought they could ghost it up into something quite good ~ his
name alone would sell a thousand copies. Pity he's so bound up
and can't let his hair down. I seem to be sent so many rass.
these days I'm thinking of becoming a Literary Agent.

Did you see Ida that my cousin Angus has taken on the Editor,
ship of the S.M.H. - what for, goodness knows, he presumably
had a good political future ahead of him. And as a politician
what can he doj when the Fairfax family are the ones who decide
the political slant of the paper. I give him 2 years at the
best. Maybe he wants to blossom forth as an expert on Common
wealth relations. We shall soon know, for he arrives next month.

The Journal of the Polynesian Society took my paper on the
saga of the 'Bounty' and are publishing it in June. They seemed
glad to have it, to my surprise, for it was too long for them
really.

Must atop now but will certainly look you up when I get to
Sydney - I find Canberra depresses me and I really much prefer
the metropolis (though Honor unfortunately doesn't).

fours affectionately,

M-
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19th February, 1959.

Dear Vlss Davis,

Thank you for your rencrous offer to send
we 8 conplo of "^ooks In return for wy few
reraarka on Haven.

Put I clon't rate my effort at tTiro books.
I enjoy doing these things; and, as someone
remarked to me the other day, I should be
aahaned not to have read daven before, so
I really ove you for having put rrie on the
path of dpty.

However, to avoid embarrassment to the
firm and lest otherwise yovi'll never ask me
to do anything again I'll settle for Just
on© book - a slender volume as per enclosure.

Even that assesses the value of any advice
I can give at a flattering figure.

T wonder if Cumpston will ever get his
history of Mecquarle Island (of which this
is the bibliography) published. If you
have handled the manuscript you'll know what
I mean.

Yours sincerely.



TELEPHONE i M W 0522

IN REPLY QUOTE :
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¥, •' Mount Pleasant,

BATHURST, R.S.W,

tIClje Unibersiitp of
20th February, 1958.

H, E. Maude, Esq_.,
National University, ^
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

Bear Mr. Maude:

Sir Harry Luke tells me that he would like to see
you during his very short visit to Australia on March
15 to 18. V/ould you care to come over to Bathurst and
stay with us during that period? It seems to me the
easiest method to arrange a meeting and would simplify
organisation considerably. There is an air service
from Sydney to Bathurst every day by Butler and I
think the times fit in fairly well with the Canberra
times. On the other hand if you have a car it_is not
such a very long drive and the roads are in 'fair con
dition except for one or two short sections. There is
also a bus which runs from Canberra to Orange where we
could arrange to meet you if you chose this method of
transport.

Yours sincerely.

(H R

'f.!
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

George P. Murdock, Chairman
Marston Bates
F. R. Fosberg
Henry \V. Menard, Jr.
Karl F. Meyer
Knowlrs a. Rverson
Lauriston Sharp
Athelstan F. Spilhaus
Alexander Spoehr
Ernest L. Stebbins
Robert L. Usinger
Howel Williams
Harold J. Coolidge, Exec. Dir.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUE, WASHINGTON 25, D. C,

PACIFIC SCIENCE BOARD

21 February 1958

Dr. H. E. Maude
Department of Pacific History
School of Pacific Studies

The Australian National University
Canberra, Australia

Dear Harry:

I was delighted to get your letter of 9 February, and am pleased
at what you have to say about the Atoll Research Bulletin. When the
Board embarked upon the Atoll Research Program it felt more than ever
the need for a medium to enable it to send to interested researchers
the information on the progress of the work that was imderway. It has
been increasingly gratifying to find others have made effective use of
the material in the Bulletin.

I shecre your feeling with regard to the desirability of including
contributions from other disciplines as long as the work the describe
relates to atolls and atoll peoples. The possibility of doing this would
have to depend entirely on the availability of financi^ support. If
such articles could be accompanied by a subsidy to assist with the cost
of their reproduction, there would be a good chance that they could be
included, but so far we have no funds of any consequence that will enable
us to expand the Bulletin in ways that we would like to have it developed.
However, encoxiragement from you and the kind of a letter you wrote us
will, I am sure, be extremely helpful and we share your views about the
interrelationship of all atoll studies.

I suggest we might e:q)lore the possibility of getting increased
subsidies for individual atoll articles to be published with the help of
funds from the South Pacific Commission. This arrangement worked very
well in the case of the Catala report, although we had to retranslate a
considerable amount of the material for that report.

Your suggestion about including a bibliography of new items relat
ing to atolls is a good one. It might appesJ^" st appropriate intervals,
but not once a year.

It now looks as if I mi^t be visiting Canberra about 23 and 2.h
March, in which case I hope I will have the pleasure of seeing you again.
With warm personal regards to you and your wife.

Sincerely yours,

cc: F R Fosherg
Editor, Atoll Research Bulletin

HaroL Coolidge
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NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

2101 CONSTITUTION AVENUF., WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

PACIFIC SCIENCE BOARD

Feb. 24, 1958

Dr. H. E. Maude
Dept. of Pacific History
The Australian Nationil University
Box 4, G.P.O., Canberra, A.C.T,, Australia

Dear Dr. Maude;

Mr. Coolidge has passed on to me a copy of your very kind letter of
Feb. 9, concerning the Atoll Research Bulletin. We very much appreciate
your encouragement and only wish the Bulletin could be issued in better form.

I could not agree more with your indication that tlie different aspects
of study on atolls are mutually interrelated. To me it seems essential to an
understanding of both natural history and people that all aspects be considered.
That was, of course, my basic philosophy in originally formulating tiie Coral
Atoll Program.

The editorial policy has been, all along, to accept any papers dealing with
coral atolls, so long as any money was available to duplicate and mail tnem. As
yet we have not had to turn anyone down. We have not, on the other hand, been
able to do much in the way of actively soliciting papers or even making it known
that we could accept them. We have, at present, an application in for funds to
make it possible to encourage people to send in p^^jers, but we nave no assurance
that we will get anything. Any paper that is accompanied by an offer of subsidy
to cover publication costs will certainly be accepted if it is in our judgement
pertinent to coral atolls and of a quality worthy of publication. We have even,
in the past, rewritten one or two papers, but we do not have the time to undertake
this sort of thing very often.

If you have students interested in working on problems relating to atolls
I see no reason for discouraging them. If they produce good papers it should be
possible to raise the comparatively small cost of issuing their papers in the
Bulletin. And we have not made any discrimination on the basis of subject, and
will not except where available fimds must be used for certain purposes. In my
opinion all information is the raw material for ecological work.

We have already prepared a supplement to our Island Bibliographies, for
which we are trying to find funds to issue as a supplement. After this is out
we may veiy well put out occasional lists of papers and other pertinent biblio
graphic items. This is a good suggestion and one that I am glad to have, as it
strengthens my position on this. In fact, your entire letter makes it just
that much easier to back up an application for further support.

Thank you very much.
Very sincerely.

F. R. Fosbei

Editor



Mr Orrey Taft,
American Consul,
American Consulate Ceneral,
7 Y^rnvard Street,
SYiW£.r. II*S.W*

Dear Sir,

25th February, 1958*

In rep?.y to yoxir letter of the 11th FsbruRry, I a.n nox
foxsfardlny the two forms NXV-S-56, duly completed by my wife and
myself re?.nectlvel-n.

' W,.
, f S.« • U

I am sorry that It hns takon 30 long to procure the .Infor
mation necessary to an.3T?or your QiiestIon 14, but as wo have travelled
a good deal since 1945, and witVjout keeping a proper record of dates
and nddreeies. It noelod no little rasearoh Into 3>2id diarlevS, paaa-
porta, etc., -s-hioh we fortunately appoar to have preaervod*

You only require to know whore we hnvo resided for Q months
or more, but os thlo vould have loft tlao earlier portion of oar
recsrd largely composed of auapicious-looklng blank periods while
we were travelling I have prepared a mor« Infoxvtatlve oohedulo of
our movements, as attachments, giving all tha data aaVted for and
also explaining whst we wore doing when not resident anywhere in
particularj it seoned hotter to furninh too rnich information rather
than too little.

Lest so much travelling should in Itself excite comment I
aho'nld explain that the following positions wore held by r.io during
the period ander rsvlowt-

(1) To October, 1945 -

Pi rat Assistant "ecrotar'y,
T^eatem Pacific Figh OoLimlsslon,

Suva, Fiji.
(2) To January, 1949 -

Resident Coraml33loner,
Gilbert and Elllc© Islands Colony^

Tarawa, Gilbert Islands*
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(3) To January, 1956 -

Executive Officer for Social Doxralopnent,
r.outh f&aific Couuai! aslon,

Sydney, N.S.ff*

(4) Prom January, 1957 «

Senior Rooenrch Pellov-^ in Pacific Histoi^,
.ia ixkr-'-llnri Ratioaal ITnlverslty,

Canberra, AtCff.

It -atll be appreciated that all thece pos!tion3 have aecesoarUy
involved travelling In the South Pacific area.

Daring the seven years which I apcnt -.vorking for the Soutli
Pacific CoTnlcclon T was constantly travo.Tling, notably to and
fron their h.eadquarters at Noumea, New Caledonia. T have not,
hovover, itnm_?.cd theso journeys, as T was never away from mr
Sydney hone for norc than two months at a tine.

Tn rxde.itlon to the TT.:, . Vloa mentioned on Uie form I nust
have ha^. oovorol nore, as dnu'ing the v-ar X nao frequently trovel-
Jing bctvcen Fiji and Hsv^uii, and occasionally further oflelcl
(for a time, for examplo, T was attached to (J.S. r'oval Intelligence
at I earl xmrbour). T note frora an old Passport that I was Isauod
witht-

(1) a Non-Tnnilgrant Visa at Puva on C9.P»42.

(2) a Special Visa at Suva on 3.2.43.

(3) a Transit Certificate at V»elllngton on 3.11.43.

(4) an A.flmiseion Oortlficute at Honolulu on 1.C.46 (in the
absence of a Vlaa).

There must have been othei'a vhieh X cannot now find.

In 1955 the South Pacific CotobIsalon procured what I believe
they called a 'Security Clearance' for ne to pi'oceod to tlonolulu.
^am and the Trust Territory at the invitation of the American
OoverriBont. T regret, however, that the Certificate is somewhere
in the Conim^sslcn filesj and in the event X coxild not spare the
time to go, so never had ocoasion to use it.

Hoping that I have provided all the infonnation required,

. Yours sincerely.



HENRY EVANS MATOE

Schedule of movements since 1946

Dates •> Adireenes
' -•

Oct., 1945 - 31.1.46

31.1.46 - 7.10.46

7.10.46 - 5.4.47

5.4.47 - 2.6.48

2.6.48 - 17.12.48

17.12.48 - 10.6.49

10.6.49 - 14.1.50

14.1.50 - 11.12.50

11.12.50 - 7.6.51

7.6.51 - 2.1.57

2.1.57 - present date -

/•

The Residencv, Tarawa, Gilbert Islanda.

TravelllnjT, (London, ^ashlnfton dr Suva).

Tho Residency, Tarawa, Gilbert Islands.

Travelling (New Zealand, England 4: Pljl).

The Residency, Tarawa, Gilbert Tslanda.

Travelling (New Zealand, Pacific Islands
& Austra!).la).

Mayfnlr Flats, Milson Read, Crei^iorne, H.S.W^

12 Wellaroy Road, Double Bay, N.S.W.

The Stxidlo, Rdgeclif.f Espl., Seaforth, N.S.D

2 Hotherby Street, Wahroonga, N.S.W.

98 Arthur Circle, Forrest, A.C.T.

^: A' ; •
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HC.\'OK GOUuTMEY k'AuDE

Schedule of moveAuenta ainoe 1946

Dates Addresses

Oct*, 1945 - 20.5.46 - The Residency^ Tarawa, Gilbert Islands.

20.5.43 - 16.3.46 - Travellin^j to Fiji.

16.6.43 - 7.10.46 - C/o ;Veateri» Pacific ili^ Coiiuaiasion, Suva,
Fiji.

7,10.43 - 1.4.47 - The xtasidency, Tarav^a, Gilbert Islands.

1«4*47 —2.6.48 —Travolliiifj (3ew Zealand, England 3c, Fiji).

2.6.43 - 17,12.43 - The Residency, Tarawa, Gilbert Islands.

1^.12.48 - 10,3.49 —Iravolling (Jew Zealand).

10.6.49 - 14.1.00 - i^ayfair Plats, dilBOii Road, CrcLioi-ne, N.S.W

14.1.50 - 11.12.50 —12 Sifallaroy Road, Double Day, R.S.y.

11.12,50 - 7.6.51 - The Studio, Edpecliff Espl., Seaforth, M.S.

7.6.51 - 2.1.57 - 2 Netherby Street, Wahroonga, S.S.ir.

2.1.57 - present date - 98 Arthur Circle, Forre&t, A.C.T.
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Professor J.R# Stewart,
Mount Pleasant,
BATHURST. SW. N.S.W.

25th February, 1958.

Dear Professor Stewart,

It was Indeed kind of you to Invite me to stay during Sir
Harry Ltike's brief visit. There Is nothing I should like better
than to be In a position to accept, but I f4ar It Is Impossible
as I am well behind with my schedule of work and dare not break
off, being due to leave for Suva and Honolulu shortly.

My wife, however. Is preparing to visit Bathurst by oar
during part of the period you mention and would be delighted to
meet Sir Hari*y If she could, as they are old friends.

She would be driving with a Mrs R.C. Garsla, widow of a
former Administrator of Nauru Island (who Incidentally also knew
Sir Harry when he was roaming around the Pacific). They expect
to arrive at Bathurst before 5 p.m. on the 15th March and leave
again for Canberra on the 17th.

Mrs Oarsla will be staying at the hotel and visiting her
brother-lh-law, this being the object of her journey. As regards
my wife, I do not know If your kind Invitation Included herj but
If It Is not convenient (and It may well not be) she can easily
stay at the hotel too, and perhaps could see Sir Harry some time
on Sunday*

I shall be working In Sydney at the Mitchell Library during
the period of Sir Harz^y's visit and am hoping that his ship will
leave sufficiently late on the 18th for you both to have lunch with
me, or should this not be possible that I could at least meet him
sometime during the day. If only at the ship. I had considered
the possibility of flying up for lunch on Sunday, but unfortunately
there appears to be only one plane on that day • at about 4 p.m.

Again many thanks for your offer to put me up, which I much
appreciate.

Youre sincerely.



TKL, AUSTIiALIAN miONAL UlIIVA^irY

B}:SBAnC'rI SCHOOL OF PACIFIC STUDI/B

MrT.R. Smith, the ne\ily appointed Secretary-General
of the South Pacific Conmiission will he visiting the Uni
versity on the morning of Tuesday, h Karch* A meeting is
being arranged in the Anthropology Seminar Room at 11.00 a.m.,
so that all those engaged or interested in research in the
Pacific Islands may meet him.

Kr Snith has been both a public servant and a uni
versity lecturer in Nev; Zealand; he served for a time in
Indonesia, advising on the training and organization of the
public service and establishing courses in public admini
stration in the University of Indonesia; more recently, he
has been Secretary to the Government of Western Samoa.

I hope you will be able to be present and that you
will bring the meeting to the attention of members of staff
and students in your Department who are working on topics
relating to the Pacific Islands.

26 February, 1958
(J.W. Davidson)

DSAN

•"M
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Dear Helen,

27 til Fobi-aa-iV*

H-

'K

Yonr letter to nand, for whicfi X thank yon and hneton to
forward ttie req\iirefi Hotier.njnp: i''or this bird at the Tnetltuto of
Loarni np.

But alas rxy hand has quite lost i ta former touch and, rrore
important, I've lonf! forgotten all the jargon of my former trade.
So I have atiick al^toet nxacti.y to the yords of jonp hriof, lost
I CO malt some awful sociDloglcal abiociam.

I can well reinombc.i» that the Xllumlnati had an oooterlc
iirgot on nh.ioh groat Iriiportance was placed, Irut for the life of
ne T cannot now rememper now It used to go.

So you fire to regard the atttched as a draft and pleaoo
f«el free to atnond Pr,d ro-ehcpe It according to reqnirenents -
send it back and I shell teke pleasure in re-ti/ping and nlgning
It-

I axti just about to 3.eave for Coona and on my retairn hope
to vjsJt the Kltchell for \0 days Intensive work. T forgot
when you 3ald you'd bo off to Turkey or where was it but seem
to remember you shouldn't be hare- by now.

. t wan nost intei'eatecl in your writing to the SrXH (when
Angas arrives I shall give hloi inatructiona that all letters
froii you Are to be mfDllrhod unread) because T an shortly writing
an article' on Pacific Foderation - en hial.or-ical aui^vey (Fowler
says 'an'} I In fact X stnrted on' it some rnontha ago. I'm not
really intereated in the feaaibllity ol any propoaela but in their
historical porsppctivo; end the i.dea of V'eders:.tion has quite a
respectnblo hi^tojy. It seej.'.eri a pity that hour's ptirtloulai'
propogala wei'o couched in a form which ccald be, and were, so
grosely misinterpreted. But 1 havn't reud hie. paper ao cannot
aoy if It was loor>t larguage or loose reporting. I wx'ote an
article for the Tltnec of London which took the future federetlon
of Paal.fio terx'ltorioa as the logical nest step in historical
deyeloprticnt, without
tlie pre-herr era.

jbtrudLnc it. "But ttiis v:aa, of course, in

As far BJ I know Spi3.1iua is not here (though, for that
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matter, ho coulri ha'/o hecn here for weeks). My ti'ouble io
that T aiii 'vorkiufr on so rjtiny pauora anfl articles at the same
tino and so enthralled r.'ith It nil that I am r«.th«.r oblivious
to oxtornnl events - even of sucVi a startlln,^ cliaracter a:;
Jim's appearance on the scene. T suppose its because for the
first tlvae in my life T'm doing what I vrant to do and not what
some other so-and-oo wants me to do.

And then, as you well know, I never took anything in
life seriously before, least of all th^. Cormlsai on; it was
all such fun, but such hooey. Bat history Is serious - and
particularly If Its the, history of the first qu&X'ter of the
IQth century#

Pt' seeing you someday soon, if you're not yono' tc your
Istarr.bul seraglj-Oj and send back my draft when you've rot it
licKod into shape - isn't our notej»ap©r sesthetlc? 'Icncr
see.tis well and kicking.

Yours very ever,

Pb

\
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The Director,
Iii3tltu.tc o? Education,
University of London.

Bear Sir,

B'yth B'cbruairy, 1958.

I hr.ve been infornied by 'ilss H.M. Sheila that ah? is
propoalny to apply for admlasion to the post-yraduate course
being ccnductod by the Tnstltvite of Education. Ag former
Executive Officer for Social Dovelopnent on the Soiith Pacific
Conmlasion, and thei'efore her employer during her period of
service nlth th -t organization, I avn glad to write In support
of any application which she may make.

Jilss Shells acted as my Senior Research Assistant from
February, 1950, to January, 1956, when I left the Commission
service on retirement. During this period of six years it
would not be too much to say tiiat her ideas, resource and. energy
played a large part in building up the CoKmiasion's Social
Development Section from nothing to an organization providing
a ver;/- wide range of technical advice, assistance and stjrvicea
to the 18 territorial Govcx'nments operating In the South Pacific.

Owing to tho extensive coverage of our programme - from
co-operatives and community doveiopment to visual aids and
vocational trai.nlriG; - It wan not po^iEible .for any one person to
be u qualified export In more than a £bv fields. Fortunately,
Miss Shells developed from the start a special Interest in tho
education and comraunity development aide of our work, including
the development and adniniotration of a variety of educational'
aervloGs sucb. as visual aids and the provision of technical
handbooks; women's education in its wider aspects; tho exchange
of information on syllabuses, standards end uethois of educational
evaluation; the editing of oducatlonal and technical material;
correspondence with the Pacific territories on community develop
ment; planning and keeping in touch with tht progreaa of the
Coflualssion'a own pilot '^roiects 5.n coitLiunlty developncnt, welfare
centres and community self-help; and (in association with the
late Camilla Wedgwood) corresponding with territorial technical
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offioei'B on developments in village and comnainity education
both within and cutsldo the Pacific area.

These duties wei'o In every instance cui'rled out to my
entire satisfaction, which was shared by tne Comaissioners
themselves who were yenr.rous in their tributes and expressions
of revret on her ^rGsigaKtlon.

In view of /Isa 52heils' facility for I'lasttring with
rapidity/ Vuo essontials of any particular spocialist project
3n handj orid Vior particular interest in all work related to
cc«.iinunity bottoriicnt, I think she is v/ise to aeek to tai:e
advantage of the facilitioa provides, by the Institute for
further study, in preparation for practical social welfare
work in the field, whether In the Pacific Islands or some other
part of ttiG world.

If yo\i decide to accent her es & student I am sure tiiat
you will not mgret it, for in adoition to ar experience in
coranunity development work# briefly sketched above, she poesessea
a murkoc, ability and corripntence, and Is the fortunate possessor
of a pleasant, optimistic aiid X'eslliant disposition which laaices
her very e&sy to get on with.

Youis sincerely.

M
Senior Research Follow

In r&cific History.

•V
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69 Bower Street, Manly,

25th February, 1958.

Dear Maudie,
I was sorry to hear from Ida about Honor's lump and

operation. It must be a horrible sort of uncertainty.

I had looked for you at the Mitchell over the past couple
of weeks, and the brown haired gentle girl reported that you had not
arrived yet, I wonder If you could spare the time In the next few
days to write a note for me to send to the Director of the University
of London Institute of Educatlob with the application I am sending
over for admission to their post-grad Diploma of Education course?
One of the formal requirements for admission to this course Is a
teacher-training qualification. My letter of application says that
I wish to work within the fleld;^ of education In tropical territories,
and especially In the sections of the course concerned with community
education/ community development; and I have asked whether In this
context (as distinct from a school-teaching one), my experience of
social welfare and tropical educatlop through our Commission
work can be taken as an equivalent ' I think I should back
this up with a more authorfetatlve note than my own statement, and this
Is what I would dearly like to have from you 4f you would be so kind.
The Director of the Institute Is now that man Lionel Elvln who used to
be head of the Unesco Education show, so he will know what this sort
of thing Is about (though he doesn't of course need to be addressed In
person). So It eould just be a brief thing saying who you were and
are, and that you understand that I am interested In doing further
study In tropical/ community education things, within the Dip, Ed,
course, while I am in London, and that I was on your staff In the S,D,S,
of the Commlssn from 1950 to 1956, doing administration of research
projects and technical Information work mainly on the education and
community devt side (development of ,educa^y^nal services such as vis
ual aids and technical handbooks'̂ ''Jt3Wli^o^eof Information about
syllabuses, standards and methods of educational evaluation; editing
stuff and corresponding with territories about community development
work; and generally, with Camilla as our guide and mentor, keeping
In touch with developemnts In xsh tropical school and community edn.
In our area and outside), you know the sort of thing, that you
think It would be a good thing (?) If I could take advantage of the
facilities offered by the Institute for further study along these
lines, as further equipment for going on to field-work, in the Islands
or elsewhere. In social welfare /community education.

Well, that's very roughly It, I feel that as I'm going
to the U.K. I would like to do this, and learn to print with glue,
make sponge cakes and cut out flannelgraphs on the side, then be one
of those travelling colonial show-women who are paid to do the sort
of thing that you find yourself doing anyway when you drop In on



f villages from the outside world.

I am getting Cllve Nield, as a serious qualified practising
educationist, to write a note too, saying that I seem to have picked
up a reasonable grounding in the subject. These two should give
ffood enough reason for waiving the requirement of formal teacher-
training, If they do waive it. If not, I shall probably instead
work for a thing called Associate of the Instltlte; but it involves
doing a much more concerted and obscure piece of documentary bumpf,
so far as I can see, and having less opportunity to sit in on a diverse
selection of interesting courses.

Nancy must have arrived in beautiful Pari by now; I write
to her belatedly, this afternoon. I am so glad that she has let
herself relax Into a course of dances, s^^lmmlng, gay socle y an y g
in the sun, or so I get the Impression from letters to Pete. It sou ds
to have been a wonderful ship for her to travel on.

Acouple of weeks ago I wrote ray first letter to the S.M.H.,
being no longer a servant of any restraining agency. They didn't
publish It though! It was an attempt to revive the discussion of
John Kerr's stuff about the future status of N.G., and Dutch N.G.,
which the Herald seemed to want to kill. By the way our occasional
Dutch gardener tells me van Baal Is finishing up in N.N.G. at the end
of March; I'm not surprised, and should think that the Dutch mus
soon sell the place to either Australia or Indonesia - perhaps to
Indonesia, If Dr. Hatta gets in and makes a good bargain.

I wonder if Spillius has arrived in Canberra. Helen Walsh
heard a rumour that he had, but flatly refused to believe
he got there Tla the South Pole or Melbourne, on the ^ ^
would not skip through Sydney without being in touch with her. I hope
not Ida looks terribly thin and fragile, but is indomitable so long
afihe InLx panic is on. She has been touched and deeply pleased by
your letters.

I do hope things work out all right with Honor.
ring me up and have some beer end sandwiches, or even cakes and lemon
ade, one day when you're in Sydney again.

All regards,

A
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ist inarch, 1958«

Kr T.n. Srjith,
Senratoi^'-Gcnf^rai, '
fTouti". r! C.U'ic Co'i:':nii;.=3lon«

Dear

As one of the fe^ iiexiibers of the

Co.ri3iJ.e.3.'.c>n staff nc.-; at the i'^atioaal

U/jlterelty I euti ?/rltinc to express my

slijcere regret at aot tcin^r ahio to meet

joa with the rest of the -School of Pacific

5 toil i if3 oii Tueaday.

Djai'ortunatciy, I raade arrtinreniants aome

montha ago to etay at Gooina durirx;-;^ the

period of and cannot very well

cancel my visit at this 4ato date aa it

would upaet the arrangerieats of .'jcveral

otbors and neoeabitate the cancellation

of hotel .and otnor aooiclngg m-jde for the

t • »
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party aa loni^ ago as 'Ho'7e^t>er»

I should not, hoiover, like you to

foel that I had omttte^"' to ray nv respects

to you out of any lack of couj^tesy, oi* of

interest in the progress of the Cofcaisslon

7,'hlch apsorbod aiy energies for so siany

ycc*i3«

I shs;!! look for-'9rd very ruch to

nf.fcting you during one of your futrro visits

to Canberra, and in the r.oontinc taks the

opportunity of wishing you every success in

your ix^pcrtant duties of directing, the

Co'!jrIsoicr. Ir its work for the oeoples of

the South Foclfic.

Yo-.H'C .**inTrflT,

M
H.t". '.aado.
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TELEPHONE : M W 0522

liount Pleasant,

BATHURST, 2W. -

tlTlje Mniberfiiitp of

IN REPLY QUOTE ; End ilarch, 1958.

• , > ;

Bear Professor Hand:

ThanJc you for your letter of February E5th. V/e
shall be delighted to have your wife to stay with us
vjhile she is in Bathurst and I enclose a map of how
to find us. I am afraid we shall not be able to put
up Mrs. Garsia.

I shall be meeting Sir Harry at Mascot at about
B.20 on the afternoon of Saturday 15th and shall
drive him straight up here to Bathurst. Would it be
possible for you to drive up with us and fly back on
the Sunday afternoon? That would not cut into your
working time too badly. I expect that Mr. Robson
will also be coming up, and it is conceivable that
Trendall will be coming over from Canberra.

It seems that Orontes will sail from No. EO
V.harf, Piermont at 4 p.m. on the Tuesday. To avoid
accommodation problems in Sydney I propose to drive
Sir Harry down on the morning of the 18th, so that
he can embark round about half-past two or three.

If you feel that you can spare the time to come
up would you like to come out to Mascot with me on
the Satvirday afternoon? V;e could arrange a rendez
vous at the University round about E.EO p.m.

I must confess that I am not a professor.

Yours sincerely,
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H. E. Maude, Esq.,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

89 CASTLEREAGH ST. SYDNEY.
PHONE-MA65II. BOX 1516.G.P.O.

3rd March, 1958

Dear Mr Maude,

We are delighted to grant your roodsst request for a
copy of Cumpston's Macquarie Island Bibliography. It will be
posted to you as soon as possible, with our compliments and thanks.

Yours sincerely.

\ ...
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7th March, 1958-

Dear Dr Stewart,

Thank you for your kind invitation for my
wife to stay for the week-end and for myself
to cone up with you by car ajicl return by air
the following day»

This sounds a most deliglitful arrangement
from our point of view and I shall be at your
room in the University at 2.50 p.m» on Satur
day. But just in case there is some alter
ation to schedules I'll ring you up during th:
coux'se of the setk*

I do hope that Rohoon la able to come too;
we saen to have lost toxich v-lth each other
since I left Sydney, and there la no-ono
better qualified to bi^lef Sir Hari^ on Pacific
daveiooments.

Looking for^-ard to seeing you on Saturday,

Yours sincerely.

I also am no professor: not even an academic,
but just a plain superannuated civil servant.
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7th March, 1958.

I'u sorry my effort to get yoxi a good Archivist fell through
for laolc of accommodation - hut he was a married man, with infanta,
and could not afford the rislc.

However, ever watchful over your intoreata, I found another
aa good (or hettor)* One Arthur Ian Diamond, aged 23, and with
2nd claaa, division 1, honoura in HlatoiTy and Political Science
from the Dniveralty of Adelaide; later Senioi^ Reucurch Scholar in
History and fianlly an M«A«

As he la single the lack of housing does not dismay him; in
fact he is willing to go whatever the conditions.

I advised this bird to get in touch both with Professor
Cowan and your own Eatabllahmonta Officer but finally, and to my
consternation, he was advised not to apply unless an adver-tlaoment
asking for applicants should be placed in the Aiistrallan press.

Ihls then is nerely to let you know that I have the said
Arthur Ian Diamond on ray doorstep with his bags packed and will
send him pronto on receipt of a postcard. Or In other words if
you want him to apply I'll see that he fills in all the rlj^t
forms and sends them to Cowan. If, however, you've filled the
post already I'll put him out of his misery.

I enclose his ourriculuni vltae but not the various papers
on archival practice which he has written from time to time, as
I con't afford the postage. However, you can have these too in
return for a ataiuped addressed envelope.

How nice it must bo to bo busy all day long like yout I'm
not quite convinced that you'd ever settle down to a life of
contemplation like this, or tiiat if you did it would not kill you
off rapidly. Honor has been reading excerpts (a good Vaskeasian
word) from a letter she hud from you the othor day and t>iero
appear to be quite a nurabor of changes in train in your secretariat.
I'm not surprised you off-loaded Bettyi I like her at a party,
but wouldn't luive her on ray mind as a Secretary. What has
happened to Mrs Came.
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I go down to Sydney toomorrow to try and fix passages to
Fiji and Honolulu - it looks pretty difficult right now.

You must be having Sir Harry in your midst these days; wo
are to see him next week-end, and then ;iiinnitt the C.S. from
Honiara, en route to the U.K. on retirement. He must be disap
pointed at not getting St. Helena or something to end off with,
though I realize things are getting pretty tough these days.
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Marsh 7th, 1958 v .

It was iiideed kind of you to write and want ua to see you,
although how you knew where we were living I can't imagine.

Professor Stewart (who however claims that he is not a
professor) has very generously suggested that we should stay with
hix St Bathur-st when you are tnere. .Honor has accordingly fixed
up to drive theza with Mrs Carsia (whom you may remeinbcr on ^aumi)
and join the house party soon after youi* arrival*

I shall'be down at Sydney working at the Mitchell so cannot
cone with her, but it is possible that T may be driving up to
Bathxirst with you and flying back again on Sunday afternoon* It
seems possible that hobaon may bo also coming along*

I gather that you are due at Mascot at 3.30 on Saturday
and to leave by the 'Orontea' from Ho*30 Wharf, Pyrmont, at 4 p.m.
the following IHiesdey*

We are tleo provlelonelly booked Orient., but by the 'Orcades',
to leave for about two montho in Konclxilu working in the Archives
of Hawaii, the British Consulate and other repositories on material
connected with Hawaiian relations with the Pacific Islands. With
luck we should be abln to break our journey on the way back to
spend a fortniglit or so in the Vr.P.H.C. archives: Porothy Croaier
hae now prepared eSiftwndars of the earlier x^ecords, which ehauikfll
be a great help.

1 hope that you will have time to visit the Fiji Miisevim In
Its new home and see Derrick; vg have been corrospending on the
question whether the 'Bounty' called at Tonga and the Lau Islands
on her way to Pltcaim. I have now written a paper on the epic
voyage and will send you a cony as soon as It appears (in June).
The Museum, I believe, is to have the Alport Barker Libraiy of
Pacific material but probably it is not arranged yet. I wonder
whether Fiji will also got the Oatty Library} it would seem a
pity if It is to be broken up.

8e hear that you are writing a new book on Tonga, and are
wondering if it Is to be historical} there is so much of interest,
particularly In the early period, that T feel sure it would sell
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>»ellt And I've often felt that Everyman's, or'better still the
Oxford Classics, should bring out i^arlner's Tonga, with an Intro
duction by yourself. It is one of the few Pacific classics and
yet copies are no# so scarce that one is lucky to get the two
volumes for less than £7. 'Omoo', 'Typee' and Barrow's 'Mutiny
of the Bounty' have all dono woli in the Oxford Classics; why not
Mturiner?

I ujn GO looking forward to seeing you again, I may forget
a lot but one thing I have never forgotten and that is youx* first
putting .'iG on the path of Pacific history and guiding ray immature
researohca, until suddenly I discovered that you'd given me the
absorbing Interest of my life. You may have' forgcuten, but I
still reraernber as vividly as ever tho day you came un to my room
over your office and discussed my work on the American claims and
then ivent on to speak of your own historical research and in
pr.'rticular writing of your history of Cyprus. From that uay
I voj^d to becomo a hiutcrian; and I have never deviated.

And do you remember warning me against the dangers of going
on and on to get more data, more i.-.fiterial, until finally one
becomes a collector and produces ncthlngt It is a very real
danger, at least to me, and I have constantly to keep yoxxr precept
in mind.

Please give our beat wishes to the Gurveys: what a pity
they are leaving the Pacific region, but v/o do hope to see them
before they go.

.,v,
• ^ h';,
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CABLE ADDRESS!

' SOUTHPACOM," NOUMEA

•.,.-:r:.r^^^
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SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION .'VM: ,

' iV. • I •. .

%•! t • A
tjr* i». • 'Jtii' • *• •••Vv

NOUMEA. NEW CALEDONIA

Post Box No. 9

6JJ0
in reply, please quote- A/22/1

ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUEt

"SOUTHPACOM," NOUMEA

COMMISSION DU PACIFIQUE SUD

NOUMEA. NOUVELLE-CALEDONIE

BoTte Postale No. 9
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PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO

THE SECRETARY'GENERAU

10 March 1958..
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I had looked forward to meeting you during my
visit to Canberra and was therefore disappointed to have your
note.' However, I was grateful that you had let me Icnow promptly U.:

- so that I had no need to spend, time asking where you viere.
' Naturally I would not have expected you to cancel the arrangements

you had already made and it vras just unfortunate that my own trip
, - ,• •, I ' •"** '*1 •» *

at such short notice. . However, I certainly look fon-;ard
'• .[.Q pleasure of—' —•—-j. n—t ..i—'

ever tliat may be.
\K'S; ••. v'- .- • to the pleasure of meeting you on my next visit to Canberra, vjhen-i

A.• - .
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S- •T'/fc- I am sure that T could leam a great deal about the
Commission and about its operations in earlier days from someone
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The Australian National University
Canberra. A.C.T.
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Mr.H.E.Maude,
Australian National University,
Canberra.

Dear Harry,

183 Edinburgh Hoad,
CastlecragjDJ.S. Vv'.

11 March 1938

Your letter of the 25th.February arrived
safely with its enclosures,most of which will receive my whole
care and attention during my leave in April.

My leave actually starts to-day,but my
wife and I are leaving on Tnursday for three weeJcs air-visit
to the New Hebrides and New Caledonia,returning on Good Friday.

I will do my best on the navigational
puzzles of Gilbert & Marshall,as you have provided all the
data,and your own conclusions. This will be quite interesting
work,and not at all an imposition.The various sections of data
will be returned as requested.

In regard to the "navigational stones",
you are very welcome to myHittle not«on the subject,and it
will be interesting to see whether any more clues eventuate
from the subject being raised in the Polynesian Journal.
I intend to raise the subject in the Institute of Navigation
in London in due course,but there is no harry, and another
six months may provide some more clues to support the article,

I am amazed at the Tahitian Pork Trade,
which is quite news to me,although I have been very interested
in that period,1800-1830,because of the first contacts taking
place in the New Hebrides (apart from .^uiros,Bougainville & Cook)
During that period sandalwood was coming into Sydney from Fiji
and possibly from Erromanga,and Peter Dillon must have known
something about it,as Dillon's Bay on Erromanga must have been
called after him. Those old merchant venturers and their
cousins the whalemen certainly did a lot of unsung work in the
pacific,and its not easy to keep track of them... all we find
is an occasional footprint on the coral sands.

irVith kindest regards from my wife and me,

to Honor and yourself;

sincerely.
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29th Inarch, 1956.

Dear Brett,

I was glad to get your letter with ita good news that
you will try and settle, for the benefit of nosterity, which
exactly were the islands that Gilbert and Marshall saw when
they discovered the Gilbert Islanas. There is no hurry about
it, as I am only now finishing the Spanish discovoriea: every
thing always takes ciuch longer than I think it will.

Also many thanks for lotting the piece about the
'navigational stones' be published; as you say, it may well
stiittulnto discussion.

This note (don't bother to answer it) Is ;nerely to nake
some small rotura by referring you to two articles on the early
history of the 'Tew Erbrides which I am willing to bet jou have
missed in your resoarches:-

One is - Bennett, George^ "Account of the Islands r.rromanga
and Tanna, New Eobrides Group". Aslc.tic Journel
and llonthly Register for British and Foreign India,
China and Australasia*'. VoI.VtI (N.f.), jian.-
April, lBo2. ?pni9-l?l.

You will find a copy of this journal either in the Public
Library or the Mitchell (X think the former) and I feel sure
that you v;lll agroc that It throws somo quite new light on
the period.

The second la an article on Peter Dillon and the New
Hebrides sandalwood trade (or rather its beginnings) by Jim
Devidson in the Journal of the Societo des Oceanistea for last
year or the year before; I havn't pot the reference by m© at
the moment.

I hope thet you have had a really good holiday in New
Caledonia and the New Hebrides: quite a busman's trip, thougjh
I can 30 well vmderatand your Interest in these places. I
leave myself for a month's work in the Western Pacific Hi^
Commission archives on June the 11th, to be followed hy two
months in Honolulu working at the archives of the Kingdom of
Hawaii.

Yours sincerely.

i
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SUVA. FIJI

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE t

17th March, 1958.

Many thanks for your letter of the 7th March, 1958,
on the subject of Archivists and other matters;.

2. You are doubtless aware of the Latin tag "Timeo
Danaos et dona ferentes", but just in case your Latin is some
what out of date, I should explain that the meaning of this
tag is "Beware of the Greeks when they bring gifts". There
Is hardly any need for me to elaborate its application to the
contents of your letter. Certainly Miss Crozier would regard
this Latin tag as being of the most extreme, importance and
direct application in respect of your offer to'us of an Aust
ralian Archivist. If the chap is a dud, it will certaihly
provide me with an excuse to visit Caxiberra and tell you
precisely what I think of you.

3» The position over the post of Archivist is as follows.
The Secretary of State some weeks ago offered us a candidate
from the U.K., such offer being made to both Fiji and the VVPHC
jointly. The name of the candidate was Dell. Pour weeks
prior to that, however. Diamond had written direct to the C.S.
applying for the post. Unfortunately I did not see the letter.
A temporizing reply was sent to him on the 5th February
stating that it was hoped he would have by now have heard
from the Coranonwealth Liaison Officer, that reports on
certain candidates in the U.K. were awaited frcxn the
Secretary of State, and that if none of the latter were
appointed, the post would be advertsied in Australia aM N.Z.
Thereafter, although I directed in a minute that we should
ask Professor Cowan for a report on Diamond —not untypical
of the Fiji Government, the file was put away instead. Your
letter to me brought the matter to light fortunately, and
only just in ti^€» ns the Hi^ Commissiohier has agreed to
the appointment of Dell.

h. Fortunately, I returned from a visit to -Tarawa
last week to find your letter awaiting me and no action yet
taken on ,Gutch* s telegram agreeing to the appointment of Dell.
You will, be aware that Miss Crozier is most strongly opposed
to the appointment of an Australian Archivist, since she is
convinced that no Archivist who has not been trained in
British archival theory and administration is any good.
Nevertheless, I have discussed this matter this morning with
Ronald Garvey and we both consider that Diamond should be
offered the job. VlTe are under scene pressure at times to
appoint to the Service persons from Australia aM New Zealand
and frankly there seems no reason why we should not do so -
indeed there are good reasons why we should do so in a
gpod many cases. Diamond is single, whereas Dell is mapried
with several children. Expenses of passages on first appoint
ment and on leave will therefore be very much heavier in the
case of Dell than Diamond. Further, Diemond, being single,
presents no housing problem, whereas, of course. Dell does.
For these and other reasons, as I say, we think that Diamond



should "be offered the'p'dst and we are telegraphing IS^utch'̂ '̂ ^
today to this effect :he agrees; "we ^shallHheh have '-to *
approach the:Secretary ;Of State." -' . • ' ' ; ; • '•; aT 7*

' 5>:^ will-therefQre he several.weeks "before we ^re tnfa-^-
position to; reach -a final deci sion on ithis matter but -in the -
meanwhile yoUmay wish to inform Diamond of the. position^ If
Gutch declines to.change his mind, I still think that-we hold
stronger cards than he.does. : ,

- The follcwing notes Tare purely pers'ohal I -sii'htill
wait_^g to- hear from-Honor regarding your •travels to and frcm
Honolulu so .that I. can ;work out 4when I shall again- see yoU-
both :and_^ when Neil can see you.. ".'I :jiope that Honor will be
able/to let me know soonv T^T " • ^ ; •

- 7*.. hs on Saturday -after- having stayed h^-
wS^h""? in^Tarawa- {about: ,which I, will tell you. more when I see- you) but did have- the >
Garveys and .Sir Harry, to :dinner on his-lash evening, -i assume
from the fact that he is visiting you that he is hoping to
Jhfni ??? your^^irst-editions, but I know you tSo well tothink that he, will have any hope of succeeding. • "

6«.' : .I^s interested to heiar: that Alaric is likiimr .
Geography; at Sj^ney Uhiyersity In.his final/year since: ofr-c
co^se that was one of "the siihjects which I took my degree -
ff^ ' J should have welcomed a •vdiscussion with him pp the.^dect but alas- it look-s out of
the guestipp.

- - -* First fold here L.

0 VJ Xj
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TELEPHONE

WM 2481
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of ^estsrn Australia

Youn Reference-

Our Reference...

(in reply please quote)

H. E, Maude, Esq.,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Box A GPO. GAIBERRA. A.C.T.

Dear Mr, Maude,

26tli March, 195^

Enclosed is a letter to the Fiji Colotiial Secretary about the
publication of my thesis, which has already been posted to Suva by
surface mail,

I wondered if it might not speed things up if you were to send
the letter with a covering note to McDonadd, The thesis is such
a bulky thing that it could lie in the secretariatf archives
for months and months. On the other hand, you might consider it
better drill not to; in that case would you please drop the letter
in the post?

I don't suppose GUP replied about the first chapter you sent them?

I hope everything is well with you and I hope to see you soon.

Yours sincerely^

K, L, Gillion

•A



T.G. 42.

Sch. crr.so

CABLE

This Telegram has boen received
subject to the Post and Telegraph
Act and Regulations. The time
received at this office is shown
at the end of the message.

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA

POSTMASTER-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT

TELEGRAM

The date stamp indicates
the date of reception and
lodgment also,
earlier date is shown.^
the time of lodgme

SCI71 PO76 G5U1 P SUVA 37 26 1315 ETAT

MAUDE 98 ARTHUR CIRCLE
FORREST Canberra

III ON assumptionthat diamond urgently seeks post arghtvtot comma
REQUEST HIM COMPLETE APPLICATION P0RM3 IMMEDIATELY AND PORWARDED
THEM TO PROFESSOR COWEN DOMINION LIASION OFFICER AT UNIVERSITY
OP MELBOURNE

MACDONLD SECRETARY

230P nc

Office Date Stamp



Dear Paddy,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.

27th March, 1958.

Just a note to thank you for yours of the 17th inst. re
the appointment of an archivist and to let you knoir that the
sense (what a pregnant word) was duly conveyed to Diamond.
Also your cable, received yesterday.

I have good reports about Dia^aond from all sides. And
this includes his colleague Gibbney, so you needn't suspect
my occasional flights of pure altruism. Diamond appears to
be extremely conscientious and painstaking, but as a conse
quence inclined to be slow. One of the only three honours
graduates taken into the Commonwealth service for archives
adiuinlsti'ation, he is the last to survive, for Penny is now
with us taking his Ph.D. and the other man has moved to some
department in Melbourne.

Dorothy will be glad to find that Diamond is considered
the nearest approach in training ind outlook to a British
archivist that we have in this countiTr. Admittedly he Is
not an expert on Pipe Rolls, monastery records and other
medieval delights, but a little touch of more modem methods
will not do Fiji any harm. But don't tell Dorothy this;
she'd never forgive lae.

I have special reason for thinking that Diamond must be
good for when I tried to put tlie bite on him to let me see
the confidential files in the ^HC archives it v/as definitely
no show - not even a peep round the corner when no-one was
looking.

His application to Cowen has gone and I hope all will now
bo well. I doubt, however, if he will be able to leave for
say 6 to 8 weeks as, in fairness to the Commonwealth govt.,
he ought to finish what he has on his plate first. If he
doesn't, I gather that it will have to be done again from
scratch.

Dear Sir, this is to inform you that I am due to arrive
in Suva on June 16 by the 'Oraova' and to leave again on
July 17 by the 'Oronsay'; purpose of visit - to work in the
archives. Do please therefore ask your good Secretary to
book mo in at the Metropole for the period or. If that is no
show, then one of the other pubs In town (she will know If
the Oceanic, where I used to stay, is too awful).

If you were actli^g as Governor I would inflict myself on
you for a week or so, but as you are not and a bachelor to
boot I will spare you. Anyway, I know too well your house
must be like mine when Honor is away - nothing to eat and
no-one to make the beds and dust on everything.

And hv t-.ViA
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files and put a comfortable chair ready for me. I have
a feeling somehow that she will not be speaking to me if
she knows I have had anything to do with Diamond : the sad
end of a beauthfflailfriendship.

Sir Harry was certainly in top form when we spent the
week-end with him at Bathurst end we thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of it: but I'll tell you about it all when I
see you, in exchange for news of Tarawa. I gather that
you had words (and in strict Gllbertese) with our gallant
friend the Constable.

Winter really sse.'as to have begun today - with a slight
frost last night and a nip in the air this morning - and

- *• ~ jt all makes meI'm sitting by the fire to type this. It all makes me
look forward to "Picturesque Fiji: land, of perpetual sun
shine - vhere man and ntf*ture v/ear a happy smile". X could
be pretty hot at writing your Tourist Bvireau stuff, if you
had a vacancy.

I've just finished a chapter on the identification of the
first Pacific Island seen by the first European who first
saw a Pacific Island; .aagelian - San Pablo - and the answer
is Pukapuka in the Taamofcus. I wrote to Derrick about that
reference you mentioned to the Bounty reaching Fiji - and he
hadn't a clue - but having infinite faith in you I went on '
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Dear Je&n,
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Oepp^vtnitnt of Pncil'io History,
?!7tb iiarch, 1958.

•e were all glad to hear that you will be visiting Australia,
and especially Canberra. As regards eoiPawhero to stay either
Jim i>aviii3on or niycclf will put you up so you needn't worry about
that side of things.

The bea'c plan would probably be to telephone tc© frovu Gydn©y
(Canberra 01441) or telegraph (.^aude - Canberra T71441) saying
liber, you ore arriving bore and y<.iu will be met by oar and duly
looked «rftor ^mtll ycux departure.

As regards meeting Bai'aes, I uijlccs;atand that he will etlll b©
lii",?ydn«y in-aprii-so you will have to bco him tLel-e and not in
Canberra. H© can be located by ringing th© Ifniverslty^ or by

'fc - writing care of the University 11 you wwnt him to i;ut you up, or
make Brrangonionts lor your accoifift-odfttlon,' bvbmii ght. '

- 1 hrve-^bcGn ;r«-:quft#t»'-d.rost ^partiPalarly 'td ask you t© l>© ©o
kind sr, In tslk to a 1 ft^mlrer gywp In the sci-ies 'Techniques
of Nstive Adifllnistrati6n; ;u cj^itlcal examination of pax'tiouler
policies, orgsniaations and methods instituted by Modern colonial
governments' on Thursday April £4 at 11 a.m. I imagine tnat the
ttantas plsno leaves In the evening so you will have plenty of time
to cr.tch it Qf'tor the cllocuf;alon»

Y:>u r.*: fed not worry toe much fe.br>ui tr.ia talk ati It will bo fairly
Infomal. Kv©n I, who carnot apeak for toli'y, as you know, have
been bullied into talking a week or two later - on the G5.3bert and
bllice Islands Colony (the t.elkc usually lest fov about three-
quarters of an hour). 1 thought that if you would spoak about
difforcnoeB In French and Br'tlah adiiiRiotrative techniques, or
about the set-up in the dew Hebrides or New^ Caledonia it would he
very much appreciated, for tha people up here know nothing about
auch KiRtters.

I am sending a copy of this iftter hddresaed to you care of tha
Secretary to Oovemment at Hollandia and another care of Dr de
Bruyn, so you should at least get one of them. I'm sure the oopy
sent to France will miss you.
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I shall b*ii in Suva Troiri June iC to July 17, and Ilcnolulu -
fron July 29- to Septef^ioer so I may aee you also at ona ox' other
of those pluoes* Someone told me that you are about to visit
Honolulu on I'RIPP husineas*

hcoklng forward to jcfeetlng; you again,

Youra ever.

-A • •
jm

Ii.£« I4ttude»

Original sent to:-

(1.) 147 Avenue Jean Baptiste Clement, Clamart, Seine, France^

Copies sent to:-

(2) C/o Government Secretary, Hollandia, Netherlands New Guinea.

(3) C/o Dr J.V. de Bruijn, Hollandia, Netherlands New Guinea.

•'a. •'*r '
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Dear P.D.M.,

89 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

1st April, 1958.

Look, I do promise that I shall never write to you
again: and this epistle {really a memorandum) definitely
requires no answer.

What has happened is that immediately after I sent
off my last letter on the subject of Diamond, the question
of Gillion's doctoral thesis on the History of Indian
Immigration and Settlement in Fi.ji came. up.

You may remember my interest in this thesis and how
I tried to get Gillion along to meet you during your visit
to Canberra, but unfortxmately he was away.

I am anxious to submit the manuscript to Frank Eyre
of the Oxford University Press as soon as possible in the
hope that he will put it on his New Year publication list.

Before I can do this, however, it apparently has to be
read by the Fiji Government and Gillion has already sent it
along to your office for that purpose (I am posting his
official covering letter to you today).

This note is not to ask you to read the manuscript
yourself; for I realize that you have a few other things to
do of somewhat greater importance and urgency; but to
acquaint you personally of its existence in the hope that
you will keep a fatherly eye on its progress.

Even in a well run secretariat such as yours it is
quite possible that a work of this nature could remain
tuaread for ages (like Groves' report on education in the
B.S.I.P.): almost inevitably, in fact, unless it is known
that the b&ss may some day seek knowledge of what action
has been taken.

I have to read a paper on 'Administrative Techniques*
and am illustrating freely from our Joint tenure in the
Gilberts. Actually it makes rather a hilarious study.

Be seeing you soon now.

Yours ever.

H.E. Maude<
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1st April, 1958.

Dear Gillion.

•Rianks for your letter re the
thesis. Your idea is, I think, a good
one so I have written a note to Maccionald,
the C.S., saying thi t I am anxious to see
the history published and consequently
desirous that it should be read by his
people with xeasonable speed.

I suggested that even his no doubt
well regulated secretariat could contrive
to shelve reading e work of this nature for
years; and asked him, therefore, to keep

\ a fatherly eye on its progress through the
bureaucratic machine.

1 think that he will do this all
right, being an Inveterate centrallzer;
but in any case I shall make tender enquir-

. ies when I spend a month in Fiji commencing
, in the middle of June.

I must thy and locate your thesis
myself, because I shall need at least a
week or two to laaster the contents before

oral. Let's hope that it is not to

11,

/( •;. -

d; n Le for some time

r, • ' Yours sincerely.

r.-^' ' -4. • . - •
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

3rd April, 1958.

ZlT Ronald Carvey, K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O.,
Goverriiaent House, SUVA, Fiji.

I aTi sorry to he bothering you at a time when you must
be up to your eyes with work, and the added strain of farewells
to all and sundry.

Hhat a pity you are going - it maje'os the end of an era
in the Pacific, I'm afraidj and a pleasant one it was too on
the whole. Somehow with your departure we shall all feel
suddenly older, and more lonely in the world. In this demo
cratic age they should have a referendum on Governors - say
every 5 years - and then you wotild be staying on for ever.

But for youroolf I expect that you will not be aorry to
take it eaaler - for a bit at least. And of one thing I aia
now convinced: that one's life work can (and should) co-iimence
on the day of retirement. Sir Hariy made me think of that
the week-end we spent with him at Bathurst - he was as vital
and keen as a teen-ager. Admittedly we were staying v/ith a
Cypriot scholar: which brought out all his love of the Wear
Bast.

But I am not writing to delivor a seimion on retirement
(and for all I know you may not be retiring at all), but to
acquaint you with the feet that a most doli^^tful historian
at present staying here - one Professor O.S. Graham, Rhodes
Professor of Imperial History (used to be Colonial History)
at the University of London - is about to visit Fiji under the
aegis of the British Council.

Graham is a Canadian and sea power seems to be his pet
subject but he'll talk on anything, with the infectious
enthusiasm of a child; and as he gets his names, facts and
dates all mlsed up I find him vejcy amusing. He will be in

''I
1
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FIJI I gather from July 8 to 22, with a wife (who doesn't takw
him too seriously), 3 infants (all under 7) and a nanny (who
is a European).

The Grahams have been visiting various colonies with a
very cordial letter of introduction from the Colonial Office;
notably Borneo and Sarawak, where the Governor (seeing, I
suppose, that they were pretty broke) arranged for the family
to stay in a Government rest house (at the usual charge, which
is nevertheless presmaably cheaper than a hotel).

Grahara asked xe yestn-day if I thought such an arrangement
was practicable in FIJI, I.e. that wife, children and nanny could
be packed off to Nandarivatu or one of your other charming
country residences while ho lectures the pooulation of Suva?

I advised him to write to you with his C.O. letter of
introduction but ho seemed diffident - possibly lest the British
Council personage should take It anlss going over his head.
But I'm willing to bet that the Council man has done nothing
(except book thorn all in at the G.P.H., which they can't afford);
so I have taken the liberty of writing imfsclf, because I really
believe you'd find Graham good value and it would be wonderful'
If the family could rusticate without being ruined. You know
what the Oceanic and the other boarding houses are like.

Paddy may have told you that I'm due to work with friend
Dorothy for a month on my way to Honolulu <what f^on It will be),
and that Honoi^ is to pick mo up on the 'Oronaay' on July 17.
I gather that the Lady Pat and youi*self will be away round the
other side of the island at this time - sad but can^ilKftbo helped.
We tried to get an earlier booking but all was Jam-packedx It
should be better when the P. & 0. are also on the route.

Honor ales is eway In Srdney on a round of visits or would
be adding her mite of news and greetings,

M-

iV..

d' '1i
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Department of Pacific History,
3rd April, 1958.

The Cellar Book Shop,
17140 Mondota,
DfJT.KQIT. 21.
Michigan, U»S»A. ' , Vir,*!

Dear Slra,

I am grateful to you for kindly sending me copies of your
three latest catalogues, in response to my recent request#

I have road these through with Interest, and must offer
my sincere congratulations on t^he high standard of your product-
ions.

v.J-

Having been engaged in Pacific studies all my life I
would not have expected you to have many items missing from my
own shelves. Unfortunately, hov;ever, the few that you do have
are listed at prices significantly higher than those quoted by
most of the firms with whom I deal#

This is not intended to be a critic!amj I realize that
in America your costs rwgt be very much higher also.

ITeverthelesa, under the circumstances I think it would
be a waste of your tirae and /noney to send any more catalogues,
much as they are appreciated by my colleagu.e3 and myself#

If there should be some special American publications
which X have dlfficul^ty In obtaining elsewhere I shall let you
know: as you are no doubt well placed to render a service of
this nature.

Meanwhile, I wish you all success in your praiseworthy
venture.

Yours truly.

H»E« Mauds#

' % IW"il
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•>n . . -"• .. '....r •., ATr:;':i"v-I am sending a copy of my .coirtments on •
Ken Gillion*s ttesis to Hohnen, vrfio :will no

vw^ pass them on to you. '
v-i.,

,^-.v since 1 uninK: iWAi nets
to a factual and descriptive treatment.^ It _
hard'to suggest/just hov/ such, a discussion sho^d

;'.-Av- •-! .; E : 4v» -.,rY.-i-)-•? Tdcr

c go, and I will look forrard
. comments on the examination, •

"t'••:• iTith best wishes to you and Mrs Maude, v:

.. • .,,,,;• yours sincerely,-
.... . ^

f;-vv .a .j : .. I •do hope you find them clear. As you .
^Vhat I hope for is aome^pneral discussion,

since I think Ken has restricted himself rather

KJ^ in ^vriting
go, and I will look forward to hearing your

-- .•.f,.:i,ii^-.r-->
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- f •- r THE secretariat

SUVA, FIJI

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE:

9th April 1958.
Yz-t

'f .

Many thanlcs for your letter of the 27th March,
1958, on the subject of the appointment of the Archivist.
I note that you are convinced that Diamond is likely to
fill the post here more than adequately, hut I also note
that you are extremely apprehensive about Miss Crozier's
reactions to the appointment of an Australian. However,
it may be possible to arrange to announce the appointment
when you are here so that you can take the brunt of any
attack that is coming. I have, however., in deference
to your wishes, not passed on any of the nev/s about Diamond's
possible appointment to Miss Crozier at this stage.

2. we have already notified the Secretary of ^tate
that we consider that we have a better potential candidate
than he has, and he-sent back to us a rather pathetic,
bleating telegram evidencing that he was somewhat hurt that
his candidate had not been accepted. The sooner, therefore,
that we can clinch this question of Diamond's appointment,
the better. However, there is nothing we can do now until we
hear from Cowen and I only hope he gives us a first class
report on Diamond otherwise we shall be in some difficulty.
I do not think there is any difficulty about waiting feome
six or eight weeks for Diamond since Miss Crozier has been
ver:/ helpful about extending her term so as to accommodate
this Government.

3. with regard to the question of your visit, I really
feel extremely embarrassed that I should not be able to put
you up. I only wish that T were acting as Governor at the
time of your visit and staying at Government House in v/hich
case there would be masses of room and masses of servants to
wait on you. Neither is true, unfortunately, in the case of
the small house in which I now live. However, even if I
cannot put you up - and I find it quite complicated^enough
trying to do my work as well as run my very small menage -
nevertheless I hope that I shall see you frequently at the
house.

L\., I have discussed the question of your accommodation
with Jean Brown and left it to her so that, if anything is not
suitable you may discuss it with her and not with me. The
position with regard to accommodation is as follows
Oceanic - no single rooms available but you may rent a double

room at £2 a das'- or share one at half the cost.
All meals provided.



2.

f'etropole - £2 a day - single room. All meals provided.

Grand Pacific Hotel - £2.15.0. a day. All meals provided.

Southern Cross Hotel - 37/6 a day hut may have to share a room.
Dinner, Breakfast provided - no lunch.

The meals at the Oceanic and Southern Gross Hotel are said to he
excellent.

If you will let me knov; v/hat your wishes are we shall then make
the necessary reservations,

5. I was most interested that you haVe at last tracked dovm
the fact that the Bounty did visit Fiji, :\ny time you high—iDowered
research scholars want a little information just come and ask a humhle
layman for it,

6. In this connexion I have ^ust received the Pehruary issue
of the Quarterly journal for the Society for Nautical Research called
"The Mariners' Mirror". In .this, there is an interesting little
article' ahout the discovery of old Naval and Marine Corps^'huttons
of the early 1770's in Antigua, which were dug up hy a chap hy the
name of I'acdonald, who, as a researcher you will note', is prepared to
take his coat ofj. and do a little Work, This is in marked contrast
to a section of the same paper which is entitled "Queries" where a
chap hy the name of "Mpude" is either too lazy or too incomnetent to
do any research himself and calls on others to give him a lot of
information ahout the discovery of islands in the Central Pao-i fir-
There is no need for me to labour the contrast.'

7. I have also just received your letter of the A-nr>ii
ahout Giiiion's doctoral thesis on the History of Indla^ Tmrnf^^ii+Hr-v-
and Settlement in Fiji. I have got his covering letSt
sent to me and we will see what we can do to read the w
manuscript. Alternatively we may keep it till you cor>, f ^
you can tell me what is in it so that I can avoid havf and then

J, / / y, „ ^^^Ving to read it.

Uhi if
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9th April, 1958.

'.r

k* I have discussed the question of your
accomnodation with Jean Brown and left it to her so
that, if anything is not suitable you may discuss it
with her and not with me. The position with regard
to accommodation is as follows

Oceanic - no single rooms available but you may rent
a double room at £2 a day or share one at
half the cost. All meals provided.

Metropole - £2 a day - single room.

Grand Pacific Hotel - £2.15.0. a day.

Southern Gross Hotel - 37/6 a day but may have to
share a room. Dinner, Breakfast provided -
no lonch.

The meals at the Oceanic and Southern Gross Hotel are
said to be excellent.

If you will let me know what your wishes are
we shall then make the necessary reservations.

i
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

manager: frank eyre

Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

Telephone: MU1426 FE:PH

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Dept. of Pacific History,
School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.G.T.

Dear Maude,

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

MELBOURNE

9«/4»5S g.p.o.Box N0.Z784.Y

I hope that our recent correspondence has not altogether
daunted your enthusiasm for proofs because I have sent off
to you to-day ty separate post a page proof of Churchward's
"Tongan Dictionary".

It was on your recommendation, was it not, that we published
his "Tongan Grammar", so you certainly should have this.

Regards,

I*!,

vr.;'V •

>iv
•-T' -9

Yours
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IN REPLY PLURK OUOTE r

T.l2W3-Yl/f:^,

THE TREASURY

SUVA, FIJI
13thr April, 1960.

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your
letter dated 30th March, 1960,'concerning
contrihutions to the Fiji Widows' and O^hansV
Pensions Scheme and to confirm that as "t;he
remittance of £P»161»13- Ud represents the
final contributions to 10th September 1961, no
further payments are due from you towards the
Scheme.

2. Subject to the provisiops of the Fiji .
Widows' and Orphans' Pension Ordinance and to
Audit verification an annual pension of
£P,U58.17. 5d is registered in your .name.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Yo\ir obedient servant.

ti'"

ccc^ntant -General

H.E. Maude, Esq..,
Department of Pacific History,
The Australian National University,
Canberra, S A.G.T.,
ATJSTRAI.IA
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WESTERN PACIFIC HIGH COMMISSION

HONIARA

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS PROTECTORATE

April, 1958

Would you please refer to your letter
of 29th March ahout Archives? I am afraid, from
ydiur letter, that there may have heen seme doiibt
in connection with my letter of 21st Pehruary,
I did not in any way mean to suggest that you had
misunderstood ourenquiry. The situation is that
we are exploring possibilities and one which clearly
has attractions would he to get the archives - at
least for the future - looked after in Australia,
The High Commissioner mentioned that he had talked
to you about the Archives problem and I therefore
wrote on the I2fth August, 1957 and yotar letter of
9th Deceniber provided us with most valuable infor
mation about the prospects. Meanwhile we have been
giving further thought to the matter and are at the
moment not at all sure which will be the best of the
various alternatives, and naturally costs loom larce
The information about the Australian possibilitigg *
will be of great assistance in reaching a decision
and I do hope that you will not think that we do not
appreciate your assistance o3? your suggestion a"hr>,+
Australia.

I am writing separately by this mail nVo +
my proposed visit to Canberra, and hope we can
perhaps discuss this matter further then.

H/k^
(R. MINNITT)*^^^—

H.11 Maude, Esq.., O.B.E.
Atistralian National University,
CANBERRA.
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Department of Pacific History,
29th March, 1958.

R.J. Minnitt, Esq., C.M.G.,
Western Pacific High Commission,
HQNIAhA, British Solomon Islands Protectorate.

Thank you for your letter of the 2l8t February. I quite
understand the difficulty involved in deciding the best means of
housing and preserving'the High Commission archives.

The only reason I made any suggestion about these records
was because I understood that the High Commissioner was contempla
ting their removal from Suva to Honiara on the grounds of expense.
As it seemed that they might well deteriorate fairly rapidly in
the Solomons unless an even greater sura was spent in constructing
an air and moisture proof building to house them in I put forward
the alternative of having them housed at a nominal charge in one
of the Commonwealth depositories.

I em naturally delighted to hear that the older records are
now to remain in Suva, for this seems to settle the question most
satisfactorily I surely they can best be looked after there, if you
can afford the coat, which from your letter seems to be the case.
I am only sorry that there was ever this misunderstanding on my
part.

Meanwhile, I have been able to be of some assistance to you
in finding a successor to Dorothy Crozier. My first choice
unfortunately turned the offer down, as he had a family and could
get no guarantee of accommodation. But Diamond, who leaves here
shortly to take up the post, will I think prove very suitable! he
has a good honours degree followed by a thorough training, and
several years experience, in archives work.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely.
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I was very sorry to hear that you are leaving the Hi^ Commission
because I'm sure that they will not easily find another who will
prove so eminently successful as you have been in holding down
this most exacting Job. Apart from anything else, it must have
been quite a physical feat to carry on with such endless hours of
overtime; and then having all the worr^- of trying to make bricks
with very little straw.

Now for your retirement work - which can really make this
the happiest and most exciting period of your life.

We shall look forward very much to seeing you at Canberra
from Myy the 10th to 12th, and shall expect you to stay with ua
(your room, in fact, is all ready). And as you say that your
visit la to be a qultt one we shall not lay on any elaborate
entertainment but rather concentrate on showing you the place
(and having in anyone whom you specially wish to meet).

'T4JkfA^ ^ OJL
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WESTERN PACIFIC HIGH COMMISSION

HONIARA

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS PROTECTORATE

2/ Febvnary, 1958

I must apologise for not replying earlier

to your letter of 9th December about V/. P. H. C. Archives.

It is rather a complicated subject for us as you know,

and we have not yet got our ideas finally straight.

I am most grateful to you for going into the

possibilitj'" of custody in Australia and for yoiir most help
ful suggestions, which have many attractions. Oiu? main
difficulty as you will I am sure appreciate, is that our old
records are inextricably mixed with those of Fiji and the

Consulate General, and must clearly remain in Fiji. I am

not sure whether it would be the right course to put our

later records in some other place e.g. Australia. That

would, from the purely communications point of view, be

easier for -US than Fiji, but would doubtless be awkward

for the research worker in years to come. VJe must consider

this more and I think shall also have to consult the Colonial

Office. This therefore is but an interim reply, mainly to

thank you very much for your help and for offering to make

further enquiries for us.

n Am, ^ ^ i

I,
^£5 MI.W- -V. l

m', Uvf,4. ft Ai

H.E. Maude, Esq., 0*B*E. , /\ Ha. I 1, ^Australian National University, ' ^/(Mlt
CANBERRA. f£iArtAXV%li^

^
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GOVERNMENT HOUSE,

SUVA, FlUI

lo April, 1958.

/}

It was very pleasant to hear from you again
and to learn that you will he gracing Fiji with your
presence later on this year.

I have already had discussions with the
British Council here regarding the visit of Professor
Graham and his vast family entourage. We are certainly
finding it difficult to arrange the type of accommodation
that he requires for his family. He has already informed
the British Council that Korolevu is too expensive for
him. I no longer have a Rest House at Nadarivatu and I
shall, myself, he in residence at Lautoha.

Unfortunately, these days, there are so many
hotels in the Colony that Government Rest Houses are a
thing of the past. There is one at Taveuni hut it is
constantly occupied hy Government officials as that is
one of the districts where there is not an hotel. The
hest that I can suggest is that Graham takes a heach
cottage at St.Anne s, which is only a few miles from
Sigatoke, where his family could enjoy sea-hathing and
where, I helieve, they would he quite comfortable. As
far as we can ascertain the charge for one of these
cottages is one guinea per day, which includes crockery
and cutlery hut not linen.

Our Puisne Judge here, Mr, Hammet, has a
cottage ahout 38 miles from Suva which he rents out at
25/- a day, I gather that it is fully furnished hut
this does not include linen, which I dare say would make
for difficulties with the Graham family. In any event,
it is almost impossible to reside at any heach cottages
in the Hammet area unless you have a car because it is
necessary to drive some distance to obtain daily supplies
of fresh food.

As I expect you know, we are inundated these
days with peripatetic experts and parachutists^and I do
feel that if professors must travel round the world with
three infants, a wife and a nanny, then they should he
prepared to face the expense involved in taking such an
entourage with them.

H.E. Maude, Esq, , 0,B,E, ,
98, Arth\ar Circle,

Forrest, A. C. T,
AUSTRALIA,
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

Australia,
27th April, 1958

Dear Sir Harry,

I hfeve not forgotten that you asked ?ne two questions at
BAthu.rst> One was on the New Hebrides and I believe that I
was able to give you an answer at the time: at all events that
was my Impression, so I did not write it down and now, unfort
unately, I have no clear idea of its import. If, however, I
am mistaken ploase scribble a line and X shall set straiojht to
work on it.

The other was on shell money and wether it was still in
use today. I remember saying that I was sure that it was being
used but would find out.

It
last

the Journal

took some time to iiscover a recent reference, but at
I have run it to earth In an article by Raymond Pi-cth in

imal of the Royal Society of Arts (Vol.CT, no.4909, 2ad
October, 195J, pp.803-19), entitled "Social Changes In the
Western Pacific".

On page 816 Firth says:-

"Despite the wldeonread use of imoney, tliere is still adherence
to the need for symbolic equivalents such as pigs or armshells
or strings of shell discs to act as 'native money' and give
some^transactions the proper authenticity".

I don't think it would be >)os3ible to fltid a bett'^r or more
recent authority than Plrth, wrio hag not long returno«i from
his second visit to Tlkox)la,

I cannot ever remember a moi^e enjoyable week-end than the
one we nad at the Stewart's place. They were Indeed kindness
Itself, and the whole atraoaphere took me back to a time when
gentle folk were intereatod in the oursuit of knoivledgo for it
o»n sake.

in

Curiously enough this feeling is largely absent I find at
the Australian National TIniversity, where learning Is a job much
like any otVier, and few are Interested sufficiently to talk about
their ''•ork out of hours.

I do wish you could have stayed longer in Australia and
come to Canberra, whore we could have worked through some of the
fascinating curiosities of Pacific higtoj^y with a view to e.ddlng
to your book. I get so oxci.ted at times with new dlacoverloa;
and alas no-one, or almost no-one, to discuss them with.
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I do hope that this letter reaches you safely. I'm
afraid I omitted to get your address in Malta, so am sending it
to the only one we know: in London.

It was a real plesure for both Honor and I to have an
opportunity of meeting you again, and one that v/e shall not
forget for many years to come. ;'e hope very muoh that our
pstha may cross on some other occasion, if not out here then
in England. In the meantime I shall not forget to send you
anything that •'?e may write on the Pacific that may be of interest
to you.

»Vith best wishes for the future, and particularly for the
success of your book on the Pacific,

Yours ever,

Pb- , ;

, -i

I

•X ' • • V- -•
I • ^ •

/

r». '• ''

VM* •
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Department of Pacific History,
29th April, 195B.

Rev. Father Patrick O'Reilly,
Secretary-General, Societe des Oceaniatea,
Musee de I'lionime,
Paris XVIe, France.

Dear Father O'Reilly,

I have been giving careful thought to your letter of the
26th March, in which you kindly invite me to write a paper for
the Journal of the Society of Oceaniatea on the "Etat actual du
probleme de la cooperation dans le Pacifique".

Before proceeding any further I should like to say that
I feel that the best person to write ^uch an article for you
would be Mr Joe Joannides, the South Pacific Comraisalon
Co-operatives Officer, who took over the co-operative a section
of the Coaiinission's work from me in 1955 and la now carrying
It forward from the headquarters at Roumea.

Mr Joannides has recently toured all the territories
possessing co-operative societies (and others who are about to
start) and is consequently in a better position to know the
facts about co-operation in the Pacific today than I am.

I feel sure that if you wrote to Mr Joanixides at Noumea
he would be happy to produce the article you require. However,
if he should not be able to undertake this work (or if you would
prefer me to do it), I should be willing to write such a paper;
but I could not undertake it until the end of the year - for the
following reasons.

In the first place, I am about to leave for research in
Fiji and Hawaii, and ray time between now and the end of September
has, as a consequence, been fully committed.

There is a second, and perhaps even more Important,
consideration. Kven if I was free to do so I should not like
to write anything on co-operation until I had had an opportunity
of perusing the papers which will be read at the Pacific Con
ference on Co-operatives which is due to be hold at Port Moresby

I
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from th® 1st July to the 1st August next.

At this Conference some 30 Co-operative and Administrativ©
Officers from all parts of the Pacific Islands area will be
presenting papers on the latest state of the co-operative move
ment, and X think that it would be a mistake to write anything
on the development of co-operation in the region as a whole
which did not take into account these up to the minute reports
on the individual territories and also the important discussions
which will take place at the Conference and the resolutions
for advancing co-operation throughout the Pacific which will no
doubt be passed as a result.

A paper on co-operation written prior to the Conference
would necessarily be incomplete and out of date before it is
published; while one v/ritten after it is over will be the very
latest word on the present state and future prospects of the
co-operative movement in all the territories of the Pacific
Ocean.

I hope that you will understand my point of view on this
matter, which does not arise from any unwillingness to help
but from my feeling that there la probably a better men (Mr
Joannides) and certainly a better time (at the end of the year)
to undertake this work.

Jean Ouiart has been staying with me; alas for only a
day, but he did mention in the course of conversation that he
understood that you were Intending to publish my paper on "Ilie
Tahitian Pork Trade; 1800-1830". I do not see how he could
very well know, as he was not in Paris when the manuscript
arrived, but none-the-less I hope it is true. In any case I
should be most grateful if you could let me know your decision
on the matter by aimail as soon as it is made. I do not want
to hurry you, as I know it takes time to have a manuscript
such as this properly read and considered.

I have just finished a 7,000 word paper on "The Spanish
Discoveries in the Central Pacific", which identifies all the
islands discovered by the Spanish In that area, from Magellan
to the last voyage of (^uiros in 1606. It is astounding how
much has been written on the subject during the past 150 years,
both in England and Prance, and almost always by pe-^ple who
have never seen any of the islands in question; and how wrong
nearly every one of their deductions has turned out to be.

San Pablo and Tiburones of Magellan; Aoea and the lala
de los Pescadores of Alvarado; the Isle of Jeaus of Mendana'a
first expedition, the San Bernardo and La Solitarla of his
second, and the second San Bernardo, Oente Hermosa and Buen
Viaje of Quiros: I have identified them all, I hope finally.
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but In almost every case I found them vrrongly Identified in
the standard works on the subject.

With my best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

•

H.E. Maude.

, /

..V' ...\

• . I.....

> ..
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SOCIETE DES OC^ANISTES
MUSEE DE L'HOMME

G/ 600
PARIS xvr

Paris, le 26 Mars 1958

MonsieTir Henry Hvans Maude
c/o Dept. of History
University of Canberra
Canberra - Australie

Cher Monsieur Maude,

jflEPHONE i PASSY 74-46

CHEQUE POSTAL PARIS 494-14

Comme je m'informais aupres de notre ami Jean Guiart

pour savoir qui serait susceptible de nous dormer, pour le

Journal de la Societe des Oceanistes. un article sur 1' "Etat

actuel du probleme de la cooperation dans le Pacifique" (etat

du probleme; principaux essais; premieres realisations, en

une trentaine de pages dactylographiess, avec une bibliogra-

phie) ... " Mais demandez done cela a M. Henry Maude ", me

repondit-il... " C*est lui I'homme le plus competent et le

mieux informe sur la question... "•

Est-il done indiscret, cher Monsieur Maude, de vous
demander si vous auriez l*obligeance de nous ecrire cet article

d'information et de mise au point. En anglais, si le frangais

vous effte^. Nous le ferions traduire.
Or..Dead line.... pour le ler Septembre,

Merci d'avance de ce que vous pourriez fairs pour

les Oceanistes et votre tout sincerement attach^.

P/ifhiA e Au
P. O'Reilly

secretaire General



THE SECRETARIAT

SUVA

FIJI ISLANDS

1st May, 1958.

Harry wrote to me on the
27th March, regarding his visit to
Fiji on the 17th J\me, and I replied
to his letter a day or two after its
receipt on the 9th April.

I enclose an excerpt from that
letter regarding the question of his
acconiiiodation here hut, so far, I have
received no reply and I can only assume
that the old hoy has lost it. But I
think that it is important that he
should reply with as little delay as
possible as, otherwise, it may he
difficult to secure accomrnodation for
him.

I am writing to you since
there is more chance of receiving a
reply than if I wrote once more to Harry.



P»S. I have heard from Miss Crozier
that Harry has produced a parriphlet on
claims to sovereignty in connexion with
guano islands in the Pacific, I am
extremely interested in this and shall he
very gratefxil if he can either send me
a copy or hring a copy with him when he
com-es to Suva.
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.CiT.,
5rd May, 1958.

Dear Angus,

This is Just a note to welcome you to Australia. It came
as quite a shock to hear that you were pulling up your roots for
transplanting in the antipodes: somehow we had never expected to
see another member of the family this side of the grave (though
I'm bound to say that a sister of mine passed through Canberra
only last year).

You will certainly not remember mo at ail; in fact your
father doubted whether we had ever met. But as it so happens
I have very clear recollections of you at Temple Fortune Lane in
the Hampstcal Garden Suburb: also of a dog, and many old volumes
of Punch, Tit-bits and Pearson's Weekly (also Answers) which I
used to devour from morning to night whenever I came to stay. I
was at school at Highgate, just across the Heath, and your mother
was terribly kind to me.

I do hope that you will like Australia as much as we do.
Honor and I took to this part of the world from the minute we
landed, nearly 50 years ago now, and could not live in England
at any price.

We were intending to come down to Sydney to meet you on
your arrival, but on second thoughts it seems pointless, for you
will no doubt be more than adequately welcomed by your Journal
istic colleagues and so surrounded by reporters and photographers
that in all probability we should never even get a chance to shake
hands.

But if we can be of any help let me know by airmail and
we'll come down in the car. Alan says that you are fixed up all
right for a house; and I imagine everything else, for surely the
Fairfax outfit must look after Its own pretty well.

We are leaving ourselves on the 10th June by the 'Orsova';
Honor to New Zealand to spend a month with a selection of our
niimerous relations there (Including a cousin of yours) and I to
Fiji to work in the archives of the Western Pacific Hlgii Commiss
ion on Island hlstoi^; then we both meet in Suva to go on to
Honolulu for a month's research in the archives of the Kingdom of
Hawaii. Back again in the middle of September.

*e shall be in Sydney from the 6th to the 10th June fixing
up visas and passages, etc., and will ring you Just in case either
or both of you are free for a meal or a dronk or something. I
expect that running the Sydney Morning Herald is one of lifeSs
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busier occupations, more particularly when you're settlinc in,
Still you must have some time off sometime.

Our son Alaric is at Wesley College - University of
Syd.n©y —and. t^HX pay his'rcspacts to you if he gets up enough
,courage (which, Quite frankly, I doubt). He is doing quite
well, thank goodness, and afuo^s very hard indeed, geography
being his pet subject; in fact he talks of little else.

Herald has been running a serial on John Adams and
the Bounty for some weeks and, as it is supposes to be based on
some serious new research, I have been on tenterhooks lest the
author should have discovered some of the material which I am
about to bring out in two historical papers covering the same
period. Unftututetyjyl find now that I needn't have worried,
for your author is evidently a better novelist that research
worker.

The reported consternation in HSW labour ranks on your
advent amuses mo intensely. Anyway, we wish you all a really
uappy and successful life in this country. I know what an
anxious time it must be in a way to move lock, stock and barrel
to tbe other end of the world when one-is half way through life,
but I'm sure you were right to do so and that once settled in
you will never regret It. And I'm even surer that your children
will bless you in the years to come.

Again, please do not fail to let us know if there is ever
anything that we can do to be of help.

f J.

-s \i

Yours ever.

••• ' \V' .
I

\

'-V. I At. '-ifl'.

\



98 Arthur Clrcl®,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

5th May, 1958.

..J

Honor has been wanting to know why I havn't answered your
kind letter of goodness knows when; and I couldn't really think
why except that I thought T had: you see I'm such a busy person,
with my four papers a year to write.

However, I was able to side-track the whole issue, which
threatened to become personal, by pointing out that you had
clearly written "there is no copy of this letter being put on
file" on the bottom of your first effusion; and that this was
now proved completely false by the fact that you were able to
quote from it verbatim in your second. Anyway, she is now so
convinced of your duplicity that I am quite forgiven.

Dorothy tells ne that the Oceanic is hell; full of drunks,
and bottle parties all nigiit. So would you please ask Jean,
out of the great kindness of her heart to book me at the Hetropole;
last time they put me In the room over the kitchen stove and
stacked up a good pile of wet mangrove outside the window, so
it was both waimi and scented.

If the Metropole won't have me then I guess the O.P.H. is
the place, as I have really always been quite happy there. And
if they also fall then the best of the town hotels. They vary
from year to year so that I don't know myself; but the Club used
to be more or less all ri^t. Talking of Clubs, it has just
occurred to me that the Fiji or Defence Clubs might put me up
if the Metropole or O.P.H. are full: I have been a member of the
latter for many years and I believe they now have quite good
accommodation.

But please ask Jean not to have me sharing a room: I can
stand all else but that. She might tell the management that aiy
habits ere such that it is quite out of the question. And to be
honest for once the price is secondaxTr to comfort, as I'm reason
ably well-lined financially these days and the University pays in
any case; so I won't worry much what she has to pay.

Thanks for tipping me off about the "Mariner's Mirror",
though I greatly resent the very distorted inferences you draw.
I should have thought that it is fairly clear from the phraseology
of the first piece that the gent in question, who takes all the
honour and glory, had an unpaid stooge (admittedly hardly mantio-
ned) who in fact did all the digging (if any) while he sat around
guzzling beer and giving copious advice. By contrast, the
key-note of the second item is open-handed generosity.
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Dorotliy Is of course talking tripe when she says that I
have y.-ritten a pamphlet on claims to sovereignty in connexion
with tfuano islands in the Pacific. What she is referring to is
my article on "Sovereignty over Christmas Island", which you read
when you v^ere here: and would have got a copy of if you had not
been so critical of it. Did you, or did you not, say that I
had grossly Insulted the Secretary of State for the Colonies in
the first paragraph and the President of the United States in the
second?

Diamond is roaring to go, but all awaits on the pleasure
of Cowan, y/ho they tell me is not very on the ball. Honestly
and seriously, why the C.O. don't appoint an old and tried colon
ial civil servant like myself to do their dirty work for them
instead of someone who knows little about the service and cares
less absolutely beats me.

Anyway, please ask Jean to do her best. She was the most
efficient Secretary I ever had; though no doubt rather handicapped
these days by your hot knowing shorthand.

' '' ^i . r

•. ' •• ? . . .

',IS'"- <1- X'

A. v;j-:
• , '"i •?

'SIy.-s

.^1 •



98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

5th May, 1958.

His Excellency Sir Ronald Garvey,
K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O.,

Government House, SUVA. Fiji.

Thank you for your very helpful suggestions for
housing the Grahams. I think myself that the St. Anne's
beach cottages would be ideal for the family and they sound
cheap enough in all conscience: so I have advised them to
settle in there and believe that they are going to do so.

I don't think that transport need be a great
difficulty, as I seem to remember that there were always
buses passing. Persoaally I find buses in Fiji far more
interesting than taxis, as well as being less ruinous,
and I go everywhere In them myself. Its curious but I
don't believe that X used one once when I was working in
Suva at the High Commission office.

I rather agree with you that visitors to Fiji should
expect to pay their way now that there are adequate hotels
to cater foi' them. The curious think about many of them
I find is that they don't drsam of nutting any of us up
when wc come to London.

® minute or two if you come toSuva while I am three. Anyway, you know where I can
always he found: ti{te-a-t#te with Dorothy.

Funny how we all retire some day but Vaakess goes
on for ever. ®

With beat wishes,

•^•Av"^

i >M

,v-'

•'I
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Department of Pacific Hi^story,
5th May, 1958.

Mrs Judith Flanagan,
Social Develop-nent Section,
South Pacific CoT.»Tiisslon,
G.P.O. Box Ho.6254,
SYDHEX. N.S.W.

Dear Mrs Flanagan,

Since you ware ao kind as to send me Technical Paper
Ho. 102 the other day, I wonder if you could also let me have:-

Ho.98 - Social Science Research in the Pacific Islands; and

No.99 - Education in Pacific Countries.

I ask this as a favour as I had some hand in preparing
both of them and should like to use them in my work here.

I am off to Fiji for a month, and then to Honolulu for
two months, on historical research. It seems that one can
never settle down, though I hate travelling around, as you may
remomber.

1

y"\

'••'•'ViC

Yours sincerely.

M
H.E. Maud*.



SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION
\^/ci /co

CABLE ADDRESS : "SOUTHPACOM." SYDNEY ..J&/A/.5.Q
TELEPHONE NOS:

SYDNEY OFFICE BW 3409
BW 5487

LITERATURE BUREAU XY S054
SYDNETT. N.S.W., AUSTRALIA.

Dear Mr. Maude,

At the request of Mr, J.C. Grover, Senior
Geologist at Honiara, I am sending you under separate
cover a microfilm of a German publication entitled
"Die Missions-Reise S-^. Schiffe 'Albatross' 1895-
1898", by J.V. Mauler and Wilb, Kessltz,

You may remember that Mr, Grover sent this
microfilm to the Social Development Section in 1954,
requesting a translation, but as far as 1 can discover
no action was taken. After waiting patiently for
about four years, Mr. Grover recently wrote to enquire
about his microfilm, and 1 advised him that it was
still safe, but that it was no longer possible for us
to help him, because as you know most of the Commission's
micrcfilms are being handed over to the Australian
National University and the Commonwealth National Library.
He has now asked that the microfilm be sent to you,
with his salutes, in the hope that someone in your
Department might be able to translate it.

Mr. Grover's address is Geological Survey
Department, Box 52, G.P.O., Honiara, B.S.I.P.

Yours sincerely,

(Mrs,) Judith Flanagan.

H,E. Maude Esq.,
Dept, of Pacific History,
The Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.
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CANBERRA
A.C.T.

TELEGRAPHIC AND CABLE ADDRESS : BOX 4, G.P.O.
NATUNIV CANBERRA CANBERF^. A.C.T.

iLy»jaL>-. .Ai

Mr. H.E. Maiide,
Pacific Studies,
UlIIVERSITY". '

Dear Mr. Maude,

6th May, 1958

Follo\ving a review of academic salary scales,

your salary has been increased from the 1st January, 1958 to £2540

per annum within the salary range £2220/2700 (6 i £80)«

Yours sincerely,

y(R.A. HOHNM)
Registrar.

• '.h''

^j!I•'A\
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Department of Pacific History,
7th. Hay, 1958.

Mr Prank Eyre,
/Jaaager, Oxford University Press,
G.P.O. Box N0.27S4Y,
?^ELBOURrlS. Victoria.

Dear Eyre,

Thank yon very much indeed for
kindly sending me a page procf of
Churchward's 'Tongan Dictionary'.

It looks a most impressive work,
the more so .since I see it is marked
'secret snd confidential'. _

Sot having sufficient knowledge of ;|1
Tongan, I aia unable to comment4pn the
contents. But others in the Depar'tm.ent, ^
e.g. Dorothy Crczier, are starting to -srlte
on Tongan history, so it will come in handy
for reference.

I leave for Fiji on Juno 10, and
then on to Honolulu, where I shall bo about
2 months, working on Pacific Islands material
in the archives of the Kingdom of Hawaii.
I should bo back again in Oanberra by the
middle of September unless T go on to the
States, which is unlikely.

With best wlfihes.

Yours sincerely.



fM.^y ,< A. ^'
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSBUM

HONOL.UL.U 17. HAWAII

•f"• tt-n • ~ '.. ( >.;>•

Hji, V

9, 1958

Dear -^onor and Harry,

a decision for you.
At last I have been able to make
I have an apartment at

2129 Kamehameha Avenue

ovi-ned by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Livingston

-i

^V, •
f I ,

at ^90.00 per month. Utilities (phone, electric light
etc.)v;ill amount to a little over if10.00 per month.
It is small, has a living room, bedroom, bath (shower
only), on the second floor of a two story house, on a
quiet street and a charming one, in Manoa Valley. It
is not far from, the University of Hawaii; it is pretty
far from Bishop Museum. But it is likely that someone
nearby vdll come downtovm each morning, v.here you could
get a bus. A bus is only a block av/ay, but to come to

Vje

,.>• •*.
'> .1

• --

Bishop Museum would require a change of busses. It riay
be that Alex Spoehr or I could stop on our way to Bishop
Museum, if you would trust one of us as a chauffeurl
There is no store nearby, but Mrs. Livingston says she
would gladly help you with marketing when she herself
goes.

There is a pleasant lawn to use for out of doors
hours, andj the whole neighborhood is a pleasant place
to walk.

TVe shall all be glad to see you and hope we may
help to make your stay happy and profitable. I am sorry
the price is higher than you hoped. Mrs. Livingston called
me up this morning, to reduce it from %100.00 to li|i90.00.
By good luck, the time just fits well into her rental
problems. Sol The gxsaxsc on July 22nd. We'll be there I

CHOHSAY
I did not answer you as to the Archives. The lass in

charge has high prices in her scheme of ma^angement; micro
film, 4 cts per frame, #2.00 m.inimum; veitfax <>1.00 first
page, 25 cts each additional page. (Bishop Museiun charges
15 cts a pagel" Or 20 cts to strangers'.) But maybe something
can be done about this problemi.

My best to both of you; I'm excited tool

Sincerely,

The Kelly place did not
fit the time element.

kdUfc/A}"

•

,.v.'
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^^,63a. commonwealth OF AUSTRALIA
POSTMASTER-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT

^ INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAM

This message has been received subject to the Post and Telegraph Act Regulations.
O/N. C1877. 8/57.

The first line of tkis Telegram contains the following particulars in the order"
OFFICE OF ORIGIN WORDS TIME LODGED REMARKS

Office Date Stamp

SC25 F038 C547 SUVA 100/96 12 1620 F ETAT BG

i ..

WAUDE FLAT^^

4 98 ARTHUR CIRCLE FORREST NUNUKA

yp • CANBERRA =

117 FOLLOWING FROM MACDONALD STOP SECRETARY Qp ATE HAS

APPRO VED APPO INTMENT OF. DIAMOND AS ARCHIVIST sTOP TELEGRAM

ADDRESSED TO HIM. AT LAWLEY HOUSE CAflBERRA NOT DELIVERED BECAUSE

AWAY AND PRESENT ADDRESS UNKNOWN STOP COULD YOU CONTACT HIM

AND GIVE HIM FOLLOWING MESSAGE I AM DIRECTED OFFER YOU

PENSIONABLE APPOINTMENT ARCHIVIST SALARY £F1690 PLUS

NOfiPENS lONABLE ALLOWANCE £F290 SUBJECT MEDICAL FITNESS STOP

nKHw-'

AGENTS IN SYDNEY DALGETY WILL ARRANGE MEDICAL AND PASSAGES ON

REQUEST FROM YOU STOP GRATEFUL TELEGRAPH ME ACCEPTANCE AND

APPROXIMATE ARRIVAL DATE STOP LETTER FOLLOWS = SECRETARY + ^



The Palace, Malta.

M ^ tr ''2th May, 1958.My dear Harry, '

I am gratefMl to you for your letter of the 27th April, forwarded on to me here from
London, and for the useful information it contains ahout shell money, which confirms what
I had already written.

The other point on which I should he grateful for your help is this: What isthe
exact French adiininistrative set-up in the Pacific? In other words, is the Governor of
New Caledonia High Commissioner only in respect of the N.H. and Wallis and Putuna, or has
he any sort of durisdiotion over French Oceania? and is his French title Haut Commlssaii£
or is it Commiss^fci^General de la Repuhligue?

I absolutely agree with what you say ahout o\ar delightful ^ ^ ^
^ ^ civilised weekend at the

Stewarts. It was very good of you and Honor to have made thp of-p +
, ^ ^ ^ eifort to meet me there,and I am glad your enjoyment of the place and the Stewarts maflca ^

^^ ^ ^ for the^ trouble ofyour displacement. I could not have had the pleasure of mep+-i-«
+ -u 1 . T- ®ting you both againsta pleasanter background. I hope there will not be a similar •5 4.''^ y

a T + 1 interval before we meetho let me know v/hen you next intend to come to Enfi-]ar.,q -r
T -u -in -1- ^j-ana. In the meantimeI shall be very grateful for anything you may write, that is

T , , . , up my street.1 may be leaving here towards the end of this month so it m-i vo. -u
address me c/o The Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1. ^ ^

J JHajs/Cc ^ //uT J /K^iA-

^ y
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Ian Diamond, Esq.,
5 Iluka Sti'ect,
OOLFi'--/^ JDS.
So1.1.til Australia.

,. -U^:

Department of Pacific History,
12th hay, 1958.

Deal' Ur Diariond,

The Colonial Secretary, Fi.1i, Has apparently "been trying
to get in touca wrlta you without aucceae and in desperation has
setxt ne the following caoio -

117 Following from Macdonald stop Secretary of State has
approved appointment of Diamond as Archivist stop Telegram
addressed to him at Lawiey House Oan'oorra not delivered!
because away and present address unknown stop Gould you
contact him and give him following message "I a.m directed
offer you pensionable appointment archivist salary £F1650
plus nonpensiouubAe allowance £F2A0 subject medical fitness
stop Agents in oydney Dalgety will arrange Medical and
Passages on request fi'om you stop Grateful telegraph mo
acceptance and approximate arrival date atop Letter follows"
Secretary.

Would you please reply direct to the Colonial Secretui*y,
Secretariat, Suva, direct accepting (or refusing) the appointment
on the terms offered and giving the approximate date of your
arrival in Fijii

May I be the first to congratulate you on landing this
post. I had not realized that the terms were so favourable.
I.e. that the appointment was permanent and pensionable end that
there was an allowance pf £,F290 attached to It.

The FIJI Government Agents in Australia are, as indicated
in the cable, Dalgety and Co. Ltd., 15 Bent Street, Sydney." I
do not know if their Adelaide office would be willing to act on
behalf of the Sydney people.

t should be most grateful if you could also send me a
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telegram saying that you have received thle. Otherwise I»ll
be making a further shot at locating you at some other address.

With my very best wishes for your success and hapnJness
in your new ,^ob.

Yours sincerely.

p/h
H.B. Maude.

• !• , ••
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77 ADELAIDE 23 3-?5P

H MAUDE lj(U

DEPT OF PACIFIC HISTORY

AUST NATIONAL UNIVERSITY CANBERRA
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received letter thank YOU-LETTET? following; HAVE CABLEn-

ACCEPTANCE SUVA ....'A 1 DIAMOND

C MAUDE SUVA A 1 DA+ DIAMOND) 35

aII
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TELEGRAHS
& CABLES,

FRAGMENT

JVJJGUS 5L ROBERTSOIV LTD.

/z/icf
89 Castlereagh Sireet, Sydney, Phone. B0363, Box 1516 G.P.O.

66*68 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne. C.I. MP6466 , Box 2090S

WHEN REPLTING PtEASE QUOTE eb/feg.

SYDNEY, 13th, May, 19.38.

Mr. H.E.Maude,
The Australian National University,
Canberra.

A.C.T.

Dear Sir,

Further to our letter of Slst. April, we
regret that therein you were referred to Messrs.
E.J.Dwyer of Sydney, This was an error on our
part and it is not our usuaJ. practice to refer
customors to local shops. We noraially try to
obtain any books locally and send than on if
available.

We have been able to obtain this book for
you and trust it has now been received.

Please accept our apologies for the
inconvenience vAiich you have been caused.

Yours faithfully,
AI^GUS AND PDBFRTSOn", LII4ITED.

Mail Ordei>'^Deparbnent



BRITISH RESIDENCY.

VILA,

NEW HEBRIDES.

- ' '3* :iay, 1S58.

Dear iHiWit.

I feel I owe you an apology for ray
sxidden descent and departure last week. As you
would realise, I was entirely in the hands of the
Department of Territories, and tied to a very
tight schedule. I was very grateful to them for
the arrangeinents they made "but I am afraid that
as a result^ I may have appeared to treat you and
A.IT.U. rather lightly, I was very glad indeed to
see Davidson and Spate and most interested to hear
what you had to sa3?- ahout the I'Te\7 Hebrides, On ray
return to Sydney, I managed to have a telephone
conversation with Barnes about Anthropological
tifesearch in the Hew Hebrides and I am sure he will
be very helpful,

Boyan has written to say that he is
interested in the Go-operatives job here and the
next step, therefore, is to push the C.D.V/, scheme
through the C.O, and the Treasury as auiclcly as
^ussible. Li. ^ U.

Yours ' ♦

n.E. I.'iaude, Esq.,, 0,B,E,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Canberra, A.G.T.
Australia,
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H«E» Maude

Profeaaor J.W. Davldscm 15th May, 1958
Ir.

Davlcs, History of the Tahltlan Mission

Colin Hewbury has asked that this be passed to you with
a request for your comiaenta.

2. The point at issue is whether it would be worthwhile
sending the MS to a publisher in its present state, or whether
it would be better to hold it over until Colin has completed
the Preface, Ir4troduction and Epilogue?

5. I rather doubt the point of sending it to Frank Eyre or
anyone else at this stage, for reasons mentioned in my letter to
Colin attached. I do not think one could expect any coinmlttment,
or even that it would be submitted to a reader. And the MS
itself could be re-typed with advantage.

4, I should be most grateful for your views on this; and
also as to whether you consider some potted biographies of the
main characters mentioned are indicated. Most of the names
would mean little to present day readers. Maybe you will consider
that some other explanatory data is celled for?

15,5.58.

;i
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Dr C.W. Newbury,
University College,
IBADAN. Nigeria.

Dear Colin,

Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,

1st April, 1958.

I must confess that you have been on my
conscience for no little time in so far as I never

answered your last letter on your proposed publication
of John Davies' History of the Tahitian Mission
IBOO-lSSl.

This was not throuj^ any lack of interest in phe
project, b\it simply because you seemed to have got
everything sewn up nicely in England and there was no
longer any way in which I could be of real assistance
to you.

But I have often wondered since how things actually
went and I meant to write and ask; but you know how it
always is - urgent correspondence gets dealt with more
or less promptly and the rest gets buried under fresh
piles of incoming correspondence. Or are you better
organized than I am?

I'm quite sure that you were wise to entrust
both the Davies MS and your thesis to Macmillans,
since they appear so unusually aiaenable - even
enthusiastic - for a publisher.

I do hope that all went well in the end. This
note then is just to say that if, by some mischance,
it did not, I am still ready and willing to help in
your publication efforts any time needed.

Hoping that you are settled down happily at
Ibadan and that all goes well.

Yours sincerely.

H.E* Maude,

. t# ,
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H.E. Ifeiude Esq., . ' •:
Deppartraent of Pacific History,
The Australian National University,
Canberra A.C.T.

Dear Harry,

Nuffield Foundation House,

5:>-5k- Leinster Gardens,
LONDON, W.2.

20 July, 1957.

•'A;

•, • ^ •'••' A." *1:. 1/ :. •
- •;* • ' J J-'i ••i'.-

Many thanks for your letter of the 9th. It contained just the
kind of information I am looking for. My position re the Davies' MS., to
date, is this: I have a film of the whole thing; and since coming to London
I have looked at it pretty closely once more in the original at the LIvIS and
discussed the possibility of publication with their Home Secretary, Rev.
Latham. It results from the discussion that they are keen to see it in print,
and vrould move their Finance Committee to have a crack at seeing it through
either with their own publishers, or with Macmillan. But they want to wait
and see how their last venture (Smith, The Lion of Bechuanaland ) sells bdfore
they comiBit themselves. It will be nine months or so before they make up
their official mind (though Latham and some others are reasonably keen to see
it come out). Needless to say, Macmillan would want to have the full MS
down to the last comma, before they hand to their readers; then, their decision
is anybody's guess.

It also emerges that the LMS., because they can give no promise,
have given me, instead, full permission to treat the MS and my additions as
my own opus and send it where I will - no strings re censoring of any kind
attached. Which is as generous as I hoped at this ttage.

Consequently, my policy at the moment is to hammer out three copies
of the thing on this machine, working from the original, and use the film later
for checking. This will enable me;(a) to find spots which need fuller infor
mation from LMS sources, check some of Davies' quotes, and get the background
generally from material in London.

(b) to have an edited draft by 15 August -
my deadline for leaving for the Continent.

(c) send a draft, edited, from Austria or
Paris to the ANU for Jim, Gunson, Dick and yourself to have a look at and tell
me what you think.

So far as (a) is concerned, I think I can say from the third or so I have
done that the MS will only be worth publishing for the period after 1800 -\Mhen
Davies was on the spot and provides the sort of data that cannot be got from
th96fficial histories, UviS Reports, Quarterly Chronicle etc, which he draws
on pretty freely during his first five Chapters. There are about fifteen
others and a massive Conclusion which come to about 160,000 vrords in all,
though I think a few parts of these can be scrapped too.

As for (b) the draft would contain t*«e kind of headings and contents
which I have appended to this letter. I do this ikxx because I would be very
grateful if you contacted Frank Eyre and let him know what is in the wind.
The purpose of (c), of coiirse, is obvious. No editor is perfect. And it
would be something for Eyre to have a look at, too, if you thought it worth
passing on.
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It may occur to yourself and Eyre that it would be unwise to touch a
publication which perhaps the IMS might wish to sponsor with their own
publishers. I can only say that I have carefully raised this point and they
woiild have no objection to me going ahead. The chances of finance from them,
are pretty slim: the Lion thing is their first major venture in this field
and they are very cautious about trying it again so soon. If Eyre should
v/ant any other receanmendations, I thin<- I could get one from Do\jg. Oliver
who knows the work in question and is Prof. Anthrop. Havard. I will be
sending him a draft for coim-ent anyway.

So in the meantime I struggle away with it day and night. The worst
that can happen is that not all the editing will be finished before I am away
from the soiirces. But there shoiild be enough for you and Eyre to get a
fair idea of what it will look like.

The publication of the thesis is a bit of a headache. It is being
read by Macmillan at the moment; but I have my doubts. I still have to
jigger with it a little and the finance question remains largely untackled
as yet. Frankly, I would like to see Davies out of the way first v/hile
I play v/ith the thesis for a bit. But not too long.

So that is how things stand at the moment. I can only repeat how gateful
I aim for your interest (you will probably be bored stiff with the whole thing
before we are finished).

My regards to your wife.

- h' •' ' •
Many thanks.
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The History of the Tahitian Itflission
1800 - 18 a
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/ The Missionary
/ The early life and hackgroimd of the author. His training and
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\^selection as a missionary to the South Seas on the Royal Admiral.''
The Historian

I Davies' qualifications as librarian and translator. The outline )
\ and correspondance concerning his Narrative. His relationship /
\with Ellis and eventual refusal to publish the }£S.

The natiare of the text. Note on Tahitian names and foot

notes used both by Davies and his collegue Nott. His sources
and materials. The importance and scope of the work.

The Tahitian tiiission

/Davies' treatment of the history of the mission before the arrival j
I of the RoyaJL Admirail, 1801. Outline of the state of the mission A
^t the time of Davies' arrival. Omission of Chapters I - V. /
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CHAPTERS I - XIV (Narrative of the mission 1800-1851)

CHAPTER X7 (History of the out-stations)
The Papetoai Station
Afareaitu or Griffin Town

The Matavai or Waugh Town Station
Papaoa or Hankey Tov/n
Paofai or Wilks Harboirr

Bunaauia or Burder's Point in the
District of Atehuru

Haweis Town in Papara
'/ Patimotu islands

•" ' Maatea or Recreation Island
• > •

Anaa or Chain Island

Raivavae or High Island
The Island of Tupuai
The Island of Rapa or Oparo
Marquesas Islands
Island of Lageba one of the Fijis
The Island of Huahine
The Island of Maiaoiti

The Island of Raiatea

The Island of Tahaa

The Island of Borabora

The Island of Ifeurua

The Island of Rimatara

The Island of Atiu

The Island of Vavau
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The Island of Rurutu

The Island of Aitutaice

The Island of Rarotonga
The Island of tlanaia or Mangeea
The Island of Maute or Mautii

The Island of Mitiaro
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CONCLUSION Containing remarks on the origin, nature, and progress, of the
-.4- religious change, that took place at Tahiti, and neighbouring Islands,

EPILOGUE The Tahitian Mission, 1831-1855
The policy of the missionaries towards the Tahitian Kingdom. Contacts
with foreign Powers. Attitude to the French. The position cf
Davies and Orsmond. Position of the Mission under the French
Protectorate. Death of Davies 1855*

APPENDIX I

II

"Some briif remarks concerning the.state of the South Sea Islands'
Mission" (an MS letter of Davies to theDirectors).

II The Missionary Codes of Laws.

MAPS

PLATES

LMS Stations in the South Seas, 1797-1855
Districts and Stations of Tahiti sind Moorea.

Facsimile of MS pages and notes in hands of Davies and Nott
Facsimile page of Tahitian Bible (New Testament) trans. Davies and Nott.

. .."^ih-svr- .

/NOTE; The above is a very cursory outline of the general contents
of the edition. The text itself (minus Chaps. I - V) contains about
150,000 words. Supplementary notes and Introduction and appendices
etc, would contain another 40,000 or so V

'A.,:-:,

C.ff. Newbury. 20.6.57
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Deparjbnxent of Pacific Hlotory,
Australian ?Tatlonal University,

9th July, 19b7.

Dr Colin Newbury,
C/o New Zealand House,
The Strand, ,
LONDON, •V.C.pV England.

Dear Colin,

Sorry not to have replied before to your letter of the
4th June but I have been away In Sydney.

Dick ^nentloned your proposal to have John Davies'
"History of the Tahltlan Mission" n^^liahed and at the time
I expressed the view that It would be a commercial publishing

. i>roposltlon only If It was accompunled by adequate notes and

'vM'/jt r

a proface by yourself bringing out
particular significance.

Its historical sotting and

But I see from your letter that you propose to do all
this and more, and feel confident that the book as you have
worked It out will not only be of considerable value to
historians but also Interesting to the layman.

I*m afraid I know little about publishing houses In
England, all my associations being with this part of the
world. My own feeling la that your best bet la to approach
P'rank Kyre, Nnnagor of the Australian branch of the Oxford
Cnlverslty Press, 346-8 Little Collins Street, Melbourne,_who
hws a marVred personal Interest In mss relating to the Pacific
Islends.

Klngaley Koth's "Pijian V/ay of Life"
"Changing Melanesia" are examples of Eyre's
ar® both neat and attractive productions.

and Cyril Belahaw's
work and I think

As you probably know, the O.U.P. la not promarlly
Interested In profits, and Lyre In particular will accept a
me which h® consldors a sound piece of scholarship and likely
to maintain the prestige of his publishing set-up even though
he may think that he will lose' money on It, or at best break
even. Again, If he feels that a ma can beat be tackled by
the main body of the firm In England he will pass It on.

If you like, I will write to hyre myself In the first
Instance, quoting your letter and cordially reco vnendlng that
he aboula consider your ma for puoHcation. 1 have sonI him
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aeveral in the paat few years and have had only two re.lects
— and in hoth cases I'm bound to say he was rl^ht. On the
other hand you may prefer to T;rite direct In which case you
could Pientlon that I felt thiit the work was definitely his
cup of tee.

As I say, I don't know much about publishers in England
hut think that the best thln^ you could do would be to consult
a really good literary agent. They know everyone in the trade
and will give you a prompt and expert opinion on whether your
material is publlshable and, if so, the best publishing houses
to send it to. Then they will handle everything without fee
until they get it accepted; when I understand they charge a
percentage of the royalties (but what if there are none I'm
not quite sure).

The firm that has been most racommended to me, by
Murray Groves among others, is Curtis Brown Ltd,, of Henrietta
S-treet, Govent Garden, London, IV,G.?, and I understand that
the man to see is a Mr James yacGlbbon,

I will keep an eve out for anyone likely to be In the
market for your thesis; it would seem d:ho' sort of thing that
one might get a grant-ln-aid of publication for from some
foundation such as the Pacific Helations people (us Belshaw
did).

Hoping that some of this letter at least la of use to
you: and I do hope that you are successful in solving the
publlcatio-n problem, Liet me know if I can do anything further,
such as getting In touch with Frank Eyre.

•

jf/U.

/



UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, IBADAN, NIGERIA L>i-'

TELEPHONEi IBADAN 212 CABLES & TELEGRAMS: 'UNIVERSITY. IBADAN'

Department of History,
4 June 1957«

/(^cax^
Dear Harry, ^

I have hy me a letter from Dick Gilson which suggests you might
care to offer some advice on a puhlishiiag problem I have. It concerns
John Davies' MS, History of the Tahitian Mission which I ran to earth an
the L.M.S. some years ago. Davies himself who served in Tahiti fron 1801 -
1855 Had a grasp of the changes going on around him ^hich wais "beyond most of
his contenjxararies. The History is in two MS. volumes and deals with the
inportant period from the foundation to 1830. The Dinectors didn't like it;
nor did his Brother, Nott, who has annotated it in places. But it seems to
me much closer to the missionaries' correspondence than Ellis or Lovett.

Anyway, I have always thou^t it worth editing. What I have in
mind is a carefully-reproduced text with notes on place-names, Tahitian words,
other meaibers of the Iflission. This would have to he prefaced hy an appreciat
ion of the value of the History - using the letters of other missionaries;
plus an account of the subsequent fate of the Ifession till shortly after the
arrival of the French. A biographical note on Davies himself is needed -
his early tradning, his part in framing the catechisms, the Code of Laws, his
relations with the other missionaries. Especially important are Davaes'
letters post-1830. He was one of the few ( Orsmond and Henry were the other^
who did not actively oppose the French Protectorate - and nearly lost his job.

Most of this material I already have. It remains to read some
more of Davies' own letters, his Jounials for 1845~46, gather some notes on
his early life from the Candidates' Papers - and get a mixcrofilm reel of the
MS. This I hope to do in London this long vacation. My wife is already
there and on the job. There would also have to be some maps of Tahiti,
Moorea. showing the mission stations and the sub-tribal configurations, and, if
possible, some early plates of missionaries, Tahitians and so forth.

So far we have contacted only the L.M.S. itself and Macmillan
re publication. L.M.S. say "good idea" - but we cannot help finance.
Macmillan say, "interested" - finance half of it yourself. So Macmillan
are out.

^ This is where any advice you may have would be appreciated.
^I would prefer an English publishing house if possible - but only because

sea-mail to Australia takes about four or five months from this place. If
you can suggest someone in Australia, however, I would not quibble. I don't
think the book would be^^academic dry-bones to be set in print for the love of
learning. It would bejgreat value to Pacific scholars for Davies' non-
conventional views on his collegues and the prowess of conversion; it should
interest the public for its "South Seas" material; and finally, it would be
a good peg, as far as I am concerned, on which to hang a long essay on the
Mission and its part in breaking down the indigeneous political system.

I also need some advice on how and where to publish my thesis on
French Administration in the Societies. But perhaps we had better leave
that aside for the moment - though if you think of anyone who might be
interested, do let me know.

All the best for your own work, and my regards to your wife.
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• TELEPHONE : SUVA 670 ^ I|s| rePLY PLEASE OUOrE •

OF.2/58.
CENTRAL ARCHIVES OF FIJI AND W.P.H.C.

PRIVATE BAG. G.P.O. SUVA. FIJI

19th May, 1958.

/iLiw
I am very sorry for this mix up, hut you

will have hy novf received my cahle sent as soon as
I received your letter. I extract the relevant
portions from the Chief Secretary's letter to me
"In teims of my letter P.105/1/^ of 12th April, 1955>
it is considered that this request may he considered
as an "exceptional case" and that Mr. Maude may he
granted access to records hoth before and after 1902.
2. Mr. Maude hopes to he working in Suva between
June l6 and July 17 mainly on the early history of the
Y/.P.H.G. As you know, Mr. Maude, in his capacity as
Resident Commissioner, G.S.I.C., and as First Assistant
Secretary to the W.P.H.C. has already seen much of the
material.
3. Concerning security safeguards, Mr. Maude has
suggested that his notes he scrutinised hy you to
ensure that nothing in then refers to any restricted
or post 1902 document. This arrangement is acceptable
provided you agree. Mr. Maude would he required to
sign the undertaking mentioned in para, (h) of my
letter of 12th April, 1955."
Para. i4. of the Chief Secretary's letter of 12th April
1955> reads: -

"When privileged access is granted the
research worker will he required to sign an undertaking
that he is aware of the serious consequences of the
breach of the provisions of the Official Secrets Act,
and that he will obtain the permission of the Chief
Secretary before divulging any of the information
which he obtains as a result of his research."
I enclose copies of the Undertaking Given By Applicants
For Access To The Archives Of The Government Of Fiji
and the draft I have submitted to the W.P.H.C. for
approval which is identical with that for the Government
of Fiji Archives with the exception of the addition
of the clause pertaining to the Official Secrets Act.
These Undertakings of course, as will he seen from a
perusal of their contents relate only to access
granted to closed and classified records. The sole
object in framing these access policies was to make
available to scholars all records relevant to their
research even when these were officially closed, while
at the same time safeguarding the interests of the
Governments concerned. Mr. Qillion had access to closed
and classified Fiji records and will no doubt be able to
reassure you.

2. However from your letter it does not appear that
you will be interested in any closed and classified records
so in that case there will be no need to sign the
Undertaking.

3.

H.E. Maude, Esq.,
The Research School of Pacific Studies,

Australian National University,

Box k A.O.T.
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' - 3* I have not yet heard from the W.P.H.C.
in reply to my letter enclosing the draft Undertaking,
hut for your infomation here is an extract of my
reply to their letter: -

"With reference to paragraph three of your
letter under reply, a fom of Undertaking based on
one already in use for the Archives of the Government
of Fiji, a copy of which is also enclosed, but with
an additional clause referring to the Official Secrets
Act, is submitted for your approval and I would be most
grateful if you would cable your approval or otherwise
with any amendments you may consider necessary if it
should appear \mlikely that I should receive your
reply before Mr» Maude's arrival on the l6th. There
appears to be scane delay in the receipt of your mails
here but where the hold up occurs I have no means of

V.f"" ascertaining,
i' 3* I am prepared to agree to scrutinising Mr. Maude's

, notes to ensure nothing in them refers to any restricted
it': V. •' or post 1902 document if you still consider it necessary
^ v in the light of the following remarks, based on
, ' considerable experience as a research worker who has
v. ,. .. had access to classified docimaents of a considerably

• later period than those to which Mr, Maude has been
granted. In the first place I presume the sole purpose
of granting privileged access is to ensure accuracy and
an informed opinion and judgment based on all the facts
of the case, and if the research worker is debarred
from making accurate notes of the material to which he
has been granted access and on the knowledge of which
his analysis and conclusions will be based and presumably
will be relying on that most fallible instrument in a
literate society, memory, the purpose for which privileged
access is granted is nullified. Experiment after
experiment as you are no doubt aware was conducted
during the last war demonstrating conclusively the
distortion to which human memory will subject the
simplest facts. I myself have never been requested to
accept access under such conditions and I would not be
prepared to accept them on the grounds that I certainly
would not be prepared to trust to memory to that extent,
unless in the unlikely event I should be writing up at
the same time as making my research, and I hardly think
given the shortness of the period Mr. Maude intends to
stay this is likely in his case.

'A ^

consider if Mr. Maude signs the enclosed
whatever amendments you may think fit,

service and record, security is efficient-

^ imagine Mr. Maude mustalrea^ be covered by the provisions of the Official
Undertaking may or may not be legallybinding but the consequences, i.e. the closing of access

to records which would inevitably follow to all research
workers generally and to the particular research worker
involved, if it be ignored, I think will ensure its
observance.

o. The penultimate clause in the Undertaking was
inserted to safeguard the interests of the research
worker and to reassure him that there was no intention
to interfere with his academic freedom even in cases
wnere conclusions and analysis may be critical of past
ovemment policy. In other words I do not consider it

desirable to hamper serious research work. On the
otner hand the Archives should not be used for purposes
01 propaganda and newspaper journalism of the less
reputable type,

7.
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7. I may add that as I have already informed
the Government of Fiji that the Undertaking covers
all the points which I have either verbally or in
writing agreed to \indertake when as a university
research worker I have had access to closed and
classified records of W.P.H.C,, Foreign Affairs and
Departments of External Affairs and External
Territories, Australia, and the Government of Tonga,
most of which were of much more recent date, i.e.
pertaining to the last war and after, than any of
which scholars are likely to have occasion to consult
in the Central Archives."

1+. I have written at such length "because I very
naturally, after stiruggling for years to secure access
policies which would not hamper research, and at the
same time prevent anything happening which might lead
the Governments to clamp down on access, would dislike
there to "be any misunderstanding on the su"bject.

V 1' -w ' - - '
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TELEPHONE : SUVA 670 IN REPLY PLEASE OUOrC

CENTRAL ARCHIVES OF FIJI AND W.P.H.C.

PRIVATE BAG, G.P.O. SUVA. FIJI

UNDERTAKING GIVEN BY APPLICANTS FOR ACCESS TO THE

ARCHIVES OF THE WESTERN PACIFIC HIGH COmiSSION.

0\ving to the peculiar organisation and

custody of the early Archives of the Western Pacific

High Commission wherehy classified documents have

"been hound with open documents and with documents

pertaining to the Government of Fiji and other

Governments, I agree, before I am granted access to

the Archives of the Western Pacific High Commission

to submit to the Chief Secretary of the Western Pacific

High Commission for inspection, any work which I

intend to publish or otherwise make available to the

public and for which I have used the Archives of the

Western Pacific High Commission and I also agree to

eliminate any matter which the aforesaid Chief

Secretary may consider inexpedient, and to which access

would not have been granted if the physical organisation

of Ihe Archives had been different.

I also agree that in all cases where I am

granted access to closed or classified records, not to

divulge the source of any information I may obtain from

them.

It is \mderstood that these conditions do not

apply to the use of any records which would be open now

to access in the Public Records Office, London, nor to

any conclusions or analysis I may draw from or may make

of such records.

I am also aware of the serious consequences

of the breach of the provisions of the Official Secrets Act.

Signature of Applicant. Witness.

Date. Date.



UNDERTAKING GIVEN BY AP "LIGANTS FOR ACCESS TO THE

ARCHIVES OF THE GOVERN?AENT OP FIJI.

Owing to the peculiar organisation and

custody of the early archives of the Government of

Fiji wherehy classified documents have been hound

with open documents and with docxoments pertaining

to the Western Pacific High Commission and other

Governments, I agree, before I am granted access to

the Archives of the Government of Fiji to submit to

the Colonial Secretary of the Government of Fiji for

inspection, any work which I intend to publish or

otherwise make available to the public and for which

3: have used the Archives 6f the Government of Fiji,

and I also agree to eliminate any matter which the
aforesaid Colonial Secretary may consider inexpedient,

and to which access would not have been granted if

the physical organisation of the Archives had been

different.

I also agree that in all cases where I am granted
access to closed and classified records, not to divulge

the source of any information I may obtain from them.

It is understood that these conditions do not

apply to the use of any records which would be open now

to access in the Public Records Office, London, nor to

any conclusions or analysis I may draw from or may

make of such records.

Signature of Applicant, Witness.

Date. Date.

-
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OOIITOURA PHOTOCOPHNG LTD.

56, Islington Park Street,
London, H.l

AB/hp • . 23rd I^ay I958

kr,H.E.Maude .. .
Department of Pacific History
The Research School of Pacific Studies
Box I4 G.P.O.
CAI'jBERRA, A.O.T.

. ' A

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your letter of 13th May and we are verj''
sorry to hear that our letter of 28th April reached you just too late for
us to ship to Fiji.

In case you want it, the manufacturers of Oontoura equip
ment in U.S.A. are F.G.Ludwig Inc., Old Saybrook, Gonnecticut. They have
agents in all the main American cities, certainly including San Francisco,
but Honolulu itself seems a bit doubtful.

Tne cost of a complete Oontoura-Gcnstat copying outfit in
Quarto size is ^171.35> Foolscap size ^198.85 (F.O.B. Old Saybrook,
Gonnecticut). This is a bit dearer than our British-made equipment.
American machines are normally made for use on llO volts only, but we
believe they can be fitted mth a conversion switch to adapt them for use
on 220 volts or thereabouts. You shoiild certainly mention this if you write
to them.

If the Head of your Department decides to order one of our
Oontouras we shall suppl;/- tvjo extra air-cushions free as spares, on account of
the fact that we at present have no local agent. \ie covild also give you the
10^ "educational discount" v/e give to University purchasers in this country.
This would reduce the net cost of a Foolscap outfit to £^5.

Yours faithfullj'-,
OONTOURA PH^re^PYING LTD.

A.Bethune

Director.
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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA — ROSTMASTER-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT No.,

CASH REGISTER OR POSTAGE STAMPS International Telegram
(By Cable or Radio)

This message is presented lor
transmission suhject to jthe
Post and Telegraph Act and

Begnlgtions.

Route Via

No. of Words-.

Time Lodged—

Official Instructions-

Name
and

Address

No-

-Charge £_

..m. By..

Dorothy Crozler Archives

T.

a

B.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Suva

MANY" THAI^KS YOUR LETTER AND KIND EFFORTS REGRET MISUNDERSTANDING

tun

REGARDS MAUDE

ress of Sender in full. NOT for
Sslon and NOT charged for.

ur_ Circle , Forrest_^ ACT.

Signature for transmission and charged for.

The following Declaration must be signed for a Letter Telegram.

I CERTIFY this telegram is written in the JYU&iiRti language, the text is entirely in plain language,
and it does not bear any meaning other than that which appears on the face of it.

Please forward this message subject to the provisions of the International Telegraph Regulations and tlie Regiilations
eentained in the Post Office Guide relating to Letter Telegrams.

atenadure Addrese.-J^ S Date., rl. ; ImS

English
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•p5. 63a. '' COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA

POSTMASTER-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT

INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAM

This message has been received subject to the Post and Telegraph Act Regulations.
O/N. C1877. 8/57.

•V r- \

Tlie first line of this Telegram contains the following particulars in the order named:—
OFFICE OF ORIGIN WORDS TIME LODGED REMARKS

SC,375 TF0100 CO SUVA 23 17 1^00 =

cPP^ J
LT. MAUDE NATUNIV CANBERRA =

your letter 12 HUMBLE APOLOGIES MY AMBIGUITY APPLIES OF COURSE

ONLY TO USE OF CLOSED AND CLASSIFIED RECORDS = DOPOTHY ^
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Dopartsiont of Pacific History,
.12th >"5ay, 1958.

Miss Dorothy Croziar,
Contral «irchlvo3 of Fiji aiod W.P.H.C.,
Private Bag, G.P.O.,
srr/A. Piji,

Dear Dorothy,

Tlaan-c you for your two letters aud for your endeavours
to get everything fixed up for ne. X had, aa a natter of feet,
obtained tbe nnoessai'y High Coruilnalon approval before v;i^iting
80 thoir authorizations miat have been on the way to you.

As you know, T put a variety of auggestlona before the H.C.
to obviate the difficulties previously ©xpex*lenced regarding the
existence of clnssified end pOfit-1902 neterlal in open pre~l902
files but, fortunately perhaps, they conr.iclered them unnrcrasary•

The relevant exercpt from J4innltt»s letter ie as followa:-

"Thank you for your letter of the 29tb March asking for access
to the W.P.H.C. archives. As you are aware there is a
restriction on clessifled material and on post-1902 docuraents
but the High Cornmlssioner la quite prepared to concede that
your requests falls Into the category of a "apodal case".
I have therefore written to the Archivist granting you per
mission for access to the records requested.

To comply w^th the requirements concerning the security
aspect, you will need to sign an ur\dertaklng that you arc
aware of the serious consequences of a breach of the orovls-
ions of the Official Secrets Act but we do not think It is
necessary to impose any additional safeguards in your case."

fou will readily see th??t this Is very different from the
requirement set out in your letter of the 6th May in which you
state that "you will obtain the permission of the Chief Secretary
before divulging any of the Information which you may obtain as
a result of your research".

Immediately on receipt of your letter, therefore, I
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ai?ranged to abandon my visit to Fiji, as it was clear that this
new condition ODvlsted any possibility of doing any effective
research. Actually the necessary letters and telegrams had
been drafted and arrangements made to work in the Turnbull
Libx'ary instead.

"Vhon Mlmiitt arrived, however, he assured :rie that he had
seen the letter which went to" you, that it was in the same terms
as that sent to me, and advised me to go as originally Intended.
He felt sure that ycu had misread the Ifetter and that on a second
perusal the tenor of Its contenta would become apparent. If
not, ho advised ine to coble Aniersen at Honiara; In fact he
oi'.fered to do this himself, but I also felt reasonably sure that
it was all a mirstake and did not want to make any unnecessary
fuss.

So at the mouent I am proposing to co.is; and If in actual
practice it proves Impossible to vet any effective work done I
ahall merely give up the attempt and leave on the next plane: to
try again hcxt year, by which ttac, I am informed, for Ib02 one
will read 1911.

'fou vary kindly offer to hunt up the records ahead if I
let you knoT? what I'm after. The trouble is that I havn*t
much of a clua myself for to be perfectly trathful I have not
touched any history after 1330 since T've been h<^re and have
little interest in anything after the 1860a...

The area T*m lnteri-:ted In Is the (Jentrnl Pacific (Gilbert,
Elllce, Phoenix, Line, Tokelaus and Northern Oooks), and elao '
Pitcairn (especially PItcairn, as I'm writing the most monxunental
history of that island)'.

But X also have a milder interest in all parts of the
High Corandsslon up to the elate ^^-hen a narticular territory came
under our iurladlction, e.g. 5n ore-Protectorate Solomons,
pre-CondorainijtTlm New Hebrides, etc., but onl.y in so far as it
concerns the activities of the High Commission and Its Deputy
Coramlsslonern.

But most of all I'm interested In the O.&B.I.O., but again
with particular emphasis on pre-Protectorate times end the
establishment of the Protectorate. If you could search for ai^
material on this subject I should like to deal with It first.

You mention that the most interesting G.B.I.P. material
is po3t-1902; but I should have thou^t that this was pretty
dreary record of administrative cag. I suppose its all a matter
of temperament but once a territory Is taken over by one of tha
powers and given an adrainistration I lose all interest in it.
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last two papers have been on 'i?he Tahiti an Pork Trade;
and gnani sh Plsccvei'les in tne Central Pttclfle 1825-

Trade of the IBSOs, so you will see the

reports
the Central

o please, if you do look up anything, may it be on the
of navel officers end H.C. rcpresontatives who visited

1895; and records regarding GilbertPacific before

or Ellice labour in fijl, Samoa or elsewhere (particularly on
Fanning); and the establishment of administration In the Prot-
ectorete. And the Tokelaue too: Its F.lvays the armll Islands
thst fescinate me, I've nearly got enough for a ideally detailed
hi stoi'y of lannlng and would dearly like to write a history of
Vostok (prlnc^ipally because its smaller than University Bouse
and has never been inhabited) but fear that the A.ll.fl. might
think it odd.

Actually, now that I've got to thinking about it, I find
myself quite looking forward to Pi.il. iJiat if you really mean
me to sign an un-^ertalcjng In the teimas of your letter you migiit
confirm it in advance so that I curi save the fare. Information
in restricted or po3t-1902 documents yes, by all weans, but not
in open ore-1902 correspondence (I'd rather get the material
microfilmed in iSngland, where no such restrictions are, of course.
Imposed). Actually, long before I shall be using anything the
cox'respondence will, as T hav^e mentioned, be opened to IGll.

As for Macdonalri. scrutinizing my notes, I should love to
see him reading my shorthand., which ia Gregg anci not Pitman
(Jean, his SecrotHi^y, is e.ssentially a Pitman fun). 'Ahen one
thinks of it, it is fortunate that the H.C. turned down (as
Minnltt confirmee to me) any idea of tills being done in Suva,
for It would not have proved exactly feusable in prectiue.

9*1 th all good wishes, and again raany thanks for all the
trouble which you have taken to fix everything up for me,

Yo>ire ever.
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iTELEPHONE : SUVA 670 "EPI-Y PLEASE QUOTE :

CF 2/58

CENTRAL ARCHIVES OF FIJI AND W.P.H.C. J.i';

t

PRIVATE BAG, G.P.O, SUVA, FIJI i ,Y" '

6th May, 1958.

i§^ i, ;
In continuation of my letter of 25th April, 1958,

I have received a telegram and letter from Honiara in which
I am directed to grant you privileged access to restricted
and closed records, i have also been requested to ask you
to sign an undettaking whereby you state you are aware of
the serious consequences of the breach of the provisions of
the Official Secrets Act and that you will obtain the

permission of the uhief Secretary before divulging any of the
information which you may obtain as a result of your research,
in this connection I am raising with Honiara whether it is
necessary in addition to scrutinise your notes, which
suggestion I understand originated from you,

Mr, Macdonald has also written to inform me
that access has been granted to both closed and open Fiji
records, provided you also sign the undertaking which all
research workers granted access to closed and classified
records are required to sign. In addition he also wishes
personally to scrutinise your notes,

I shall be looking forward to seeing you.
Please give my regards to Jim if he is about and of
course to your wife, teil her I have never forgotten a
very pleasant evening at Wahroonga, I hope the Canberra
home is as pleasant.

ARCHIVIST

H, E, Maude Esq.,
The Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National university.
Box 4, G.P.O,
CANBERRA; A.C.T.



TELEPHONE : SUVA 670 IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

CENTRAL ARCHIVES OF FIJI AND W.P.H.C

PRIVATE BAG, G.P.O. SUVA, FIJI

25th. April, 1958.

H. E. Maude Esq.,
The Research School Of Pacific Studies
Australian National University,
Box 2+ G.P.O. CANBERRA A.G.T.

ii.,
I had heard from the C.S. that you were coming

over here hut nothing else, so your letter is very welcome.
Since W.P.H.C. have now formulated an access policy in some
detail which I perforce must carry out, I wonder since you
will he seeing Minnitt whether you can ensure that I am
officially advised that you have received their imprimatur.

You will undoubtedly need what is styled
'privileged access' i.e. access to records post 1902 and to
classified records, especially in connection with the
history of the administration of the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands Protectorate, later Colony. I have wired Honiara
hut Minnitt may have left before my wire is received, stating
that you will need access to closed and classified records,
and asking for instructions. You doubtless heard from Sir
Harry Luke dust how long it takes to get information from
Honiara although I was able to send him all he required
before he left Australia, hence my suggestion since you will
have comparatively little time here, to remind Minnitt I
can't release documents without Honiara's permission - Sir
Harry's visit was like a breath of fresh air from a world
I once knew. He has the supreme art of making work for him
a pleasure. I did nothing more for him than I do for everyone
the difference was the recipient was so appreciative - d^st
as in fairness must be added W.P.H.C. always is - and what
a difference it makes to the Archivistl

I would suggest since your time here will be
so limited that you compile a list of the various topics
with dates, on which you will require to search the records
and send it ahead so that as far as possible we can produce
what you need with the minimum of delay.

You may find some interesting material on the
history of the labour trade in the records of the High
Commissioner's Court and among the records of the British
Consulate and Deputy Commissioner in Samoa. I should imagine
also that there will be relevant material among the Pidi
records and am writing to the C.S. to request that you will
be given privileged access to the Pidi records - but dates
for the period you propose to cover would be helpful in
this connection. We hold some early Polynesian Labour records
from the Piji Immigration Office but I have not examined them
in detail. I am fortunately au fait with the G.E.I.P.
administration but the interesting material as you are well
aware is all post 1902.

I saw Spillius and he has walked off with ray
only copy of my Tonga ms. - only hope I get it back - I have
no plans for the future whatsoever and have not the slightest
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idea how long I shall he here - only the C.S. knows that.

I am afraid I naturally ass\imed you would
he staying with him. Of the various alternatives I
should strongly advise the Metropole - the Oceanic is worse
than" ever from all accounts though handy to the Archives.
But I know I couldn't stand the noise. Canberra Hostels
would he a paradise compared with that - even Reid where
I stayed when I was hroke.

My hest wishes to your wife and many thanks
for the letter after the long silence. I wondered
whether I had heen written offI I shall look forward
to seeing you again and hope you will approve of what
you see when you come. The repair room is the pride
of ray heart —I think it shows what can he achieved with
local talent.
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Department of Pacific History,
5tli May, 1958.

The Acting Chief Secretairy,
Western Pacific High Coimrxiaslon,
HONIARA, British Solomon Islands Protectorate.

Dear Sir,

I am most grateful to His Excellency the High Commissioner
for kindly granting mo pormiaalon to exa:nine reoorda In the
Sestorn Pacific High Commission archives at Suva, subject to my
signing an lindertaking not to Infringe the provlalona of the
Official Secrets Act.

As I am not particularly Interested in political history,
nty papers are unlikely to contain anything of a controversial
nature. In any case should I ever be In doubt over the
propriety of publishing anything I should, jf only in wy own
Interests, submit the point in question to you for a decision.

If the High Conuaissioner or your office would at any time
like a list of my published papers on Pacific affairs, which
now nvimber some 15, I should be glad, to send one; and also
copies of any of the publications themselves.

The main papers (i.e. 10,000 words or over) to appear
this year will be:-

(1) "In Search of a Home: the Saga of the Bounty from the
Mutiny to Pitcairn Island";

(2) "The Tahitlan Pork Trade: 1800-1830"; and

(3) "Spanish Discoveries in the Central Pacific: a Study in
Identification".

At present I am concentrating on the Sandalwood Trade
(1810-20); the Central Pacific Ouano Industry (1860-1914); the
Peruvian Slave Trade (1860-64); and Hawaiian contacts with the
Pacific Islands, but none of those seem of any great admlniat-
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CP. 105/1/2, '

21st April,1953»

fcr ycur letter of the 2-th Ilercii ashing for
access to the *.'2^,TT,C,arcliives, As you are; aware there is a restriction
on classified material and on post 1502 documents hut the Hiph Cciimiss-
ioner is qiiite prepai-ed to concede that your requests falls into the
catcpoiy of a "special case", I have therefore -vTritten to the iirchi-'ri.st
granting yru peia-'i.ssion for access to the recoids requested.

To coiapl;' with the requ1ren:ents concerning the security aspect,
you Trill need, to sij^n an undeih;akin^ that ycu me aware of the serious
consequences of a hceachof the provisions of the Official Oecrcts Act
hut we do not thinh it is necessary to impose any additional. safep;uai'ds
in ycuir case,

I hope you arc ahle to find useful material nnd we fully
n^ree that a histor;>' of the '"cstem rticific Iliph Crmd.SEion will he of
great value and interest to us all.

IT J1 Alaude Esq. 0 ,B Ai,,
The Researcla School of Pacific Stiidies,
Pen A f.P.O.

Oi^PTIPJl,

h" Ad'
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Miss Dorothy Crozier,
"The Archives",
SUVA. Fiji.

Department of Pacific History,
17th April, 1958.

Dear Dorothy Crozier,

It is possible that Paddy Macdonald may have mentioned
that I am due to stop off at Suva from June 16 to July 17, when
on route to Honolulu, In the confident hope and expectation
that you will be so kind as to let me work at the High Commission
archives; among other subjects on the early history of adminis
tration In the Gilbert and Elllce Islands Colony and the later
history of the Pacific Islands labour trade. I am sure that
'with your calendars to guide me', to paraphrase the popular
song. It will all be child's play.

Anyway, It occurred to me that you possibly wouldn't
believe anything Macdonald told you, as he always was an Inveter
ate leg-puller; so I thought that perhaps I should burst Into
type and break the glad tidings myself.

I have also broken the news to Mlnnltt at Honiara and
told him what I plan to do; and will tell him more when he conies
to stay with me In a few weeks time.

I spent a week-end recently with Sir Harry Luke, at
Bathnnst, and He was full of a visit he had paid to your lair,
and very complimentary to your work In general: I gathered that
he had told Garvey that you had done a splendid Job. I think
Sir Harry could be quite useful should you ever require high
level support for some nefarious scheme.

I imagine that by now you will have had the exhlllratlng
experience of a call from Jim Spllllus. Unfortunately his
letter arrived after he had left Sydney so I missed seeing hlra
myself.

How are you these days? Rumour says that you are desert
ing Suva for the higher life of the London School of Economics.
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I hope 30, for that irlll mean that you will he completing your
book on Tonga and I am waiting for that to be published: it is
really well worth doing, I'm quite sure*

On the other hand, I hope that it la not until I have
been to Fiji, for without your skilled guidance I shall indeed
be lost*

I am broke as always, so I think I'll have to stay at
the Oceanic: what an awful dump it used to be. On second
thoughts possibly the Metropole is better.

Yours ever.

>• 'I • • j --
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Deioartment of Pacific History,
29th March, 1958.

R.J. Minnitt, Esq., C.M.G.,
Chief Secretary,
Western Pacific High Commiasion,
HONIARA, British Solomon Islands Protectorate.

- 'i '

vM'.

I am leaving Australia on June 10 for a couple of menthe
In Honolulu working on Pacific Islands material in the Archives
of the Kingdom of Hawaii.

While en route I am hoping to stop off at Suva from June
16 to July 17 to work in the Fiji and Western Pacific High Coimn-
Ission Archives, in particular on the early histoiT" of the High
Commission.

I should he most grateful if you could authorise Miss D.
Crozler, the Archivist, to let me have access to the High Comm
ission records prior to the year 1902 (after which, I understand,
they are not yet accessible by the Colonial Office rules).

I gather that In the case of past requests of this
character Miss Crozler has been exercised by the existence of:-

(i) some reatricted documents in a file mainly consisting of
unclassified material; and

(11) some po3t-1902 documents in a file mainly consisting of
pre-1902 material.

In this instance, as a former Resident Coinmlssioner and
First Assistant Secretary to the High Commission, I hope that
you may feel able to trust me not to make use of any classified
or post 1902 material which may be bound or enclosed with open
correspondence, the more so since I have In any case seen all of
the classified material before on many occasions (and notably
when preparing my printed secret report on American claims in
the Phoenix and Line lalands).
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Should additional safeguards he desired, hov-ever, I am
willing to forward copies of ell papers, etc., quoting any
.Veatern Pacific High Commission archival material, so that It
can he confirraed that no quotation iS from a restricted or
po3t-1902 document. Alternatively, I could hand over to Miss
Crozler for checking all notes made by me while working in the
archives to make sure that nothing in them refers to any
restricted or po3t-1902 doctunent. The latter procedure, if
considered necessary, would he preferable to rae, as the former
might well dolay publication while hundreds of pages were being
scanned for perhaps one reference to the High Commission.

Another possibility would be for Miss Crozler to clip
down, or slip a temporary'- envelope over, any restricted sheet
among unrestricted correspondence.

I hope very much, however, that in view of my former
position in the High Conmiission service and the fact that I
have been handling classified material all my life without
having committed any Indiscretion, It may be possible to grant
me permission to peruse the High Commission records without
restriction on my personal assurance that I shall not make use
of any classified document without ths express prior sanction
of His Excellency the High Commissioner.

In support of my request it is submitted that a history
of the Western Pacific High Commlaslon can scarcely fall to be
of use to the Government and its officers, as well as to the
people of the various territories; and that it is preferable
that it should be written by one sincerely sympathetic to the
British Sovernraent point of view rather than that the vacuum
should be filled by the critical work of an opponent.

Yours sincerely.

Maude.
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University (jollege, Ibadan,
29 Ivlay

Dear Harry,
As I Tsrite this I am not sure v/hether you have left for Hawsdi or not; so I

am sending a copy there just in case. Glad to hear the IB reached you safely, if a hi
battered, and that you think it of value. I agree about the necessity for pre-textual
material to put the reader in the pictijre and set the stage for the main story, as well
as describing some of the ma"in characters. This will have to be done in London
during the next few months.

I am also glad you have not passed on the thing to Eyre yet. By the time
your last letter arrived, I had heard, unexpectedly, from the L.M.S. that they had
(without my prior knowledge) handed their copy of my typescript over to the Hakluyt
Society I I now have to hand a letter from H.A. Skelton, the Secretary of the M.S.
which says as much and adds one or two other points of importance. Briefly, he wants
to present the text to his Council on 21+ Jvily together with a proposal from me. Obvio
-ly this would have to include an outline of the way I want to treat the edition, its
importance etc. He also would like the Introduction, Epilogue and so forth.

If they took it, it would, I think be a minor triumph for the L.M.S. and
the A.N.U. and technically a very smooth job. There would be time for me, in Jioly,
Aiigust and September to write the necessary appendages to the text; and this; might
strengthen the impression the whole edition would make. Of course, there are
dozens of things still to be done with it - references to be checked, advice to be
received, and a complete re-typing to do before it ould be anything near presentable
to a publisher. But I think they would have enough to go on by October. Skelton
says that "The Council have a rule that no decision about the acceptance of a v/ork
offered be reached imtil it has been before them at two successive meetings. This
allows then time for consultation, and if necessary an expert report. The next two
Council meetings will be in July and October."

One of the "expirt reports" they will solicit will be Jim's, since I had
already mentioned him in my general statement to the L.M.S. on the edition. When I
write to Skelton in the next few days, I would like also to cite yourself as a
referee, if they feel that more opinions are desirable. It is a pity that John
Beaglehole caxinot sey a copy of the script; he would carry a lot of weight, I think,
in the final decision. If you and Jim think it a good idea, might it be possible
to send it to Wellington ? Anyway, I would rather there was no nurry for the
present, for just that kind of reason; and I shall try to convey as much to Skelton
when I write, and when I see him before the Council meeting in July. I will probably
write to John Beaglehole ais well to sound him out.

I hope you will agree to be one of the experts. If you do, it will only
increase the debt of gratitvide which is steadily mounting. I envy you Honolulu. Give
my regards to the historians there.

Yours,
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V Department of Pacific History,
2Sth May, 11:958.

Bruoe Roberts, Esq.,
Director, Literature Bureau,
Box 5254, O.P.O., - '. .
SfD'-JEY. " K.S.W. ^

Dear Mr Roberts,

I am most contrite at not having replied before to your
letter S.9/W of the 28th February, on the subject of Miss May^
Patoman's A South Sea Hero. Had I known that it would have #
taken so long to get d'bwn to the job I should at least have
v.'ritten an interim note. But you know how it Is: one always
hopes to be able to begin toomorrow; and somehow tommorbw never
come 3.

Actually I have been particularly busy the last two months
trying to get two papers finished for publication, one^ seminar
payer prepared and a long assessor's report: and all four had to
be done before I leave for Honolulu next week.

But the last was completed two days ago so I have been
able bo tackle Nabetarl and his epic voyage at last.

As far as I can judge Miss Patenian has got all her h5 s-
toi^lcal data correct. Y/here she gets iier facts regarding
Habetari's early life, voyage to Tablteuea, etc., from I do not
know: possibly by coi'respondenoe with the man himself or those
who know him. But as regards his life on Ocean Island, the
Japanese occupation and the drlfe voyage she seems to have kept
fairly closely to the facts as narrated in -

(1) Ellis, Sir Albert, Mid-Pacific Outposts (Auckland, 1949),
pp.144-9.

Sir Albert told me that he had obtained his information direct
from Wakefield, who was the Administrative Officer at Ocean
Island immediately after its reoccupation, so they shoxild be all
right.
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There were two other accounts; one in the Pacific Islands
'Monthly. which I cannot locate off-hand, and the other In a oook
Tl heli"eve based on a B.B.C. broadcast) whoso name I cannot find
on my cards, though It was given to mo some years ago by Douglas
Poarce, your off-slder. I expect that both these accounts are
only re-iaashes of Sir Albert's version so havn't bothored about
tracing them; but could no doubt find tho.a in time If you think
the matter of any Importance.

Wow, as regards the Illustrations mentioned by you;-

(a) Of the particular type of canoe Nabetarl would have used.
^Is v'vould almost cartalnly have been a Banaban (Ocean Island)
type canoe, although iMabetarl himself came from Nlkunau. Few
Ollbertcse took their own canoes with them to Ocean Island and
in any case the light Ocean Island canoe was generally preferred
there as being better suited to the local reef conditions.

I think that by far the best picture of an Ocean
such as Nabetarl would have been in is ti:c lower ^ ca loe
p.isa of -

(2) Grlmble, Arthur, A Pattern of Islands (London, 1052).

The edition I am looking at is the Reprint Society one and T
don't know if the various other editions of this work have the
same Illustrations. You will note that the top picture on the
same page also gives a good idea of a Banabon canoe, though you
cannot see the hull so clearly. They are, of course, plank
built and not dug-outs. '

(b) The nrooess at A/ In the maTiuacrlpt. ^Unfortunately you
have not marked an A/ anywhere In the manuscript, but I deduce
that you refer to the process of cutting toddy mentioned on
p.2.

You will find 6 Illustrations covering the whole process of
Gilbertes© toddy cutting facing p.-'ig and 2 facing p.."13 of -

(3) Sabatier, hrnest. Sous I'Eguateur du Paclflque (Issoudun
and Paris, 1939);

but some of the photographs are not too clear.

Th©n on p.16 of -

(4) Cranwell, L.M., and Green, J.E., P'ood Is Where you Find
It (Auckland, 1943);

thei'e Is a drawing and description of the technique of cutting
toddy. But now I come to look at It the sketch la not very
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clear. However, there la a better one In -

(b) Hedlay, Charles, The Atoll of Puaafutl, 311ice Group ...
(Sydney, 1896-1900), Australian hluseura, ./leraolr III,
Part I, p.25.

You should bo able to borrow a copy of this as there used to be
one in the S.D. libi'ary.

By far the best photo/graphs of toddy cutting that I have seen
are Pigs.l and 2 of -

(6) Hoberco, H.3., "Coral Atoll Cookery", Journal of the
?o7Lynesian Society, vol.64, noi2 (JuneT 1955), p.232.

These also are of Ellico Islanders, but the thecnique used on
Funafuti Is essentie.lly the saue as in the Gilberts, having been
1 e a r-nt f r on G11 b e r t e 2 e.

(c) Nabftari hLnself. PIM i.:ay have published a photogrnnh,
though I do not recollect it. There are, ho^'over, two
qviite good ones facing pp.149 and 257 of Sir Albert*a
book cited at (1).

" 1

(d) The torchas referred to at B/. • Again there is no 8/ marked,,
but I take it you refer to th® 'rin' mentioned on p.3. '

Ihe beat illuatration of a *rin' is Fig.4 in -

(7) Grimble, Arthur, "Hie iiigrations of a Pandanus People",
Journal oi the Polynesian Society, Memoir No.12, Instal«
iiient No.l.

In fact it is the only one I knew.

If you were thinking of a picture of fishing with torches, these
ere also few and far between (as they naturally have to be taken
at night). P.ut there is an extraordinarily fine one called
"The Illuinined r/atar" in -

(8) fJlisefon, Eliot, "Storied Isles of Romance In the South
Saas", Life separate.

I don't know if the photograph was ever reproduced in Life
Itself, but the separate is obtainable free of charge from their
office in Sydney.

I recollect that there is also a nice scene of torch fishing at
night in Miss Peteinan's own little book "Pabo", which unfortunat
ely I havn't got by me (its at Wahroonga): you should, however,
be able to borrow it from the L.M.S. in Sydney.
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The only other subject which seems to lend itself to an
illustration is Ocean Island itself. There is a fiood photo
taken from the air feeing p.lOP of Sir Albert's book citerJ above,
and I enclose two more from my own collection: one taken from
a distance end the other by the landiiip. Please lot me have
them back when no longer required.

I find little to criticize in Miss Pateman's text, though
it is a bit 'pious' in style for my liking at timea. But there
can be no doubt, I think, but that it 3a an interesting story,
and "-ell told. Some of the words (though not many) seem a bit
difficult, but I expect that you will be changing to conform with
whatever vore list you are using.

Here are a few comments that occur to me, for what they
are worth -

nine Cor-mient

1 5 For 'Tabomatung' read 'Tabomatang'.

2 7 For 'our' I suggest 'the'.

5 last Here and elsewhere inias Pafcornan keeps using the
word 'lads', which to me at least grates, though
I know it was common form in her tliaa. I
suggest 'young men' would usually sound less
patronizing.

6 9^ Delete 'old'?

7 11 'Labour boys' and 'boys' la another term that
dates the author, vrho uses it throughout the
work (5 times on p.8 alone). It is rather a
coloured word these days and 'phosphate work
ers' or simply 'workers' would possibly sound
better.

7 17 I auppose you will employ some device to separate
Msbctari's own story from the rest of the text?

8 last Here is a particularly unfortunate use of 'boys',
but 3 in my submission: Nabetari and Reucra were

young men.

18 2 For 'an' read 'a'.

12 17 This is not strictly true, for one other lived
bidden in a cave until the Japanese left. But
maybe this would rather spoil the climax?
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I hope that soiue of the above niay be of use# Let ne
know- }f you can't pet any of the works rrifetitaonoA and would like
to borrow luy copies i.thougii I shall not be back 3n Canbei'ra
until the middle of September),

As a matter of fact i con't ir.ind cjealinp with queries
relating, to manuscripts, thouph unless you nark your letter
<urgent' they arc likely to pet on a priority list. As my
work these days is entirely ccnccrned with manuscripts on the
islands - ny own and other peoples - a fe-w more are neither
here nor there. I notice that some put a deadline date on
thera - which is brutal, but not a bad idea.

Some clay, if you think it a pood idea, I should like
to try ono or two aaciple stories telling the sage of some of
the Polynesian dslcoverers of the Pacific: Kupe, who discovered
New Zealand, and Te Rangiora, v;ho discovered the antarctic, for-
exmnple. I finnly believe that their exploits would stir the
blood of any island child - as well as their parents - ajid would
have an. appoal not just in one area but throughout the South
Sea s,

In my experience the island child loves above all a tele
of heroic doings on the sea . not unnaturally, perhaps?

If you would like one essay as h trial sample let me
knowf the nunbor of words; and any other relevant data.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

• . . , M;.
•*-yv..; X
^ .h > - •• •.

•S ' .

• I* i- . .i •
' ' j' • ''l.. ^

,•••i' • 'd, •: -i ••

If *'-. -y • ' •' * • , •'
, f ,

m
H,E» Maude,

V •

i-*-:
' '*• . "1 ♦ I '• u.; m'. 1 • '.»«.

' * '' • •; V *>#F
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SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

CABL.E ADDRESS: "SOUTHPACOM," SYDNEY

telephone NOS:

SYDNEY OFFICE BW 3409

BW 5487

LITERATURE BUREAU XY 5054

Literature Bureau,
BOX 5254. G.P.O.,

SYDNEY, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA.

28th February, 1958.

Dear Mr. Maude,

Some years ago you recommended that I should look into
the possibilities of interesting a Miss May Pateman in doing
a story for us to publish in one or other of our series for
the islands.

Miss Pateman has now sent me a manuscript of the story
of Nabetari which I like very much and hope to publish in our
Bonito series which you will remember.

In her covering letter Miss Pateman writes.

"You do not need me to sxig; est that Mr. H.E. Maude be
asked to scan the MSS for historical inaccuracies and
discrepancies.

"I have tried to make the story factual and truthful,
and I believe the facts therein to be .authentic, but I
should be relieved to hear that it had been seen and corrected
where necesrsary by a specialist in South Pacific history.

I try to avoid worrying you with Commission biisiness but
in this case I felt perhaps you would be willing for Miss Pateman's
sake to fall in with her request. And for our own sake 1 would be
most grateful if you could tell me if you happen to know where I
could find illustrations - or a guide to illustrations - of the
following which I feel should be among those included in the book:

(a) Of the particular type of canoe Nabetari would have used
(b) The process at A/ in the manuscript
(o) Nabetso'i himself (perhaps PIM published a photo once?)
(d) The torches referred to at b/ in the manuscript.

With kind regards.

H.E. Maude, Esq., Q.B.E
Flat A,
98 Arthur Circle,
FORREST. A.C.T.

• 9

Yours sincerely,

Director: Literature Bureau



Jim,

I should be most grateful If you could, authorize Mrs
Porster to arrange for the two attached photostats to be
translated into English as I shall be needing them badly
Tvhen I return.

2. The first;-

(1) Behin, E., "i)as Amerlkanische Polynesien" . Petermann's
Mltthellungen for 1859;

is the main work in German (or indeed in any language) on the
Central Pacific and is constantly referred to in other pub
lications (e.g. in your Admiralty Handbooks). I would hope,
therefore, that it may be found possible to defray the cost of
ti-anslatlon from Dopsrtmental funds and to have it on file
permanently for reference by research workers.

5. The second

(2) Hagiie, J.D., "Die (Juano-Inseln des Grossen Oceans".
Petermann'3 Mtthellunren for 186

refers more particularly to my own studies and It may, therefore,
be considered more appropriate if I pay for the translation
myself.

/

-1
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CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK

589 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK I7, N.Y.

STEPHEN H.STACKPOLE BRITISH DOMINIONS AND COLONIES PROGRAM CABLE ADDRESS:

CARNCOR,NEW YORKExecutive jissociate

ALAN PIFER

Executive Assistant
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Dr. H. E. Maude
c/o P.D. Macdonald, Esq., C.M.G.
Colonial Secretary
The Secretariat
Suva, Fiji Islands

Dear Dr. Maude:

June 3, 1958

I am sincerely sorry to have to tell you that
our committee has not found it possible to recommend
a grant to assist you with your travel plans.

This will, I know, be very disappointing news
for you. I am sure you will understand, however,
that requests under consideration always greatly
outnumber available awards.

This makes it inevitable that we should have to
send many letters such as this. I can assure you they
are written with reluctance.

Sincer

SHS:las

•.X'
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Department oH Pacific History,
•:rd June, 19'38.

'i'no Secretary-Gon'^rnl,
8ocvet« ctes Oneaniates,
•^us«« de I'HoT-ime,
Place du Trocad«ro,
7A1U.Q XVIe, Pi-ance,

IMar Sir,

»'.?*• I' (.1,,

^ '• . 'y'.f

• 9; .'Ml,

I ''''

In reply to your letter of the 3.6th April advislnp; mo
that my annual subsci'iption to the Societc dea Oceanlstoa la
duo Tor tho yoara IPb'"'' and 1958, I have now forwarded, thi'ouf^
the Australian and British Post Offlcoa, a f'oney Orrlor for tho
equivalent of 9,200 francs to cover the following:-

(i) my subscription for 195'''

(ii) my subscription for 1958

(iii) one copy of tho Blbliographie methodlque
analytlque et crj blgue des Jouvelles-
Hcbrldes TlOOO francs less 2(y{)

(!•) one copy of Heorldcils, rrp ,rto.ire bio-
bIblio.graohiquo dea MouveXles-nebridos
TTiOOO franca leas 20^1

1000 frfcncs

2000 francs

0200 francs

2400 francs

The attached ceceipt vrill show you that the money has
been duly transmitted and you will no doubt be advised by the
French postal authorities when it has come to hand for payinent
to you.

Please send me the boolrs mentioned at (lii) and (iv)
and aleo the BiblloKrat:hie de IK'ceenie for 1356 and 1957, when
published.

youre faithfully.

H«E. Maude.
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SOCIETE DES OCBANISTES

Mus6e de I'Honirae
Place du Trocadoro - PARIS XVIe

' I ' A ''iV " ' .lOt-.' vv ' V-^ f

Paris, le 16 Avril 1958

Monsieur et cher Collegue,

J^ai I'homeur de vous informer que la prochaine R6union
de la SooiGt6 qui aura lieu le VENPREDI 25 AVRIL 1958, au Husee
de I'Honmie, a 17 heures precises (salle de cours, 3e otage,
ascenseurs), sera pr6sid6e par M, le Professeur HEIM qui fera
une communication :

"TILlILAIiDE ET CAMBODGE ; Visions d'liier, tendances actuelles",
(avec projections)

Cette seance sera prcocd.6e par une ASSEIffiLEE GEIJER-ILE :

ORDRE DU JOUR :

1°) Compte rendu moral.
2°) Compte rendu financier.
3°) R(561ection des nenbres du Gonseil,
4°) Questions diverses.

Daignez agroer. Monsieur et cher Collegue, I'axpression
de nos sentiments les plus dcvoucs.

P. O'Reilly

Secretaire General

P.S. La cotisation pour 1958 a etc portce a 1,500 frs, France
2,000 frs, Eirranger

Ci-.4oiiit uji proBpe®tiui fle la aamifepa puDlicatloU dj
Noue rappeloiwi ^ ttos loembra* qa^un® r^duetioo da ^9^ 1«W
accordd® star le® pabliaatiloaii da la

Nous nous perraettons de vous signaler que d'apres nos livres,
vos cotisa.tions n'ont pas etc versoes ;

1950 —1,200 fjL-ai Franco—- 1, GOO—j^rg.—Et rangor
-3rr200 Ti's, Pi'ance" « 1,600 frs, Etra.nger

soit s .... \J(y(iQ ., frs.
et nous vous rappelons que 1'envoi du "Journal" est subordonno
au paieiuent de la cotisation correspondante.

CHEQUE POSTAL DE LA SOCIETE DES OCEANISTES : PARIS 494 - 14



SOCI^TE DES OC^ANISTES
MUSEE DE L'HOMME

GA53
PARIS xvr

Paris, le 4 Octobre 1957

Monsieur H.E. MAUDE
Depeirtmeiit of Pacific History
Australian National University
GANBERjiUl A.C.T. - Austnalie

MonsieTor j

telephone ! PASSY 74-46

CHEQUE POSTAL PARIS 494-14

Nous avons bien repu votre lettre du 9 Septembre et
nous vous prions de nous excuser du retard mis a vous repondre
le secretariat ayant ete feme pendant les mois d'ete.

Vous §tes inscrit comme membre de la Societe des Oceanistes
depuis 1950 et nous vous envoyons cbaque annee le "Journal", Le
dernier n-umero paru est celui de 1956, tome XII, qui vous a ete
adresse lors de sa parution en Aodt dernier a votre adresse :
Flat ^,98 Arthur Circle, Forrest A.C.T., vous allez le recevoir.

Le "Journal" 1955» paru en 1956» vous avait ete envoye
a votre adresse a Sydney ainsi que la Bibliographie de I'Oceanie
195^» Ces deux exemplaires ont dti se perdre et par le mSme
courrier nous vous envoyons un autre exemplaire de chacun de ces
volumes ainsi qu'un exemplaire de la Bibliographie de I'OcSanie
1955 qui vient de sortir de presse et poTjr laquelle vous voudrez
bien trouver ci-joint une facture.

Vous pouvez nous commander directement les Publications
que vous desirez avoir. En tant que membre de la Societe nous
vous consentons une remise de 20%. Nous joignons a cette lettre
une liste de nos publications et leur prix.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, 1'expression de nos sentiments
distingues.

La secretaire
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TfiC CELLAI^ ECCr SliCP
17140 MENDOTA, DETROIT 21, MICH., U.S.A.

UNIVERSITY 1-1776 Cables; CELLARBOOK

Prof

Dept
Australian National Universiiy
Box i(. G.P.O,
Canberra, Australia

- •< >• Vr. ,»«>.' )',- .^-1 . ' . »• ?•.., J ,V.,.l....'.'.(<t. -, . 4'....lj.i.. J

Dear Prof, Maude:

Thank ynu for your nice letter of April 3 which reached us just now, being sent
by surface mail.

V7e hesitate to remove your name from our mailing list without a little further
discussion. It is quite possible that our prices on certain items are somevfhat
higher than those of British booksellers, for obvious reasons, Nevertheijess, we
doubt that you often receive regtilar listings with such a concentration of ma
terial in fields related to your interest. ITe carry on our mailing list a
number of scholars -who, like yourself, have told us frankly that they have little
expectation of making purchases from us, but who find our catalogs of biblio -
graphical interest, ''.•e are sincere in our desire to further scholarship, es
pecially when the costs involve little more than postage, since catalog costs
for additional copies are quite low.

It is quite possible that there are items in our catalogs which are of interest
to you,Tsiiich we could perhaps trade for duplicates from your library collection.
Should this type of arrangement be of interest to you, we shall be pleased to
receive from you a listing of such duplicates so we could make our selection.

Further, we would deem it a great favor if you could call to our attention from
time to time now Australian publications on Southeast Asia in general and the
Philippines in particular.

We look forward to hearing from you again.

Sincerely yours,
THE CELIA^BOOK SHCP - •

' I 'v» •' \
• •, * i y

•A-

Petra F, Netzorg

• ;v • •
. ' , -v-o ,, -

f.t. • .»»T."V" \ 'vA-

.3CZ.- ' . ;.v^wv. -'Tiiii •Ti'iriit-
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SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

CABLE ADDRESS : "SOUTHPACOM." SYDNEY

TELEPHONE NOS:

SYDNEY OFFICE BW 3409

BW 5487

LITERATURE BUREAU XY 5054

Dear 7-

ref._.-S.9Zw.

Literature Bvireau,
BOX 5254. G.P.O..

SYDNEY, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA.

9th June, 1958.

It was extremely kind of you to take so much trouble
over Miss Pateman's manuscript "A South Sea Hero". I am most
grateful for yovir help.

As regards your suggestion that you might find time
one day to try one or two stories yourself, nothinr- would
please me better. This Bureau has I feel got too enmeshed
with the production of school books and uplift and has done
too little in the cause of recreational reading; however you
know the causes and difficulties so there is no need for me
to enlarge on them. But I would be delighted to see something
from your pen; I am sure that a publisher like Longmans would
be willing to take it direct from you without our intermediary
assistance, but we should be more than happy to give any
assistance required to ensure publication.

P.S.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

Director; Literature Bureau

We will take great care of the pictttres which you sent
us and will see that they are returned.

H.E. Maude, Esq., O.B.E.,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
Box 4., G.P.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T,



BRITISH RESIDENCY.

VILA,

NEW HEBRIDES.

^ June, 1958

Dr\iii>^ii r\u-sji

No. 17A/1

Dear Lctt-cU,,
I am not sure whether I mentioned to you

in Canherra the possihility of an Economic Survey
carried out with^Colonial Development and Welfare
Research grant, I have now been informed that
funds for the Survey have been granted and that
the Director, Mr, J.S.G-, Wnson, Reader in Money and
Banking at the London School of Economics, expects to
arrive in the New Hebrides in July, He will spend
about two months here in the first instance and v/ill
leave behind him a Research V/orker, a Miss Franklin,

Mr, Wilson will spend some days in
Australia on his way here and proposes to visit
Canberra, I have v/ritten to Professor Spate about
him and I have also given him a letter of introduction
to the Commonwealth Banlc in Sydney, I took the
liberty of mentioning your name to Mr, Wilson as a
helpful person with numerous official and unofficial
contacts in Canberral I do not know whether he
will want to get in touch with anyone else in
Canberra but I should be very grateful if you could
give him what assistance you can if he approaches you.

Yours fwv/xt.

i.

H,E, Maude, Esq., O.B.E,
Australian National University,
Box U, G.P.O.
Canberra, A.C.T,

L e
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T
c/o Bank of New ^jouth Wales

c--. -• Suva, 5*111, -
.W-

., . : •- - ^ • , June, 14, 1958.
. . • • i::i.o N OE^'-r/ALBs-^r Maude, ' _r .. -

I have not heafd from you for a long time, as you never
replied to my last letter,' and I -;ond>^ring if you may have returned to
Snyland,

I only recently I'S'turned from-Tonga, -vhere the same things
prevail, and still a lot of second rate Nev/ dealanders holding down many
government positions, although the cry is still " Tonga for the Tongans".
In my humhle opinion there are quite a;few Tongans who could carry out a
lot of the jobs which are held by -Europeans, but Tungi seems to hold them
hack. The Tongans in general are much more capable than the poor Nijians,
v/he dither along in th same old fault of the Fijian,
their education does not seem to have properly handled, and then,as you
icnow,their chiefs are simply self-seekers, and appear to care little^for
the people. The best chief' of the lot appears to be Ratu Tiale, the
brother of guiouna, who as you will have seen has. passed away. He married
a young Lauan girl of 2.3, who was not of chiefly rank, Jdist an ordinary
commoner from Lakeba. A. very nice girl, but rather a ridiculous marriage,
aukuna was certainly an outstanding Fijian, and no doubt the most learned
from a point of view of experience and worldliness, but whether or not the
ordinary Fijian has profited by tiis endeavours is doubtful. I understand
that he was responsible for the establishment of the Native Land Trust
Board, and also the Fijian Development Fund, but at the same time the
country Fijian seems to live in same squalor as before, tumble^down
hures and a great lack of sanitary conditions, whilst the town Fijian is
by no means an enviable character.

The dovemor brought in a new Bill,allowing all over
18 to drink beer without a permit* I understand his idea was to create a
condition of equality amongst all races. The first week end , after the
new regulation was put into force, was very quiet, maybe they had no money,
but after that the drunken Fijian became a nuisance. As you know,when a
Fijian is drunk he quickly reverts to a savage, and by no means a nice^-....
character, I was going back to the hotel one night about 8.30 , when two
very big drunk Fijians came alongside me, one on each side, and I thought
here is where I get it. One of them put his arm around my neck and said
» Oh Jack I love you" , I looked up at him and found out, fortunately,
that I knew him well, and said to him " All right if you lOTe me, please
p-et away" They wandered away ataggering across the street. Within another
few yards*! ran into two more, two very nasty samples, but fortunately
got into the main street. Two of my friends have been attacked by d-runks,
and I am told that there are many cases. One Fijian remarked to me It is
the ruin of the new generation of Fijian ", ^
Maybe they will ease off the booae when they find it is east to acquire,
but,as you 1mow,the arguments which apply to a white man do not follow
with a Fijian. However maybe the Oovernor is right, it remains to ^een.

It seems to me that all the coloured people are anxious
to break the thraldom of the white government man , who treats them with
too much orrogonoe »nd Intoleronoe, o^reo little what f
I feel that you will agree with me in this respect. The nejv type
Colonial Servant is by no meane co"iparable to those of years ago,
were, many of the^, men of courage,ability and individuality, but theselays just sycophants of little ability, and Yes men.



(2) ^
They are trained to discipline, which is'alright to a certain point, but 4;.
can also take away all a -:an*s initiative, and unless he can find something
in the book of the words to solve any of his problems, he is lost.

Tonga has recently, bought a big ship and two- smaller ones,
and a b,arge kind of a thing. The big ship is 500 tons, that/"tv/o'and a half
times the Size of the "Yanawai" which is 193 tons, and many'Tongans of
intelligence are asking how it is to be made to pay. I understand, that this
ship is to cost about £ 200.000, and there will be a white captain and a
v/hite engineer, plus quite a big personnel. To pay interest on the capital
outlay plus the running expenses, will be quite a big item. There is a
rumour that this ship will go to Suva for the transhipment cargo from
England, and also to IT Z, which may bring strong reactions from the Union
pteamship Go, and cripple Tonga in many ways. Tungi also talks of building
a new hotel of 20 rooms, which v/ill cost at least I suppose about £ 50.000.
He has also many other schemes, and one wonders where the money will come
from.

Tonga is flooded with Mormons, and they are building all
over the island a sort of combination chapel and amusement hfli» All the
material comes from U o A, and one of the Mormons told me-the € Sid already

.profited to the extent of -i? 500.000 in custom duties, on that material alone.
.1 like the Mormons, they are nice-fellows, although I toiow nothing about
their creed, but I often wonder what '^ueen Ualote must think, who is a veiy
.staunch Methodist, as well as most of the nobles.

I read in che .i?iji Times to-day that; the governor is having
an investigation into the Pijian Communal system •. The suggestion appears to
be that the system , in some cases, is not for the future v/elfare of the
3?ijian3. I have heard talk with ray Jijian friends that there is quite a lot
of gener-'l dis-satisf=cti on in the set-up.

Do drop me a line sometime when you have the tine, and let
me know how the world is using you.

I am contemplating going to India, into the foothills of
the Himalayas, near a Yogic ashram. There are many people,like myself,who
are more or less fed up with our present way of life who have done the.same
thing,^ and have found there peace of mind, away from the continual threat
of war, and the ravages of exploitation by the white man.

•Best wishes to your wife and yourself.- ' -
Always.sincerely

I heard a story to-day Which may interest you , and may or may not be true
Before the body of Hatu oukuna v/as taken over to LAU to be buried it laY
in his house in Guva, where anyone who wished to pay their last respects
could do 30 as they filed past. Europeans, Chinese, and Indians of any
class took this opportunity, but only the Js'IJlAH CHIEkS were allowed this
privelege, not the rank and file of the commoners. Many of these common
people wished to have the same privelege as foreigners but were not allowfe
to do 30, and I ^m told that there was a certain amount of trouble.

If this story is true, it seems to me absolutely damnable.
The Jijians of both sexes are lovable people, have fought in two v/ars for
-dngland, and also were sent to Malaya. Ho one seems ,to care a damn for the
J'ijian people. They are hide bound by their outworn Pijian customs, and
the white government,including the chiefs, appear to care little for their

OOHTIITUMD IH P.AIM 3



/future *ell being. A lot of the i'ljl^^ns fao .ent to Hal?.ya^came back
c.'have a kind of coinraunistic outlook. These men are enlightened since the

Deed gg^gg|,on, but it appears to me that they are given no credit for
a certain,/ox emancipation and .vorldly knov/ledge. I do wish that I could
talk to you, and tell you some of the ideas which now ferment in the minds
of this type of j?ijian, although the greatest majority have nothing to
think with, but they have seen things with their own eyes, v7hich make them
THY to think. Unfortunately they are completely lazy, except in sport.
They will not ;ork their land, and they Cvill not lease it , and many of tT®
live in terrible squalor. The Indians on the otherhand are hard workers,
very intelligent and clever, ambitious, and most competent. There are now
in Hiji, qualified lawyers, doctors, dentists, accountants, and architects
of the Indian race, ?/hilst, I think that I am right in saying, therC^one
doctor (Hatu Dovi), one dentist.

A short time ago I asked a very highly educated Pijian" If
you got independence to-day , how many jj'ijians have you who could begin
to carry on a government ? " he thought for awhile and replied " Only „ x
Three ".

I could give you many many instances similar to this, but
as a Pijian magistrate some time ago remarked to me, " The Indians could
take over, and carry on ".

What the solution is I a.o noo know. It is a most difficult
situation. Garvey retires this year, and will be replaced by a man called
Maddocks, from Africa. It is to be hoped that he will go very gently,
and not apply his African ideas in 5'iji, or he may create great antagonism
with terrible results.

I have many S'ijian friends whom I love rery dearly, and
it is heartrending to realise the plight they find themselves in to-day.
If I were a wealthy man and wanted a friend who would stay with me whatever
might happen, I would choose one of these men, one of them is Atunaisa,
the boxer, a most lovable creature and staunch.

I will repeat,that I do wish that I could talk to you,
as I know that you love these lacific islanders, just as I do.Unfortunately
the Fijian chiefs are just sycophants of Hngl'^nd's paj?" roll, and self
seekers, and wish to continue the old Fijian customs for their own benefit,
and to hell with the commoner, and well the Fijian knows this.

I had better shut up or I will go on for ever,
J.C.

I believe that the investigation into the Fijian Communal system is to
pe headed by an Australian l?rofes3or, and will stay in Fiji for a year,
Vftiat will he find out in a year? He will be guided by some silly Colonial
servants, and the big Fijian chiefs, and furthermore he will never persuade
the common Fijian to talk. They will only talk if they can trust the person
to whom they are talking. If you know this professor, I think you would
he doing a good act if you had a good talk with him, and put him wise.

Have you in any of vour spare time read anything of the philosophy of
YOGA. I think that it would interest you. The best Britiehoexponent is a
man called P\UL BHUHTOH who has written many books on the Subject. The
most interesting and instructive Indian is CVvAIial SIVm^IDA , You no doubt
Have studied Socrates and Plato much more deeply than I have, and I think
you will find their theories correspond very closely with YOGA, also the
German,Kant,of recent years, and Schopenhauer particularly.

PBS Ada FXCUoH THIS VHHY DISJOIHTFD IsiTTFR
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Dear Helen,

C/o the G.P.O., Suva,
Saturday,

••? :

\-i:" ri. • •

Why of course you can use me as a referee or
anything else at any time and with anyone you like - :
no need to write because whoever asks me about you I
merely answer that you are, and always were, the best
secretary I have ever had the good fortune to meet -
in other words the cat's pyjamas.

Its a pity we didn't meet when I rushed throu^
Sydney but Honor kept me busy and I never knew when I
could get time off. Actually I wanted to ask you to
tell Mary that the Job of Secretary to Jim Davidson,
head of the Department of Pacific History and Dean of
the Research School of Pacific Studies, was about to
fall vacant, and if she could bear to tear herself
away from her pornographic friends in the National
Trust she might like to tackle it.

To be truthful I did not think of you for this
position because I believed you well dug in and all
set for a career in advertising; also it would probably
be too quiet and lonely for you and the salary too low.
But for one more introverted it should be lovely.

If Mary would like a change she could ring up Mrs
Rae Matthews, the present incumbant, at the University
who will tell all (if she mentions me) - but maybe its
gone long ere this. Jim is a gentle soul and easily
scared by aggressive types so she would need to be her
demurest.

Yes, Jim Spillius rushed through Sydney scattering
summons for all to come down from Canberra to see him -
which naturally arrived after he had left. And his wife
passed throu^ here recently on her way to join him in
Tonga.

I copy-type in the Archives here from 8 a.m. to 10
p.m. and am getting very fast; but I wish you were here to
to do it for me so that I could coze in the sun instead.
However I move to Honolulu in a fortnight where I hope
to have everything photo-copied. My ambition is to buy
an electric portable there - as most of my declining
years seem destined to be spent typing I might as well
have the best tools available.

I am glad to hear that Nancy has reached Turkey
safely and that Vanessa was not after all abducted by
General de Gaulle. Personally I should be worrying
more about H with the Turks than V with the Pranks: I
read that now the supply of Circassian beauties £er the
local harems has dried up, due to the Coramo embargo on

' • •

f • ' ' • •



exports of natural produce, it la necessary to watcH one's
step ( a thing I fear Nancy never does).

But I do hope you get into Extern^ Affairs; and .
ultimately, of course, to Moscow. Which reminds me that I
have a pen pal now in Leningrad hy the name of
(if I remember ri^tlyj: I could give you his address if
you like.

Kind regards, best wishes, love, etc.,

from

:i . I'*-
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

Dear Mr Maude,

THE RESEARCH SCHOOL OF PAOFIC STUDIES

BOX 4 G.P.O. CANBERRA A.C.T. TEL. U0422

Telegrams "Natuniv" Canberra

25th June, 1958

At long last I have found time to drop you a line.
I have been so busy of late that I haven't found time to do any
thing except type stencils for Jim on the future role of our
School. He is really 'flat-out' on this job, but hopes to have
it completed before the weekend (so do I!).

By this you should have received a letter from
Professor Spate regarding the maps which you would like drawn
for Spanish Discoveries in the Central Pacific. Apparently he
thinks that you have too many names in Figure 1 and some should
be deleted, but is not sure which ones. I think he suggested in

his letter that the maps wait until your return when you can
supervise the drawing of them yourself. What do you think? If
you would still like me to send the manuscript over I will do so,
but you will have to let me know before 11th July (date of my
departure at the moment!). Incidentally, the article contains
more like 17,000 words not 7,000 as stated on the title page,

so I have typed another one for you and will leave it inside the
manuscript, I think you work it out that one quarto page contains
320 words and your article was well over 40 pages (13,000-odd
words). So much for Spanish discoveries! ! !

Would you let Mrs Maude know that there is a parcel
here from The Brazilian Yerbama Co., 5 Pelham Street, London. If
she would like me to forward it on, I shall do so.

As yet Jim hasn't decided on a replacement for my
job, but there are two promising applicants. Actually he has been
so busy with his own work he hasn't had time to even think about
someone for the job. As soon as I know who the successful appli
cant is I shall write and tell you so that you won't be in the 'dark'
on your return.

Kindest regards to Mrs Maude and yourself.

iloju



As from: 2129 Kamehameha Avenue,
HonoiliAlu, Hawaii,

27th June, 1958.

His Honour J.S. Rennie, O.B.E.,
British Resident Connnissioner,
The British Residency,
VILA, New Hebrides.

pe4^
Thanks for your letter 505/58 of the 9th June, which has been

forwarded to me here.

I should have been dell^ted to help Wilson in any way possible
but unfortunately I shall be moving on from Fiji to Hawaii in
July and expect to be working in Honolulu until September at least.

Spate will I know rally round, and he knows many more people
in Canberra than I do. But he also is due here sometime in July ,
on his epoch making survey for the Fiji Government on which so
much of their future policy must hinge: it should take him and
his two assistents about six months to complete.

I have been living in the lap of luxury at Oovemment House
but now the Garveys have gone on a farewell tour of the northern
districts and I hsve perforce descended with s thud to the Defence
Club.

I hear that Held has been made a rather attractive offer of
appointment here as combined SPC and Pitto officer: it is the
only post in the whole hftftrarchy here that I should care to have
myself. I am glad also to find that you are to lead the U.K.
team at the next session (as H.E. la to be in the chair). Vaskess
seems anxious to hand over before the session, but I don't suppose
there Is really any possibility.

It was kind of you to write after your visit to Canberra; but
actually I quite understood how tied you were and counted myself
lucky to have been able to get hold of you even if only for a few
minutes. My only regret was that we never got a chance to talk
about the possibility of your joining the A.H.U. at some future
date. Next time, however, you muet stay overnight with us. If
you can manage it.
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Suva, Fiji,
27th June, 1958.

„«r •
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Stephen H. Stackpole, Esq.,

0 — « - , - •< 1. .•

British Dominions and Colonies Program, .c;- . 9 • 1

Carnegie Corporation of New York, -
589 Fifth Avenue, ' ."y "
NEW YORK 17. N.Y., U.S.A. 7 -

•• '/

Dear Mr Stackpole,

Thank you for letting me know that your Committee
had not found it possible to recommend a travel grant to
enable me to complete the Americ^ doc\3mentation for my
work on Pacific history.

This is disappointing, but not disheartening: I
shall try again when the time is more propitious; and
hope for better luck.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

/
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As from: 2129 KamehamefeLk Avenue,
HONOLULU, Hawaii,

27th June, 1958.

Mrs Judith Flanagan,
South Pacific Coramiasion,
Box 5254, G.P.O.,
SYDNEY. 2I.S.W., Australia.

Dear Mrs Flanagan,

Thank you for your undated letter M/6/58, which
has been forwarded to me here.

I have no recollection of any microfilm sent by
Glover - possibly I was away or on leave at the time (on
the other hand I could easily have forgotten all about
it by now, even if I had dealt v/ith it 4 years ago).

I will do my best to find someone to translate
the material: but T shall not be back in Australia until
October at the earliest.

Unfortunately there is no-one in this Department
who can manage Geimian with any ease, and outside trans-
laters charge the earth, so I cannot be too optimistic.
I am having trouble enough getting my own German stuff
translated; not to speak of Russian and medieval Spanish.

Yours sincerely.

m-
H.E. Maude.

/
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Mr Petra P. Netzorg,
The Cellar Book Shop,
17140 Mendota,
DETROIT 21, Mich,, U,S,A.

^ J

Suva, Fiji Islands,
27th June, 1958,

Dear Mr Netzorg,

Thank you for your letter of the 4th Jtme, -A-hlch has been
sent on to me in Fiji, T?hcre I an working for the present.

By all means continue to send any of your cataloguea on the
Pacific. They are, as a matter of fact, passed on to other
members of this Research School working on the Islands or on
South^Bast Asia and I have no doubt that items will be ordered
from time to time. Only the othor day an American enquirer
was referred to two out-of-print books listed in your special
work on the Philippines.

I have several hundred duplicates on the Pacific and will
certainly let you have a list when I can get down to making one.
At present I am rather flat out on my writing work.

I shall let you know if I come ncroos anything obscure in your
line published in this part of the workd. But while numbers of
books are published on the Pacific and the East each year I doubt
If any could remain unknown in the States, as presumably all our
pgbktshers have agents there.

I see thet you have addressed me as Frofsasorj actually I am
not an academic at all but have llvXed all my life in the Islands
and am now engaged in writing Pacific history. The University,
which is not a teaching organization, givesme a home as a Senior
Research Fellow.

1 am leaving FIJI in a week or two for a few months work in
Hawaii; and hope to be back in Canberra early in October.

You appear to be performing a useful educational work In the
States, where I find, with a few exceptions, that there is but
little knowledge or appreciation of Pacific literature. I wish
you every success.

Yours
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2129 Kamehaaaeha Avenue,
Honolulu, Hawaii,

29th June, 1958•

Angus and Robertson Limited,
Mail Order Department,
Box 1516, G.P.O,,
SYDNEY, N.S-W«, Australia.

Dear Sirs,

I am sorry not to have replied befoJFe
to your letter EB/FEG of the 13th May, this
being due to my continued absence from
Australia. I thought at the time that it
was unusual for booksellers to refuse to
order items on behalf of customers and
presumed that my request must have strayed
into your Publishing Department, where no
doubt they feel that the public should
confine their purchases to books published
by Angus and Robertson.

You state in your letter that you have
been able to procure the work which I wented
and that you were about to send it to me. I
am informed that it has not, in fact, arrived
but please do not worry about it as on
receipt of your firm*8 letter dated the 21st
April I duly ordered the book from Messrs.
B.J. Dwyer, who are obtaining it for me from,
I believe. Southern Ireland.

Yours faithfully.

H.E.-'ifaude.
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Dear S^branlngs,

Suva, Fiji,
29th June, 1958.

I Kust apologise for not having replied before to your
letter but I find myself very cau^.t up 'A-lth my historical work#
It is so t!jne conavmlng, and at the same time so fascinating,
that liiy letter vriting ects sadly in arrears.

And nor: your second letter has been forwarded, to me in
Suva, whei'e I have been working for some weeks in the archives.
I tried to find out if you were here when I first came but no-one
seemed to kno'rt; not even at the Lst ropole, where I believe you
usually stay.

I can bear out many of your remarks on the adventures one
is likely to meet crossing Suva by foot at night, for X have been
doing it every night for some tlnae. It is certainly best at
times to walk in the gutter rather than be ouahed there.

Yea, I know Professor Spate, who Is tc report on Fijian
affairs, o.nd have had aevsml talks with him* I do not think
that, 33 you fear, there is any danger of his being "gulcied by
silly Civil Servants".

If you are, in fact, in Fiji and ever come Into Suva, do
get in touch with me and perhaps we can arrange to have a talk.
If you ring the Central Ai*chives of Fiji and TTestem Pacific
High Comaiiasion (Miss Dorothy Crosier is in charge) they will
know where I am to be located.

Actually I am finding accommodation a great problem in
Suva and although it is 4 p.m. I have as yet nowhere to spend
tonight; 30 I may have to go into the country, though it will
necessarily mean the end oi my vork here. In any event I leave
in a fortnight for Honolulu.

With best wishes,

Youra ever.

ffb
H.E. Maude.
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,;4 I,. .'V : ; • Suva, Fiji Islands,
\ 29th June, 1958.

Deer Ree,

Tiiank 70U so much for your letter: it riade me quite
home-sick to get it. I'm afraid, the glcmour of the tropics:
must have faded foi' mo a "hit these days; for in riy extrerao
ol-d-ftge I find Suva looking like Just another tumble-down
shanty town.

I^ve written to Professor Spate about maps and suggested
that they be held over until tny return; it seems the best way
as there Js really no }iurry, X wa-j 30 careful .in working oxit
the number of words at 7,000, although -I must admit that It
seemed rather phony et the tire even to rie: but cvn't see
how I camie to get it wrong, especially as I actually counted
10 pagea in order to get the avei'ago uvvibor of words on a page.

'Jo, please don't send f'lo Yerbaua packet on: Honor can
drink kava or qkolehau or somothing. dee, things are certainly
tou^ hero as far ua acooirmodation is concerned: it la 4 p.m.
and I have only ju.vt found a bod for toni^t. Toomiorrow X may
have to move into the country simply bccauao th.or© is not a room
to be got in the whole of Suva. X was staying, at Govemnent
ilouse in luxury unt.'.l n.E. loft, but now I've to face the hard
facts of life with a vengeance.

I went mentally through my many aeorstarial friends and
decided that there were only two who would make Jim happy; most
are too dominant. Of these one, &*ary Packard, vaay ring you up
to enquire if auplications are still bein,y sought for the iob.
If she does you'll know at least that I reckon she would fit the
bill: a gentle soul and kind to everyone, but efficient withal.
It would be awfui if Jim got saddled with como old battle-axe.

I'm sending you a letter from Jim Spillius to Jim Davidson.
He sent me a copy in case Jim I was away or busy. As I can't
very well deal with it nerhaps you could pass It to Dick for
action (that 5a if Jim is flat out, as eeems pof-slble). I know
Dick Knows all about this microfilming that Jim II mentions and
mi^t, eg he's such a kind type, be willing to send the Informetlon
to him and his friend the Queen.

What a shame you are going: life will never seem the same
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In Canberra without the joy of go}.n,g into your room to talk
to you whenever one was feeling blue, ilnd yet I knov/ it is
all in a good and patriotic cause.

I hope Jim wakes a really good case for the School and
its lut&re. To .viany lions waiting to gobble it up.

'• '%•

All the best, Rae^ end be sure and keep cheerful,

iTours ever.

K^.x •
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Dr Adrian Mayer,
Apart&do 1263,
MEXICO, D.F.

Dear Dr Mayer,

Suva, Fiji,
30th June, 1958.

I am sorry not to have v-rltten In reply to your letter
on the subject of Glllion's thesis. I fully meant to hut
as It turned out the oral kept getting postponed (as Ken
could not leave Perth during term time) and when it finally
v.-as held I had just time to vTite the report for you and
catch the 'Oi^onsay' for Fiji. The idea was to write to
you on board but I never got down to anything, the ship
being so crowded and the wcataei* I'ough.

However, the nain thing is that I did manage to set
out the results of Ken being put through his paces and get
it off to you before leaving. A 6 hours oral miglit have
been quite an oi'deal for him, but if so he showed few signs,
being resilient to the last; and then I believe he sat up
all nigiit with Dick Gllson discussing it and cau^^it the
morning train back to Perth. He has grown greatly In
stature and confidence since joinli^ the Univex'sity of

Western Australlai- ™

As you v/111 have noted, I tried hard to keep
myself out of the plctux'c. On reading carcfullj
through tile inilea of the game as sot out by the JdHJ it
seemed evident that the assessor was intended to be a
letter box for submitting the examiner's quei'ies to the
candidate and recording his answers.

It was a bit difficult, for actually I held • ^ j
views on the thesis myself; and I take it ttiat it would - i ' }•
have been wrong to have obtruded such matters. But , . " • , j
I must thank you for sending such a clearly set out list of _'^1
of points on which you had reservations; it made every- -j
thing so much easier.

e

I hope that Ken gets throu^ *11 right in the
^nd: I have been ao out of touch with everything that
I havn't heard the result of the exa.nination, thou^ I
expect it has been announced by now.

The death of Sukuna and the retirement of Roth
and Garvey spell the end of an era here and great
changes are expected, particularly in P'ljian administ
ration. It seems to be Increasingly recognized that
the present imperium in imporio is an anachronism and
must go. The fact that the Henderson (it was H.,
wasn't it?) proposals on Indian local government were
not approved may have been a blessing after all.

r



and report on the whole question of Fijian land tenure,
which will bring up a lot of inter-relsted matters, in fact
the whole range of Government policy in Fijian affairs.
And next year there is to be a Population Conmission (I
believe that Grantham may be the Chairman).

T trust thpt this letter reaches you but I ciuat say
that the address you rive sovinds a bit insufficient to me.

The S.S« has just given me a copy of an article by
you on Indian factions, from the British Journal of Socio
logy. I shall reed it with Interest tonight but I thought
you might lilce to know that apparently they do take notice
of what you write: one cannot say the same of all those who
write in your field.

- -it

i"> •

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Meude.
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Suva, Fiji,
30th June, 1958.

Dr Colin Newhury,
C/o The London Missionary Society,
Livingstone House, 42 Broadway,
LONDON. S.W.I. England.

Dear Colin,

Alas your letter arrived after I had left and had
to he sent on here. I was deligihted to hear the good
news about the Hakluyt Society - rather surprised, too,
for I kadld not have thou^t that the Diary was quite in
their line of country. Maybe they are coming to an end
of the voyages and travels which seem to be their speciality.
But it certainly would be excellent if they would take it.

I left your typescript with Jim Davidson and suggest
that you write to him direct asking him to send it on to

.John Beaglehole: it would come better from the owner him
self than from me. Jim knows Beaglehole well, and his
recommendation wtuld be a good introduction. I certainly
think that Beaglehole*a opinion would cari*y more weight

. than anyone else.

-if

Of course you may cite me as a referee if you like;
but I fear it would not mean anything to the Hakluyt
people. Jim and Beaglehole are undoubtddly your best bets.

* I expect to be back in Canberra about the end of
September, all being well. But anything sent to the
A.N.U. should always reach me in due course. I leave
for Honolulu in a fortnight; not that there is any lack
of work here in the Hi^ Commission records.

Yours ever.

H.E. Maude. •
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Suva, Fiji,
30th June, 1958»

Sir Harry Luke, K.C.f>..G., D»Litt.,
C/o The Athenaeum Cluh,
Pall Sail, LOHPON, c.W.l,

Dear Sir Harry,

• .>v : i
'W;
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T allould have written before in ansraer to your
query about the title of the New Cal^^yij^sn High Coirjnissiojier,
but as a rr.atter of fact I could find no-onc in Australia
who knev anythlng.about the subject.

V<
Here in Fiji, however, they inform net-

(1) that the Governor of New Celedonle is High Coonnissloner
for the New Hebrides, ^hlllz and Futuna only;

(2) be has no jurisdiction over French Oceania whatsoever
(but i remember d'Argenlleu had); and

(^)^is title is "Le Haut-Conmlssairs da la Hepviblique dans
T 1'Ocean Pacificue et aux liouvelles-Hebrides, Gouveneur

de la Nouvelle-Caledonie et Pensndencle!

My informant for the above is the French Consul (the
P'iji Governmont know nothing), but as the title at (ill)
seems Inconsistent with the statements at (1) and (il)
I can but recomxend that it be checked with Peris to be
absolutely sure.

If you like I will write to Ronnie, the British
Resident Commissioner, whom T kno''^' well, and ask him
but, in the absence of an air service at the monent, it
will take aone time to get an answer and to tell you
the truth X would not altogether trust it *he.n it came.
As you know, people out here are fairly haphazard on
such points. Prance seems the right place to get an
absolutely reliable and accurate answer, for there must
be many Masters of Pi'otocol in the French Foreign Office.

I have been staying with the Garveys, who have
now left on their farewell tour of the northern districts
of Viti Levu. Paddy seems greatly changed as a C.S.
but I have not seen imucli of him, I must admit that T
don't think much of Suva these days and shall be glad
to get to Honolulti when Honor joins me from New Zealand
on the I'^th.

I am working with Dorothy Crosier in the
Archives from 8 in the morning till 10 at nij^t and

•' "ijlV'' -''V.
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find it all most interesting: but accommodation is a
terrible problem. Yesterday at 5 p.m. I found that
the nearest place I could get a bed for the night was

and only the kindness of Vaskess
saved me from sleeping in the Botanic Gardens. 'Yliatover
others may say about him he has always proved a Good
Samaritan to me.

Dorothy joins me in sending you our best wishes,
and I hope ths.t the book is by now all written and on
its way to the printers.

Yours ever.

SrmVk or'.
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